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Abstract

The closely related CBP and p300 co-activator molecules play a key role 

in gene activation by interacting with a number of different transcription factors, 

and have been shown to be essential for normal cardiac development and 

expression of genes encoding cardiac muscle-specific proteins. Evidence from 

non-cardiac cells also indicates that these factors are essential for the proper 

functioning of transcription factors known to be involved in cardiac hypertrophy. 

Hypertrophy is initially a compensatory response in the heart, defined by 

enlargement of cells without division and reactivation of foetal genes. Chronic 

hypertrophy can be detrimental and may lead to heart failure. The subject of this 

thesis is an investigation of the role of CBP and p300 in cardiac hypertrophy.

Phenylephrine (PE) is an a-adrenergic agonist known to induce 

hypertrophy in cardiac myocytes. Here it is shown that in cardiac cells the 

activity of CBP and p300 is stimulated by PE treatment by a mechanism which 

involves the p42/p44 MAPK pathway, targeting primarily the N-terminus of 

p300 and the C-terminus of CBP which are not homologous to one another. This 

suggests that CBP and p300 play an important role in the hypertrophic effect of 

PE. To further support this theory, data here shows that inhibition of either CBP 

or p300 with antisense or dominant negative mutant constructs inhibits PE- 

induced hypertrophy as assayed by atrial naturetic protein production (ANP), 

cardiac cell protein:DNA ratio and cell size.

In view of the critical clinical importance of hypertrophy in human heart 

failure, work here has attempted to probe the mechanisms by which CBP and 

p300 can induce hypertrophy, and in particular, to relate them to their known 

histone acetyltransferase activity. Results show that the ability of CBP and p300 

to induce hypertrophy is dependent upon their histone acetyltransferase activity 

since inhibition of histone deacetylation using trichostatin A can induce 

hypertrophy, and mutations in CBP or p300 which abolish or reduce such 

activity correspondingly abolish or reduce the ability to induce hypertrophy, as 

assayed by ANP production, protein:DNA ratio and cell size.



In summary, this work demonstrates that CBP and p300 play a key role in 

the PE-induced hypertrophic response and that this effect is dependent on their 

histone acetyltransferase activity. These findings raise the possibility therefore 

that CBP and p300 represent targets for therapeutic modulation in the control of 

human heart failure caused by cardiac hypertrophy.
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1.1 Transcription Factors

1.1.1 Introduction

The regulation of gene expression is central to the normal development 

and proper functioning of all organisms (for review see Latchman, 1997a). Such 

gene regulation is primarily achieved at the level of gene transcription, whereby 

the DNA is copied into an RNA transcript. Thus, different genes are transcribed 

in different cell types leading to the production of their corresponding proteins, 

while a particular stimulus will produce new protein synthesis by activating the 

transcription of new genes.

1.1.2 Mechanisms of Action of Transcription Factors

Transcription of a specific gene is dependent upon an array of regulatory 

sequences, known as the gene promoter, which determine both the basal 

transcription level of the gene and its response to specific stimuli. Transcription 

itself is controlled by proteins known as transcription factors, that bind to 

specific DNA sequences in the gene promoter and activate or inhibit 

transcription. In order to produce their effects, transcription factors generally, but 

not always, require the ability to bind DNA, and then to affect transcription 

either positively or negatively (for review see Latchman, 2001). Transcription 

factors which act by linking the DNA binding transcriptional activator to the 

basal complex are called co-activators.

Analysis of a number of different transcription factors has shown that 

they have a modular structure in which specific regions of the molecule are 

responsible for binding to the DNA (DNA binding domain), whilst other regions 

produce a stimulatory or inhibitory effect on transcription (activation domain). 

Studies on the DNA binding regions of different transcription factors have shown 

that there are several distinct structural elements which can produce DNA 

binding (for review see Harrison, 1991). Well characterised DNA binding 

domains include the helix-tum-helix motif, the zinc finger motif, the leucine 

zipper motif and basic DNA binding domain, and the helix-loop-helix motif.

17



1.1.2.1 DNA-binding Domains

The ability of a protein to bind selectively to a particular DNA site in the 

genome is the foundation upon which transcriptional regulatory pathways are 

built. As mentioned above, transcription factors contain DNA-binding domains 

which can be grouped into a few families based on common structural motifs.

1.1.2.1.1 Helix-Turn-Helix Motif

The proteins in this family span a broad range of protein folds that 

contain a conserved bi-belical motif, termed the helix-tum-helix, and are 

generally dissimilar in stmcture outside the helix-tum-helix (for review see 

Garvie and Wolberger, 2001). The two helices are related by a relatively fixed 

angle, connected by a tight bend, and the length of each helix varies among 

different subclasses of the family. The second of the two helices, referred to as 

the recognition helix, inserts into the major groove of DNA, and its amino acid 

side chains, which differ from protein to protein, play an important part in 

recognising the specific DNA sequence to which the protein binds. The first 

helix, though not embedded in the major groove, in some cases makes additional 

DNA contacts. An example of the helix-tum-helix motif is found in the 

homeobox transcription factors first discovered in Drosophila (Dura and Ingham, 

1988).

1.1.2.1.2 Zinc Finger Motif

Protein domains with one or more co-ordinated zinc ions at their core 

form a family of eukaryotic DNA binding proteins called zinc fingers. In all 

cases, the zinc serves a stmctural role in maintaining the protein fold and does 

not interact with the DNA. The various families of zinc co-ordinating DNA 

binding domains differ significantly in overall protein fold and DNA binding. 

There are two main classes of zinc finger proteins, the first consists of two 

cysteine and two histidine residues bound to zinc and is called the two cysteine- 

two histidine zinc finger (Pavletich and Pabo, 1991). An example of this motif 

can be found in the cellular Sp transcription factor family. The second class of 

zinc finger proteins includes the steroid-thyroid hormone receptor family, and is 

called the multi-cysteine zinc finger (for review see Mangelsdorf and Evans,

18



1995). In these molecules, the zinc finger motif involves an approximately 70 

amino acid domain, in which two zinc ions are each co-ordinated by four 

cysteines.

1.1.2.1.3 Leucine Zipper and Basic DNA Binding Domain

The leucine zipper and basic DNA binding domain does not refer 

specifically to a DNA binding domain, but to the characteristic structure which 

allows two a  helices to dimerise, facilitating the correct positioning of two basic 

regions N-terminal to the a  helices. This in turn allows the a  helices to interact 

directly with acidic DNA (Kouzarides et a l, 1988, Turner et al, 1989). In helical 

portions of the leucine zipper proteins, every seventh amino acid is a leucine. 

Since there are on average 3.6 amino acids per turn of an a  helix, all of the 

leucines appear on the same side of the helix (after every two helical turns), 

thereby forming a hydrophobic surface and arranging into an a  helical parallel 

coiled coil (O’Shea et al., 1989). The DNA binding portion of the motif is a 

highly positively charged basic region containing several arginine and lysine 

residues, and attaches to the major groove of the DNA in a ‘scissors-grip’ 

manner (for review see Vinson et al., 1989). The proto-oncogene products c-jun 

and c-fos, which heterodimersie to form the AP I transcription complex, interact 

with one another through leucine zippers and with the AP-1 response element 

through N-terminal basic residues. The leucine zipper and basic DNA-binding 

domain has also been detected in several other transcription factors, including the 

CCAAT-box binding protein C/EBP, and the yeast factor GCN4.

1.1.2.1.4 Helix-Loop-Helix Motif

Like the leucine zipper proteins, the helix-loop-helix (HLH) proteins are 

characterised by a dimérisation domain which allows a basic a  helical region to 

make contacts with the DNA binding site. These proteins dimerise through an a  

helical coiled-coil, which is unlike the leucine zipper proteins where dimérisation 

results in the formation of a two helix bundle, and instead results in a four helix 

bundle (Ferre-D’Amare et al., 1993). Proteins containing this motif are able to 

form both homodimers and heterodimers. The classic HLH binding site is the E- 

box, defined by the sequence CANNTG (Ferre-D’Amare et al., 1993).
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1.1.2.2 Activation of Transcription

Many transcription factors contain, in addition to the DNA binding 

domain, specific regions which are necessary for the activation of transcription. 

Such regions were identified on the basis that they can stimulate transcription 

when linked to the DNA binding domain of a completely unrelated factor, and 

are known as activation domains (for review see Mitchell and Tjian, 1989). As 

with DNA binding domains, a number of distinct types of activation domain 

have been identified on the basis that they contain a cluster of negatively charged 

(acidic) amino acids, glutamine residues or proline residues.

The activation domains are thought to function by interacting with 

components of the basal complex. This is a complex of RNA polymerase II and 

various transcription factors such as TFIIB and TFIID, which assemble at the 

gene promoter, and are essential for transcription to occur (Buratowski et al., 

1989; Furukawa et al., 2001; Nikolov et al., 1997; for review see Roeder, 1996). 

Early studies showed the first clear insights into the stepwise assembly of the 

basal transcription factors and RNA polymerase II on the promoter template 

(Fig. 1.1). Initially the TATA-binding protein (TBP) subunit of TFIID recognises 

and binds the TATA box in the promoter. This is followed by TFIIA binding to 

the upstream side of TFIID, stabilising the TFIID/DNA complex. TFIIB then 

binds the TFIIA/TFIID/DNA complex, and is thought to act as a bridge between 

TFIIA/TFIID/DNA and RNA polymerase II. Finally, TFIIE, TFIIH and TFIIJ 

bind the pre-initiation complex. After RNA polymerase II has been tethered to 

the promoter, it is released from the complex of general transcription factors to 

begin transcription. An important step in the initiation of transcription is carried 

out by TFIIH, a protein kinase subunit that phosphorylates RNA polymerase II, 

and in the case of some promoters this phosphorylation is thought to disengage 

the polymerase and activate transcription.

The stepwise assembly of the functional class II pre-initiation complex on 

the core promoter has been characterised and shown to occur in a particular 

ordered manner. However, it has also been shown that some pre-assembled RNA 

polymerase II may be found in solution already associated with a subset of the 

basal transcription factors (TFIIB, TFIIF, and TFIIH) (for review see Greenblatt,
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1997). It has been proposed that following the binding of TFIID and TFIIA to the 

core promoter element, this pre-assembled RNA polymerase holoenzyme 

complex may bind, thereby reducing the number of steps to produce a function 

pre-initiation complex (Kim et a l, 1998; Latchman, 2002; for review see Gill, 

2001)(Fig.l.l).
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Figure 1.1 Assembly of the general transcription factors required for the 

initiation of transcription

Following the binding o f  TFIIA and TFIID to the prom oter, the form ation 

o f  the basal transcription com plex for RNA polymerase II may take place via the 

sequential recruitm ent o f  TFIIB, TFIIF/RNA polymerase II and TFIIE/TFIIH, or 

by the recruitm ent o f a holoenzym e containing all o f  these factors. In the 

presence o f ATP, TFIIH phosphorylates RNA polymerase II, which releases it to 

initiate transcription.
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Whichever path the assembly of the pre-initiation complex follows, 

stepwise or through the addition of the pre-assembled RNA polymerse II 

holoenzyme, the complex of the seven basal transcription factors (TFIIA, B, D, 

E, F, H and J) is sufficient for transcription to occur. Hence, following binding 

to their appropriate DNA binding site, mediated via the DNA binding domain, 

the activation domains of specific activating factors can interact with the basal 

transcriptional complex to stimulate transcription, either by increasing the 

binding of a particular component of the basal transcriptional complex, so 

enhancing its assembly, or by altering the conformation of an already bound 

factor so stimulating the activity and/or stability of the complex. In this way, the 

binding of specific transcription factors can stimulate gene transcription.
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1.1.2.3 Inhibition of Transcription

Although it was originally thought that most eukaryotic transcription 

factors acted by stimulating transcription, it is now clear that a wide variety of 

factors act by inhibiting the transcription of specific genes, and that such 

inhibitory transcription factors are as important as stimulatory factors (for 

reviews see Hanna-Rose et a l, 1996; Herschbach et a l, 1993; Latchman, 2002). 

Repression can be established by proteins that act over a short range, or at a long 

distance (for reviews see Blackwell and Walker, 2002; Courey and Jia, 2001; 

Gray and Levine, 1996). The latter is often referred to as silencing because an 

entire chromosomal locus is inactivated, as opposed to short range repression, 

which only blocks the function of nearby DNA-bound activators, and does not 

interfere with more distantly bound activators.

Short range repressors have been shown to act by interfering with the 

activity of a positively acting factor, thereby blocking its stimulatory effect on 

transcription. This is achieved by DNA binding competition between a repressor 

and a gene activator protein, whereby the repressor binds to overlapping DNA 

sites (Fig. 1.2 A), or by the formation of a complex between the activator and the 

repressor in solution preventing the activator binding to the DNA (Fig.l.2B). 

Alternatively, the repressor could bind with the activator to block the interaction 

between the activation domain and the general machinery, sometimes referred to 

as quenching (Fig.l.2C) (Alberts et al., 1994; Latchman, 2002).

A class of inhibitory transcription factors also exist which can directly 

inhibit transcription even in the absence of a positively acting factor. These 

factors are thought to function by interacting either directly or indirectly with the 

basal transcriptional complex to reduce its activity or assembly (for review see 

Latchman, 1997b) (Fig. 1.2D).
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Figure 1.2 Inhibition of gene expression by transcription factors

In the first case (A) gene activator proteins and gene repressor proteins 

compete for binding to the same regulatory DNA sequence. In the second 

m echanism  o f  negative control (B) the repressor sequesters the activator in 

solution. In the third (C) both proteins can bind DNA, but the repressor 

com plexes with the activation dom ain o f the activator protein and thereby 

prevents it from contacting the transcription machinery. In the fourth (D) the 

repressor directly inhibits transcription even in the absence o f  an activator.
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Hence, the balance between binding of transcriptional activators and 

transcriptional repressors to the regulatory region of a particular gene will 

determine the rate of its transcription in any particular situation. However, in 

order for a particular gene to respond to specific signals or to be regulated in a 

cell type specific manner, the balance between these activating and repressing 

molecules must change in different situations. It is now recognised that although 

some factors are pure activators or pure repressors, many can both activate and 

repress transcription in a way that is dependent on the particular situation. One 

such example is the thyroid hormone receptor which regulates gene expression in 

response to thyroid hormone, and is a member of the steroid hormone receptor 

family of transcription factors. This study, and others, have led to the idea that 

many nuclear receptors switch, in a ligand dependent manner, between binding 

of a multi-component co-repressor complex containing histone deacetylase 

activity, and binding of a co-activator complex containing factors with histone 

acetyltransferase activity (for review see Torchia et al., 1998) (see section 1.1.4).

In the case of the thyroid hormone receptor, the absence of thyroid 

hormone allows the thyroid hormone receptor to bind to its DNA-binding site in 

thyroid hormone responsive genes in a conformation that enables it to bind co

repressor molecules, and consequently transcription is repressed (for reviews see 

Latchman, 2001; Wolffe, 1997) (Fig. 1.3). Following binding of thyroid hormone, 

the receptor changes its conformation so that it can no longer bind co-repressor 

molecules, and instead the receptor binds co-activator molecules, resulting in the 

activation of transcription.
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Figure 1.3 Activation and repression of thyroid hormone receptor

In the absence of thyroid hormone, the thyroid hormone receptor (TR) 

binds to the thyroid hormone response element (TRE) in a conformation that 

binds co-repressor molecules and thus inhibits transcription. Following binding 

of thyroid hormone, the structure of the receptor changes so that it binds co

activator molecules and activates transcription.
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1.1.3 Regulation of Transcription Factors

Transcription factors can be regulated at two levels, the regulation of 

transcription factor synthesis and the regulation of transcription factor activity. In 

a number of different situations, a transcription factor is regulated by being 

synthesised in one particular tissue or cell type, and not in other tissues. One 

such example is the MyoD transcription factor. This transcription factor is 

synthesised only in skeletal muscle cells, but its artificially induced expression in 

other cell types, such as undifferentiated fibroblast cells, is sufficient to convert 

them to skeletal muscle cells. This indicates a critical role for MyoD factor in the 

induction of muscle specific gene expression.

Although regulation of transcription factor synthesis is an important 

control point, it is not the only regulatory mechanism which controls 

transcription factor activity. It is also necessary to have a mechanism which 

allows gene transcription by the activation of pre-existing transcription factors 

(for review see Latchman, 1997b). For example, the synthesis of a specific 

transcription factor Nuclear Factor Interleukin 6p (NFIL-6P) is induced in 

response to exposure to IL-6 and complemented by the activation of other 

transcription factors, NFIL-6 and signal transducer and activator of transcription 

3 (STAT-3), which pre-exist in an inactive form in unstimulated cells. Such 

activation of pre-existing transcription factors can occur via a number of 

different mechanisms, including ligand binding, alterations in protein-protein 

interaction, transcription factor phosphorylation and proteolytic cleavage. The 

binding of these transcription factors to their appropriate recognition sequences 

thus produces specific patterns of gene transcription and is responsible for the 

dependence of particular patterns of gene activity on specific DNA binding 

sequences.
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1.1.4 Chromatin Structure and Control of Gene Expression

The genomes of eukaryotes are highly compacted to allow the DNA 

molecules to form inside the cell and to be easily managed. The first level of 

compaction is the wrapping of DNA around histones to form nucleosomes. Each 

nucleosome consists of a central core complex of eight basic histone proteins 

(two of each of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4), surrounded by 146bp DNA (for 

reviews see Arents and Moudrianakis, 1993; Pruss et al., 1995). Each histone has 

a high proportion of positively charged amino acids (lysine and arginine). The 

positive charge helps the histones bind tightly to the DNA (which is negatively 

charged). Adjacent nucleosomes are connected by linker DNA, in the so called 

‘beads on a string’ structure. In a second level of compaction the nucleosomes 

are further coiled into a chromatin fibre of 30nm diameter. The histone HI 

molecules are thought to be responsible for pulling the nucleosomes closer 

together to form the 30nm fibre.

1.1.4.1 Modification of Histones by Acétylation

In the resting cell, DNA is tightly compacted into nucleosomes to prevent 

transcription factor accessibility, and in this way acts as a barrier to the initiation 

of transcription, by preventing the access of transcriptional factors and RNA 

polymerase II to their cognate recognition sequences. During activation of the 

cells, this compact inaccessible DNA is made available to DNA binding proteins 

by unwinding of the 30nm fibre to the ‘beads on a string’ structure to generate a 

more open chromatin structure, thus allowing the induction of gene transcription. 

Specific lysine resides in the N-terminal tails of core histones can be post- 

translationally modified by acétylation of the s-amino group, possibly 

neutralising the positive charge of the lysine s-amino group, primarily on 

histones H3 and H4 (for reviews see Wade et al., 1997; Wade and Wolffe, 1997). 

This modification is thought to weaken the interaction between the histone tails 

and the DNA, thus creating an open chromatin structure, more accessible to 

transcription factors.

The dynamic equilibrium of core histone acétylation is established and 

maintained by histone acetyltransferase (HAT) and histone deacetylase (HDAC)
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enzymes (for review see Kuo and Allis, 1998). HATs transfer the acetyl moiety 

from the acetyl coenzyme A to the e-amino groups of internal lysine residues. 

Introduction of the acetyl group to lysine neutralises the positive charge and 

increases the hydrophobicity. In the opposing deacetylation reaction, HDACs 

remove the acetyl groups re-establishing the positive charge in the histones 

(Fig. 1.4).
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Figure 1.4 Histone acétylation as a reversible mechanism

Equilibrium o f  steady-state histone acétylation is m aintained by opposing 

activities o f  HATs and HDACs. Acetyl coenzyme A is the high energy acetyl 

moiety donor for histone acétylation. HATs transfer the acetyl m oiety to the c- 

amino group o f  internal lysine residues o f  histone N-term inal domains. Reversal 

o f  this reaction is catalysed by HDACs.
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Several transcriptional regulators possess intrinsic HAT and HDAC 

activities, strongly suggesting that histone acétylation and deacetylation play a 

role in regulating transcription (Fig. 1.5) (Ito and Adcock, 2002). There is 

evidence that increased gene transcription is associated with an increase in 

histone acétylation (hyperacetylation), whereas hypoacetylation of histones is 

correlated with reduced transcription or gene silencing (see section 1.1.4.2) (for 

reviews see Grunstein, 1997; Kuo and Allis, 1998; Wolffe, 1997; Workman and 

Kingston, 1998). Using DNase I sensitivity as an indicator of differences 

between active and inactive DNA, the hyperacetylated forms of histone H3 and 

H4 have been shown to be localised in active genes exhibiting DNasel 

sensitivity, whereas hypoacetylated histones H3 and H4 have been shown to exist 

in transcriptionally inactive regions. Furthermore, treatment of cells with sodium 

butyrate, which inhibits cellular deacetylase activity and therefore increases 

histone acétylation, has been shown to result in DNasel sensitivity in some 

regions of chromatin, and to activate the expression of some previously silent 

cellular genes (for review see Reeves and Cseijesi, 1979).

In addition to histone acétylation, a number of other biochemical changes 

to histones which result in modification of chromatin structure have been 

reported including méthylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquitination (for reviews 

see Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Latchman, 2002; Strahi and Allis, 2000; Wu and 

Grunstein, 2000). However, the role of these biochemical changes in histone 

modification is not yet clearly understood and will not be discussed here. Further 

evidence for the role of histone acétylation in the regulation of gene expression 

has come from the identification of several HAT enzymes (see section 1.1.4.2)
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Figure 1.5 Model of histone acétylation and histone deacetylation

HAT complex induces acétylation of core histone. Acétylation of internal 

lysines in core histones neutralises the positive charge (-NH]"  ̂ —► -NH-COCH3), 

and the affinity of histone N-terminal domains for DNA is significantly reduced, 

resulting in destabilisation of the nucleosomal packaging of the DNA. In this 

situation, large molecules, such as RNA polymerase II, gain access to DNA 

allowing gene transcription. In contrast, HDAC causes deacetylation of histones, 

increasing the positive charge, resulting in tightening up DNA coiling.
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1.1.4.2 Histone Acetyltransferases

Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) can be grouped into at least two 

classes (Table 1.1) (for review see Kuo and Allis, 1998). Type A HATs are 

localised in nuclei and are thought to acetylate nucleosomal histones in reactions 

closely tied to transcriptional activation. By contrast, type B HAT can be purified 

from cytoplasmic fractions, and it is thought that these activities are responsible 

for acetylating newly synthesised histones before chromatin assembly during 

DNA replication. Several distinct type A HAT families have been characterised 

to date, including the GCN5 family (Brownell et a l,  1996; Kuo et a l, 1996; 

Wang et al., 1997) with homologs in Tetrahymena thermophilia, Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae. Drosophila and human, including P/CAF (p300/CBP associated 

factor) (Yang et al., 1996). Other HAT families include CBP/p300 (Ogryzko et 

al., 1996), human TAFn250 and its homolog yeast TAFnl30 and Drosophila 

TAFii230 (Mencia and Strahl, 2001; Mizzen et al., 1996), the MYST family 

(named after its founding members, MOZ, YBF2/SAS3, SAS2, Tip60), and 

members of the steroid receptor co-activators (SRC-1, ACTR/AIB- 

l/pCIP/RAC3/TRAM-l, and TIF2/GRIP1) (Chen et al., 1997; Spencer et al.,

1997). One type B HAT, yeast HATl, has been identified and characterised thus 

far (Kleffg/ a l,  1995).
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Table 1.1 Known histone acetyltransferases

Protein Enzyme Substrates Organism

CBP/p300 HATA All core nucleosomal histones Human

p55 HATA H3, H4, H2B Tetrahymena

GCN5 HATA H3 (K14), H4 (K8, 16), H2B Yeast

P/CAF HATA H3 Human, Drosophila

AGIR HATA H3,H4 Human

SRC-1 HATA H3,H4 Human

hXAFii250 HATA H3,H4 Human

dTAFii230 HATA H3,H4 Drosophila

yTAFiil30 HATA Not available Yeast

ESAl HATA H4, H2A, H3 Yeast

Tip60 HATA H4, H2A, H3 Human

HATl HATB H4 Yeast
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The known HATs are described below, except CBP and p300 which are 

discussed in detail in section 1.2

1.1.4.2.1 p55 and yGCN5

The first type A HAT ever cloned and identified was a 55kDa- 

polypeptide (p55) fi"om the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena thermophilia 

(Brownell et al., 1996), and is highly similar to a known transcriptional co

activator, yGCNS, in the budding yeast (Georgakopoulous and Thireos, 1992). 

Mutations specifically affecting the nucleosomal HAT activity of yGCNS 

containing complexes correlate with both a slow growth phenotype and reduced 

levels of transcription from specific promoters, supporting the functional role of 

acétylation in transcription (Candau et al., 1997; Wang et al, 1998a; for review 

see Gregory and Horz, 1998). The HAT activity of p55 and yGCNS have been 

studied extensively in vitro (Brownell et al., 1996; Gregory et al., 1998; Zhang et 

al., 1998). Both proteins preferentially acetylate histone H3 under certain in vitro 

assay conditions, although histones H4 and H2B can also be acetylated when 

they are purified and presented separately to the enzyme.

The site specificity of yGCNS was further determined at the amino acid 

level. Lysine 14 of H3 and lysines 8 and 16 of H4 are efficiently acetylated by 

yGCNS in vitro (Kuo et al., 1996). It was also shown that Lysine 9 is the 

preferred position of acétylation in newly synthesised yeast H3. This finding, 

along with the fact that lysines S and 12 in H4 are predominant acétylation sites 

during chromatin assembly in many organisms, indicates that yGCNS acetylates 

a distinct set of lysines that do not overlap with those sites characteristically used 

by type B HATs for histone deposition and chromatin assembly (Kuo et al.,

1996).

1.1.4.2.2 P/CAF

P/CAF was identified via its ability to interact with p300/CBP (for review 

see Xu et al., 1999), and this association is required for transcriptional activation 

of many genes. The carboxyl half of P/CAF is highly homologous to GCNS, and 

this domain contains essentially all PCAF’s intrinsic HAT activity (Wang et al.,

1997). The interaction between P/CAF and CBP/p300 can be disrupted by ElA,
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since these two proteins bind to an overlapping region of CBP/p300. 

Displacement of P/CAF by ElA  from CBP/p300 causes cells to enter S-phase; 

overproducing P/CAF counteracts this E lA  mediated mitogenic effect (Wang et 

al., 1997). Outside the GCN5 homologous region, function of the N-terminal half 

of P/CAF is not yet understood. Because the entire P/CAF, unlike the GCN5 

related HAT domain alone, is able to acetylate nucleosomal substrates, it has 

been suggested that this P/CAF specific domain may assist the GCN5 related 

HAT domain to recognise specific nucleosomal substrates (Korzus et al., 1998; 

Wang et al., 1997, Yang et al., 1996).

1.1.4.2.3 SRC-1 and ACTR

SRC-1 and ACTR were identified through screening for protein factors 

that interact with nuclear hormone receptors in a ligand dependent manner. 

Steroid receptor co-activator-1 (SRC-1) is a steroid hormone receptor interacting 

co-activator that can facilitate the transcription activities of multiple nuclear 

receptors. SRC-1 interacts with P/CAF (Spencer et al., 1997) and CBP/p300 

(Yao et al., 1996) and, like P/CAF and CBP/p300, SRC-1 is able to acetylate 

nucleosomal histones H3 and H4 in vitro (Spencer et al., 1997). The catalytic 

domain of SRC-1 has been mapped to an extreme C-terminal region that is not 

obviously homologous to the catalytic domain of GCN5 family members, 

suggesting a potentially different catalytic mechanism.

ACTR is homologous to SRC-1 and TIF2/GRIP1 proteins in several 

motifs throughout the entire open reading frame, including the putative HAT 

catalytic domain of SRC-1 (there is 34-38% identity between these three proteins 

in this region) (Chen et al., 1997). HAT activity of ACTR was demonstrated in 

vitro, and similar to SRC-1, nucleosomal histones H3 and H4 are preferred 

substrates (Chen et al., 1997). ACTR interacts directly with several nuclear 

receptors in the presence of the agonist, and upon binding to the ligand nuclear 

receptor, ACTR recruits P/CAF and CBP via direct interaction. Formation of this 

multi-component complex is essential for transcription of downstream genes 

(Chene/fl/., 1997).
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1.1.4.2.4 hTAFii250 and its homologs

hTAFii250, and its homologs, are each the largest subunit of TBP 

associated factors (TAFus), and thought to serve as a scaffold for the entry of 

other TAFs to TFIID. The discovery that hTAFn250, dTAFn230, and yTAFnl30 

all possess intrinsic HAT activity in vitro suggests that TFIID may gain access to 

the promoter via its ability to modify the nucleosomal TATA elements (Mizzen 

et al., 1996). Consistent with this theory, nucleosome assembly in vitro represses 

transcription of plasmids unless TBP promoter or TFIID promoter complexes are 

formed prior to nucleosome assembly, suggesting that nucleosomes inhibit 

binding of TBP or TFIID to chromatin (Mizzen et a l, 1996). In addition, the 

TFIID promoter interaction can be facilitated by using tail-less histones for the 

nucleosome assembly (Godde, 1995), or by adding the Swi/Snf chromatin 

remodelling complex into the reaction (Imbalzano et al., 1994).

1.1.4.2.5 ESAl andXip60

The most recently discovered HATs are the essential SAS family 

acetyltransferase (ESAl) gene product in yeast (Smith et al., 1998), and HIV-1- 

Tat interactive protein, Tipl60 (Kieman et al., 1999; Yamamoto et al., 1997). 

Both proteins are members of the MYST family. Yeast ESAl, first identified by 

sequence homology, is similar to Drosophila MOF protein, and likely to play an 

important role in accomplishing dosage compensation in male flies (Hilfiker et 

al., 1997). In Drosophila, male flies have only one X chromosome while females 

have two. To compensate for the lower copy number, genes on the males X 

chromosomes are expressed to a higher level (twice as much as each single X 

chromosome does in female flies). Consistent with the general correlation 

between increased transcription and histone acétylation, histone H4 on the male 

X chromosome is acetylated at Lysine 16 (Bone et al., 1994). This acétylation 

pattern is specific for the male X chromosome. Male specific lethality and loss of 

dosage compensation have been linked to mutations of several genes, and in all 

cases the Lysine 16 acétylation pattern is lost.

Another member of the MYST family. Tip 160, has recently been shown 

to have the ability to acetylate histones as well (Yamamoto et al., 1997). Tip 160
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is a nuclear protein, and in vitro, the substrate specificity of Tip 160 is very 

similar to ESAl (i.e. H2A, H4, and H3).
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1.1.4.3 Histone Deacetylases

HDAC proteins identified to date fall into three main classes through 

similarities in their domain organisation, and relation to a yeast founding member 

(Table 1.2) (for reviews see Khochbin et al., 2001; Narlikar et a l, 2002). The 

Sin3 complex and NuRD complex contain members of the class I HDAC family, 

HDACl and HDAC2. Complexes containing members of class II HDACs have 

yet to be purified. Two complexes containing a member of class III HDACs, 

SIR2, have recently been identified and show distinct deacetylase activities 

(Yang et a l, 2002).

The histone specificities of the class I HDAC family complexes are just 

beginning to be characterised. Recent studies using highly specific antibodies 

suggest that the yeast homolog of HDACl, RPD3, deacetylates all sites except 

lysine 16 on H4. This site is strongly linked to heterochromatic silencing, and its 

acétylation by dMOF is linked to activation of the Drosophila male X 

chromosome (see section 1.1.4.2.5) (Suka et al., 2001; for review see Roth et al., 

2001). This is consistent with RDP3 having distinct functions from the SIR2 

deacetylases. Furthermore, this suggests that RDP3 does not act antagonistically 

to ESAl, the yeast homolog of dMOF.

Table 1.2 Known histone deacetylases

HDAC Class I HDAC Class II HDAC Class III

Yeast Relation RDP3 HDAl SIR2

Members HDACl, HDAC2, 

HDAC3, HDACS

HDAC4, HDACS, 

HDAC6 , HDAC7

SIRl, SIR2, SIR3, 

SIR4, SIRS, SIR6 , 

SIR7
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1.2 CBP and p300 Transcriptional Activity

1.2.1 Introduction

Cyclic adenosine 3’,5’-monophosphate (cAMP) response element 

binding protein (CREB), is a 43kDa leucine zipper transcription factor which 

was identified and cloned via a study of cAMP regulated genes (Hoeffier et al., 

1988; for review see Andrisani, 1999). In the last decade, numerous studies have 

contributed to the current understanding of CREB structure, function, and 

CREB-mediated transcription. CREB binds to the cAMP-response element 

(CRE) as a homodimer formed via the leucine zipper motif present at its C- 

terminus, and its transcriptional activity is regulated by phosphorylation at serine 

residue 133, located within the N-terminal transactivation domain (Gonzalez and 

Montminy, 1989; Mayr and Montminy, 2001; Parker et al., 1996; Swope et al.,

1996). Ser 133 is phosphorylated by a number of kinases including cAMP 

dependent kinase (PKA) (for review see Lalli and Sassone-Corsi, 1994). In the 

basal state, PKA resides in the cytoplasm as an inactive heterotetramer of paired 

regulatory (R) and catalytic (C) subunits. Induction of cAMP liberates C 

subunits, which passively diffuse into the nucleus and induce cellular gene 

expression by phosphorylating CREB. CREB mediates the activation of cAMP 

responsive genes by binding as a dimer to CRE, TGACGTCA (Comb et al., 

1986; Montminy et al., 1986; Short et al., 1986). Subsequently, phosphorylation 

of CREB effects transcription of CRE-dependent genes via interaction with the 

265kDa protein CREB binding protein (CBP), which was identified as a protein 

binding to CREB only following CREB phosphorylation (Arias et al., 1994; 

Chrivia et al., 1993; Kwok et al., 1994). CBP forms a bridge between the 

CRE/CREB complex and components of the basal transcriptional apparatus 

(Figl.6) (for review see Mayr and Montminy, 2001). Since phosphorylation of 

CREB enhances transcription of downstream target promoters, it was 

hypothesised that CBP functions as a transcription co-activator.
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Figure 1.6 Activation of the cAMP-CREB signalling pathway

Induction o f  adenlyl cylase (AC) by ligand (L) bound receptor (R) 

proceeds through activation o f  the heterotrim eric G protein (G). Inereases in the 

levels o f  cellular cAM P promote dissociation o f  the PKA heterotetram er, 

consisting o f  paired R and C subunits. Liberated C subunits migrate into the 

nuclear com partm ent by passive diffusion and phosphorylate CREB at Ser 133. 

This phosphorylation promotes transcription by recruitment o f  CBP, which in 

turn, m ediates transcriptional activation through its association with RNA 

polymerase 11 (Pol 11) and through intrinsie histone aeetyltransferase activity.
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CBP displays great similarity to another larger nuclear protein, p300, 

which was isolated separately from CBP, through its interaction with the 

adenoviral transforming protein E lA  (Arany et al., 1995; Eckner et a l, 1994). 

E lA  exerts its biological effects through its ability to modulate the 

transcriptional activity of target genes, either directly or indirectly (Nevins, 

1992). Two conserved regions within ElA, known as CRl and CR2, together 

with a less well conserved N-terminal region, are necessary for E lA  to exert its 

wide-ranging effects (Hasegawa et a l, 1997a; Jelsma et al., 1989; Lillie et al., 

1986; Moran et al., 1986; Smith and Ziff, 1988; Subramanian et al., 1988; Whyte 

et al., 1988; for review see Shikama et al., 1997). Binding of the N-terminal 

region of ElA  together with a sub-domain of CRl to p300 is sufficient to induce 

S-phase entry of quiescent cells, and thus DNA synthesis (Liu and Kitsis, 1996). 

In the same study it was also shown that ElA  can re-stimulate DNA replication 

in terminally differentiated cardiac myocyte cells through its p300 binding 

domain.

Early on it was not known that there was any association between the two 

proteins CBP and p300 but now these two large nuclear proteins are known to 

have similar functions as extremely versatile transcriptional co-activators (for 

reviews see Arany et al., 1994; Giles et a l, 1998). Several features of both p300 

and CBP are consistent with this view. For example CBP and p300 are 63% 

identical at the amino acid level, and greater similarity is observed in specific 

regions, including the regions encompassing the CREB binding site, the ElA  

binding site and the bromodomain, which is a region of the protein that interacts 

specifically with acetylated lysine (Figl.7) (for review see Chan and La 

Thangue, 2001).
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Figure 1.7 Alignment of human CBP and p300 molecules

Shaded regions indicate areas o f  high homology, often corresponding to 

conserved protein interaction dom ains. Percentages refer to amino acid identity 

between proteins. CH 1/2/3, cysteine-histidine rich zinc fingers; Bromo, 

bromodomain.
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The recognition that these two proteins have highly conserved sequences 

and interact with transcription factors involved in different aspects of gene 

regulation suggested that they have the potential to participate in a variety of 

cellular functions (for reviews see Janknecht and Hunter, 1996; Goodman and 

Smolik, 2000). Indeed a variety of sequence-specific DNA binding factors are 

found in complex with CBP and p300, including nuclear hormone receptors 

(Chakravarti et a l, 1996; Kamei et al., 1996), c-Jun (Arias et a l, 1994; Bannister 

et a l, 1995), c-Fos (Bannister et a l, 1995), c-Myb (Dai et al., 1996; 

Oelgeschlager et a l, 1996), p53 (Avantaggiati et a l,  1997; Wadgaonkar et al., 

1999), Statl and Stat2 (Zhang et al., 1996), MyoD (Yuan et al., 1996), HlF-1 

(Arany et al., 1996), and GATA-1 (Blobel et al., 1998) (Figl.S). Further, CBP 

and p300 interact with TBP, TFllB, TFllD, RNA helicase A, and with RNA 

polymerase 11 itself (Dallas et al., 1997; Kee et al., 1996; Kwok et al., 1994), 

suggesting that they are recruited to RNA polymerase 11 holoenzyme (see section 

1.1.2.2). Indeed, as mentioned previously, later studies showed that CBP and 

p300 have the ability to act as a bridge between transcription factors and the 

basal transcription machinery, thus resulting in transcriptional activation. In 

addition CBP and p300 are also histone acetyltransferases and therefore capable 

of enhancing transcriptional activation by acétylation of histones, allowing gene 

target promoters to become more accessible (discussed in section 1.2 .2 .)

Given the close structural and functional relationship between CBP and 

p300, for the purposes of this thesis, the generic designation of CBP/p300 has 

been used to describe this family of proteins. However, when discussing studies 

performed on either member of the family, reference is made only to the family 

member under study.
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Figure 1.8 CBP/p300 organisation and interactions

Interacting proteins are shown at the top o f  the figure at the region o f 

CBP/p300 with which they bind; functional dom ains are depicted below. AT, 

acetyltransferase domain; CH 1/2/3, cysteine/histidine rich regions. M any known 

interactions are not included due to space limitations.
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1.2.2 CBP and p300 Structural Features

The sequence organisation of CBP/p300 genes isolated from Drosophila, 

nematodes, and vertebrates are very similar (Chen et al., 2000, Yoshida et al., 

1998). As mentioned, several amino acid domains such as the bromodomain, the 

CREB binding domain, referred to as KIX, and three cysteine-histidine rich 

regions (CH), provide binding sites for a variety of factors. The central portion of 

both CBP/p300 genes encodes a relatively large domain possessing intrinsic 

acetyltransferase activity (Ogryzko et al., 1996). This region alone is sufficient to 

acetylate lysine residues of certain target proteins in vitro (see section 1.1.4.1). 

Although the exact role of histone acétylation remains uncertain, it is proposed 

that the loss of positive charge conferred to the histone tail by acétylation 

weakens the interaction of histones with DNA and facilitates the access of RNA 

polymerase II and its associated factors to DNA templates (Fig. 1.9) (Giles et al.,

1998).

More direct evidence for the involvement of the acetyltransferase region 

of CBP in stimulating gene transcription comes from work using CBP histone 

acetyltransferase (HAT) mutants (Martinez-Balbas et al., 1998). These results are 

consistent with the analysis of the yeast GCN5 (see section 1.1.4.2.1) which 

shows that deletion within the HAT domain eliminates HAT activity and 

transactivation.
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Figure 1.9 CBP/p300 co-ordinate transcription with chromatin 

remodelling

cAM P stim ulates phosphorylation o f  CREB allowing it to associate with 

CBP. CBP in turn acetylates all histone com ponents o f  the nucleosom e thereby 

allowing the transcriptional activation o f  cAM P inducible genes. CRE, cAM P 

response element; P, phosphorylation group; Ac, acetyl group.
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Non-histone proteins are also substrates of acétylation by CBP/p300, for 

example TFIEF, TFIIE and GATA-1 (Boyes et a l,  1998; for review see Imhof et 

a l, 1997). Moreover, reports have shown that the tumour suppressor p53 protein 

is acetylated in vitro by p300, and this in turn stimulates p53 binding to its DNA- 

binding site (Gu and Roeder, 1997). However, p300 does not acetylate CREB, 

inspite of the fact that these two proteins are strongly associated, suggesting the 

existence of a high degree of specificity of these enzymes (Gu and Roeder,

1997). Although the relevance of protein acétylation in vivo remains to be 

addressed, these findings imply that it is a general regulatory event in the 

modulation of structure-function relationship of proteins.

Both CBP and p300 also possess a strong activation domain, which is 

structurally distinct from, and functions independently of the acetyltransferase 

domain (for review see Giordano and Avantaggiati, 1999). Based on these 

observations, there are several possible ways through which CBP/p300 may 

activate transcription (Fig. 1.10). First, by promoting acétylation of histones, they 

could facilitate nucleosome displacement and favour the access of RNA 

polymerase II holoenzyme on the promoter. Second, by acetylating general and 

sequence specific DNA-binding activators they could promote and/or stabilise 

DNA-protein and protein-protein interactions. Third, by serving a co-activator 

function, CBP/p300 could promote the interactions between sequence-specific 

transcription factors and other components of the pre-initiation complex.
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Figure 1.10 Structural feature of CBP/p300 gene relative to their function

The bromodom ain (Br) and the three cysteine/histidine (CH) rich regions 

are boxed in green and blue respectively. The acetyltransferase dom ain o f 

CBP/p300 (AT) and the C-tem iinal activation dom ain (AD) are visualised by 

black lines. The AT dom ain has been implicated in restructuring o f  chrom atin 

through acétylation o f the N-term inal tail o f  hi stones (left side o f  the figure). 

Based on the evidence that CBP/p300 interacts with signal induced transcription 

factors (TF) as well as with basal com ponents o f the transcription machinery, it is 

proposed that CBP/p300 is recruited through protein-protein interactions on 

responsive promoters. The central panel shows the role o f  acétylation in 

influencing the DNA-binding ability o f  p53, as a paradigm  for potential 

regulation by acétylation o f  other transcription factors. In the case o f p53, 

acétylation is believed to prevent an unfavourable intram olecular interaction 

between the C-term inus and the DNA binding dom ain o f  the protein. The 

activation dom ain o f  CBP/p300, together with other structural dom ains, are 

thought to increase the assem bly o f  transcriptional m achinery on the prom oter 

(right side o f  the figure).
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1.2.3 Acetylation-Dependent Functions of CBP and p300

As discussed in section 1.1.4.2, mammalian acetyltransferases belong to a 

large family of proteins. Interestingly, CBP is found in association with both 

ACTR and P/CAF, and the simultaneous recruitment of these proteins in large 

multi-protein complexes appears to be necessary for activation of transcription 

nuclear receptors (Chen et al., 1997). The finding that transcription co-activators 

possess intrinsic acetyltransferase activity and are recruited into complexes with 

DNA-binding sequence-specific activators strongly implies that histone 

acétylation may be targeted to transcriptionally active chromatin domains in a 

signal dependent fashion. The purpose of multiple acetyltransferases, however, 

still remains unanswered. The lack of any obvious homology between these 

proteins argues that they exert distinct, non-overlapping effects. In support of this 

view is the existence of a P/CAF co-activation complex which excludes CBP and 

p300 (Ogryzko et al., 1998). This P/CAF complex comprises several histone-like 

subunits forming a histone octamer-like structure which lacks the regions 

corresponding to the N-terminal tails of histones. These findings have led to the 

proposal that in addition to converting a silent chromatin domain into a 

potentially active one, acetyltransferases could replace the histone octamer, and 

by preventing deacetylation of the histone tail contribute to the maintenance of 

an active chromatin state.

Reports have shown that wild-type p53 is acetylated by p300 and this, in 

turn, results in an increased affinity of the protein for its DNA binding site (Gu 

and Roeder, 1997). The site of acétylation includes several lysine residues 

located in the carboxy terminus of the protein. In the absence of acétylation this 

region engages in an intramolecular interaction with the core DNA binding 

domain of p53 which prevents its physical binding to DNA (Hupp et al., 1992; 

Jayaraman and Prives, 1995). Based on these results it has been proposed that 

acétylation directly determines the conformational rearrangements of p53 

domains crucial for its activity. Although this is a possibility, so far the evidence 

linking p300 to this idea is indirect. For example, inactivation of CBP/p300 

compromises transactivation of several p53-regulated promoters and prevents 

p53 from inducing cell-cycle arrest or apoptosis (Avantaggiati et al., 1997; Lee et
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al., 1998; Lill et al., 1997; Sang et al., 1997; Somasundaran and El-Deiry, 1997). 

This indicates that the ability of p53 to function as a transcription factor and also 

to transmit signals to cells, is dependent upon its binding to CBP/p300. It is not 

clear, however, whether the acetyltransferase activity of p300 directly contributes 

to either function of p53. Evidence suggests that p300 enhances the 

transactivation potential of p53, regardless of its acetyltransferase activity, 

through protein-protein interactions. This is argued because a p300 deletion 

mutant with an intact acetyltransferase domain, but lacking the binding site for 

the acetyltransferase P/CAF, is impaired for rescuing El A mediated repression 

of the p53 responsive gene, p21/WAF, compared to the full length protein (Lill et 

al., 1997) This inhibition is overridden more efficiently when the expression 

levels of p300, CBP and P/CAF are raised simultaneously (Scolnick et ah, 1997). 

This indicates that P/CAF is also an important protein in p53 transcription and 

signalling, a view consistent with the observation that P/CAF acetylates p53 at 

amino acids residues distinct from those acetylated by p300 (Liu et al., 1999a; 

Sakaguchi et al., 1998). Yet, similarly to p300, P/CAF increases sequence 

specific binding of the protein to DNA.

Thus, there seems to be a degree of redundancy between certain effects of 

CBP/p300 and P/CAF. While in the case of p53 this issue remains to be 

addressed, in other cases these proteins have been shown to regulate transcription 

in a unique fashion. In muscle cells, microinjection with anti-p300, anti-CBP, or 

anti-P/CAF antibodies impairs transcription activation of MyoD regulated genes, 

implying that these proteins equally contribute to MyoD dependent transcription 

(Sartorelli et al., 1997; for reviews see Eckner et al., 1996; Puri et al., 1997a). A 

p300 protein containing a deletion of the acetyltransferase domain is still able to 

activate MyoD transcription, whereas deletions of the acetyltransferase domain 

of P/CAF significantly impair MyoD dependent transactivation (Puri et al., 

1997b). In a parallel study it was shown that the acetyltransferase domain of 

CBP, but not that of P/CAF, is necessary for the activation of CREB-regulated 

promoters by agonists of the cAMP pathway, and the opposite is true for 

transcription regulation of nuclear receptors (Korzus et al., 1998).
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Thus the ability of CBP/p300 to modulate gene expression can be either 

dependent or independent of their acetyltransferase activity and the requirement 

of this function appears to be strictly promoter-activator specific. A more recent 

study has demonstrated that the intrinsic acetyltransferase domain of Drosophila 

CBP (dCBP) is necessary for CBP induced activation of an endogenous 

developmentally regulated gene in the developing Drosophila embryo, and that 

associated acetyltransferase proteins are not sufficient to maintain this effect 

(Ludlam et al., 2002). Furthermore, by generating embryos expressing single 

point mutations in the HAT domain of dCBP, resulting in the reduction or loss of 

intrinsic acetyltransferase activity of CBP, the study raises the possibility that 

dCBP is critical for the acétylation of H4 in the entire chromatin of the 

developing Drosophila embryo (Ludlam et al., 2002). This study therefore shows 

that the effects of CBP acetyltransferase activity are not limited to a few specific 

promoters, but rather CBP acetyltransferase activity may play a role in regulating 

global histone acétylation throughout the developing organism.
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1.2.4 Acetylation-Independent Functions of CBP and p300

Apart from their ability to acetylate histones and non-histone proteins, 

CBP/p300 are important for the regulation of transcription by serving a structural 

role as scaffolds upon which a variety of proteins can efficiently assemble and 

operate targeted promoters. By providing multiple binding sites for transcription 

activators, other acetyltransferases and basal components of the transcription 

apparatus, it is thought that CBP/p300 may increase the relative concentration of 

these factors where they are needed and provide a nucléation site which 

facilitates protein-protein and DNA-protein interactions. This type of multi

protein complex may have evolved in eukaryotic cells not only to deal with the 

complexity of nucleosomal templates but also to regulate the number of genes 

activated in response to a given stimulus.

A model to explain regulation of transcription by CBP/p300 has been 

proposed by Maniatis and colleagues (Kim et al., 1998; for review see Carey,

1998). Studies on the virus-inducible enhancer of the human interferon (IFN) 

gene, have suggested that the surface of CBP/p300 provides a platform for 

different transcription factors which facilitates their individual binding to specific 

DNA recognition motifs contained within the enhancer. The recruitment of 

CBP/p300 by a three dimensional complex (enhanceosome), along with 

transcription factors and architectural proteins, would determine the exact three- 

dimensional positioning of the proteins bound to their binding sites, which is 

important for cooperativity. This theory may help to explain how complex 

patterns of gene expression are achieved with a need for a relatively small 

number of transcription factors following incoming signals.
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1.2.5 Regulation of CBP and p300 by Phosphorylation

Most proteins involved in the control of cell growth are regulated by 

phosphorylation, and CBP/p300 are examples of this. However, little is known 

about how phosphorylation affects CBP/p300 functions. Studies first showed that 

p300 could be phosphorylated by cyclin/Cdc2 and cyclin/Cdk2, and that these 

phosphorylation events were blocked by El A (for review see Goodman and 

Smolik, 2000). Further understanding of the functional implications of CBP/p300 

phosphorylation by cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks) has been provided by 

studies showing that p300 is regulated negatively by cyclinE/Cdk2, thus 

preventing DNA synthesis (further discussed in section 1.3.1). Recent work has 

suggested that CBP is phosphorylated at Gl/S by cyclinE/Cdk2, and that this 

phosphorylation increases the histone acetyltransferase activity of CBP (Ait-Si- 

Ali e ta l,  1999).

Several papers have suggested that CBP is regulated by the 

calcium/calmodulin (CaM) dependent protein kinase CaMKIV (Chawla et al.,

1998), and it has been suggested that this phosphorylation event may be required 

for CBP mediated transcriptional activation (Hardingham et al., 1999; Hu et al.,

1999). Using constructs in which CBP is artificially recruited to the promoter by 

means of fusion to the Gal4 DNA binding domain, this provides a model that 

suggests that CaMKIV, which is a well known activator of CREB (Dash et al., 

1991; Sheng et al., 1991; Sun et al., 1994), mediates transcription of CREB via a 

mechanism regulated by CBP. However, mapping of the critical phosphorylation 

site on CBP remains to be determined. Moreover, by using a form of CREB that 

has been mutated so that it interacts with CBP/p300 constitutively, it has been 

found in F9 teratocarcinoma cells (which contain low levels of CBP but normally 

require the addition of CREB and PKA to activate a CRE reporter), that 

CBP/p300 recruitment by itself is sufficient for gene activation. Phosphorylation 

of CBP is therefore not essential in this system (Cardinaux et al., 2000).

Phosphorylation of CBP by mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) 

was first reported by Janknecht and Nordheim (1996), and was proposed to 

increase the ability of CBP to mediate transcriptional activity of the ternary 

complex factor Elk-1. The precise MAPK phosphorylation site in CBP remains
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unidentified but was reported to be localised somewhere in the carboxy-terminal 

domain. It was subsequently shown that CBP was activated by nerve growth 

factor (NGF) in PCI2 cells through a MAPK dependent pathway. Using a 

construct, as described above, in which CBP was fused to the DNA binding 

domain of the yeast transcription factor Gal4 (so that any increase or decrease in 

the activating ability of CBP in response to a specific stimulus could be detected 

directly as a corresponding increase or decrease in reporter gene activity), Liu et 

al. (1998) found that activation of a Gal-CBP fusion protein by NGF was 

blocked by an inhibitor or dominant negative form of MAPK, and stimulated by 

constitutively activated MAPK. Subsequent studies suggested that CBP/p300 

associates with p42MAPK enzymes in intact PC12 cells (Liu et al., 1999b). NGF 

was also reported to increase phosphate incorporation into CBP, but again the 

phosphorylation site has not yet been identified. Other work additionally reported 

that p44MAPK could phosphorylate CBP in vitro and suggested that this 

modification increased CBP HAT activity (Ait-Si-Ali et al., 1999). The 

phosphorylation site was again determined to be somewhere near the carboxy- 

terminus of the protein, outside the known HAT domain. It was therefore 

proposed that phosphorylation by p44MAPK might induce HAT function by 

changing the intramolecular conformation of CBP, however whether this 

regulation occurs in vivo has not been determined.
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1.3 Biological Functions of CBP and p300

The initial studies developed to characterise the biological activities of 

CBP/p300 were performed in transient transfection assays by overexpressing the 

proteins in cells in culture. These investigations highlighted that in many respects 

the functions of CBP and p300 overlap. CBP/p300 were shown to interact with 

the same set of intracellular proteins, to activate similar sets of genes and to 

participate in common biological processes. As it became possible to study the 

effects of down-modulation of the expression levels of these proteins, potentially 

important differences have been discovered. By using hammerhead ribozymes 

capable of cleaving specifically the CBP or p300 mRNAs, a study showed that 

both differentiation and cell-cycle arrest induced by retinoic acid are dependent 

upon normal p300 levels and are unaffected by inhibition of CBP (Kawasaki et 

al., 1998). In contrast, both proteins are required for apoptosis induced by 

retinoic acid. CBP/p300 were both involved in signalling through the second 

messenger cAMP, yet mouse cell lines lacking a functional p300 gene respond 

normally to incoming signals inducing CREB activation (Yao et al., 1998). 

Furthermore, a recent study has shown that p300, but not CBP, stimulates 

transcription of the cyclin D1 promoter. Thus, at physiological concentrations, 

CBP and p300 control the expression of distinct but overlapping target genes.

1.3.1 CBP and p300 in Cell Cycle Regulation and Differentiation

Until recently there was relatively little evidence for a role for CBP/p300 

in cell cycle progression. Initial studies showed that E l A can stimulate DNA 

synthesis in quiescent neonatal rat kidney cells through its CBP/p300 binding 

region, implying that CBP/p300 may play a role in cell cycle regulation (Stein et 

al., 1990). Furthermore, E lA  can also re-stimulate DNA replication in terminally 

differentiated cardiac myocytes through its CBP/p300 binding domain (Liu and 

Kitsis, 1996). More recently, CBP/p300 have been implicated in differentiation 

of hematopoietic tissues through their association with GATA-1.

In mouse myogenic cell lines CBP/p300 associate with muscle-specific 

transcription factors belonging to the MyoD family, and play a role in the 

initiation of the myogenic program (Puri et al., 1997a). Together with MyoD,
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CBP/p300 modulate the expression pattern of downstream myogenic factors, 

such as myogenin and MEF-2, and promote cell-cycle withdrawal in myoblasts 

induced to differentiate (Puri et al., 1997a; Puri et al., 1997b; Sartorelli et al., 

1999; Yuan et al., 1996). The cell cycle arrest induced by MyoD can be 

overridden by inactivating the function of either CBP/p300, indicating that these 

proteins are both required for appropriate cell cycle exit, to commit the cells to 

GO. Furthermore, during terminal differentiation, p300 transactivates the Cdk 

inhibitor, p21, in co-operation with the cellular transcription factors Spl and Sp3, 

or tissue-specific transcription factors, again suggesting that p300 may play a 

role in keeping cells in GO/Gl (Billon et al., 1996; for review see Goodman and 

Smolik, 2000). However, fibroblasts isolated from p300 knockout mice are 

unable to replicate and appear to undergo cell cycle arrest, suggesting that in 

addition to being involved in cell cycle arrest p300 may also be necessary for cell 

cycle progression (Yao et al., 1998).

In addition to the involvement of CBP/p300 in skeletal muscle, these 

proteins have also been shown to be important in cardiac muscle development 

(see section 1.6 for further detail). The transcription factors GATA-4/5/6 have 

been implicated as key regulators of cardiogenesis and the transcription of many 

cardiac specific genes (Charron and Nemer, 1999). GATA-4/5 function, in 

particular have been shown to be regulated by p300, and p300 is therefore likely 

to be involved in the regulated expression of cardiac genes itself.

There are several lines of evidence indicating that CBP/p300 are both 

implicated in apoptotic pathways (Kolli et al., 2001; Lill et al., 1997). As 

mentioned previously, impairment of their individual activity in stable cell lines 

containing CBP or p300 ribozymes blocks apoptosis induced by retinoic acid 

(Kawasaki et al., 1998). Moreover, their functional inactivation through 

overexpression of either adenovirus ElA  or a dominant negative p300 fragment 

prevents p53 induced apoptosis (Avantaggiati et al., 1997 Lill et al., 1997). 

These results are in apparent contrast with other reports demonstrating that 

overexpression of p300 together with p53 inhibits its apoptotic activity, while 

enhancing the cell cycle arrest function (Lee et al., 1998). Further studies are 

required to elucidate the regulation of the apoptotic activity of p53 by p300.
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As well as interacting with growth inhibitory proteins, p300 has also been 

shown to act as a co-activator for growth stimulatory transcription factors, such 

as E2F (Morris et al., 2000). Furthermore recent work has implicated p300 in 

DNA repair synthesis through its interaction with proliferating cell nuclear 

antigen (PCNA) (Hassan et al., 2001). Overall, the role of CBP/p300 in the cell 

cycle is currently unclear, and whether CBP/p300 promote apoptosis or cell 

proliferation appears to be highly context dependent.
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1.3.2 CBP and p300 in Embryogenesis and Development

Many (if not most) developmental pathways in mammals culminate in 

interactions that involve CBP/p300. Two independent studies have shown that 

normal CBP and p300 levels are required for the appropriate completion of 

developmental processes in mice (Tanaka et al., 1997; Yao et al., 1998). 

Deletion of either CBP or p300 alleles is lethal and leads to embryonic death 

between days 9 and 11.5 of gestation. CBP and p300 nullizygous embryos are 

much smaller than their littermates, exhibiting severe open neural tube defects 

and defects in heart development, shown by abnormalities of cardiac muscle 

differentiation and trabeculation. Furthermore, the expression of the myocardial 

contractile proteins was clearly reduced in mutant hearts compared with the wild 

type hearts of littermates, thus suggesting p300 is required for proper heart 

development. Cells removed from the p300 homozygous mutants also displayed 

poor proliferation properties, implying that p300 is required for growth 

stimulation, an idea that is contrary to the general opinion that CBP and p300 are 

tumour suppressor proteins (see section 1.3.3).

Disruption of one p300 allele is associated with a high incidence of 

embryonic deaths (Yao et al., 1998). However, once past embryogenesis p300 

heterozygous mice are viable and do not display phenotypic abnormalities. 

Unlike p300, CBP heterozygous mutant mice manifest skeletal and cardiac 

abnormalities consistent with the human congenital disorder Rubinstein-Taybi 

Syndrome (RTS) (Rubinstein and Taybi, 1963), in which one CBP allele is 

inactivated, supporting the idea that loss of heterozygosity at the CBP locus 

might be the cause of the disease (Eckner, 1996; Oike et al., 1999; Petrij et al., 

1995; Tanaka et al., 1997). Moreover, the finding that a 50% reduction in total 

CBP levels results in defined phenotypic defects argues in favour of the 

hypothesis, first proposed by Kamei et al., (1996), that the amount of CBP 

protein is rate limiting in vivo (see section 1.3.3) (for review see Nishioka and 

Reinberg, 2001). Thus the data discussed here suggest that correct levels of CBP 

are critical during embryogenesis, and that p300 cannot rescue CBP 

insufficiency. At the other end of the spectrum, overexpression of dCBP is lethal
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in Drosophila embryos, demonstrating that in the tight regulation of CBP/p300, 

more is not always better.

Crossing CBP and p300 heterozygous mutants produced double 

heterozygous CBP/p300 mutant embryos, which died in utero but otherwise 

shared phenotypic similarities to both CBP and p300 homozygous mutants. 

These results suggest that the two proteins exert certain common embryonic 

survival functions and that the combined dose of CBP and p300 is critical for 

mouse embryonic development. Although CBP and p300 are not completely 

redundant physiologically, these results suggest that a 25% drop in combined 

CBP/p300 levels (through the loss of one CBP/p300 allele) is enough to interfere 

seriously with embryonic development, while a 50% drop results invariably in 

embryonic death.
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1.3.3 CBP, p300 and Disease

There is a growing body of evidence that structural alteration of the 

CBP/p300 genes could be linked to the onset of human tumours, and since CBP 

and p300 are mutated in several cancers, it has been suggested that these proteins 

have a tumour suppressor function. As mentioned previously in section 1.3.2, 

RTS is a haploinsufficiency disorder. It is characterised by abnormal pattern 

formation leading to skeletal and heart abnormalities, and growth retardation. In 

addition, studies of RTS patients have suggested that these individuals may be at 

risk of developing certain forms of cancer (Petrij et al., 1995). Although most 

patients with RTS have been shown to have breakpoints or microdeletions of 

chromosome 16pl3.3 within the region that contains the gene for CBP, RTS may 

also result from point mutations in the CBP coding sequence itself. Moreover, 

patients are heterozygous for the mutation, leading to the proposal that the loss of 

one functional copy of the CBP gene is sufficient to produce specific 

abnormalities and to confer a tendency for malignancy. Consistent with this, a 

50% reduction of total CBP levels in heterozygote mice lacking a single CBP 

allele correlates with skeletal abnormalities similar to those in RTS. However, 

RTS patients that lack a p300 allele have not been found, and as described in 

section 1.3.2, unlike CBP, p300 heterozygous mutant mice do not manifest 

skeletal abnormalities consistent with RTS.

There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. First, it could 

be concluded that despite the apparently overlapping functions between CBP and 

p300, in living organisms these proteins cannot substitute for one another. 

Alternatively, CBP and p300 may perform similar functions, but due to a strict 

requirement for a very narrow range of combined levels of both proteins, a 

decrease in the expression level of one of them is sufficient to result in growth 

abnormalities. The in vitro studies showing that the concentration of both CBP 

and p300 is rate limiting, taken together with certain phenotypic similarities of 

mice deficient for p300 and CBP, supports this latter possibility.

Additional genetic abnormalities have been described whereby the CBP 

gene is fused by the t(8;16)(pl l;p l3) translocation to MOZ (monocytic leukemia 

zinc finger protein), a putative acetyltransferase, and by t(ll;16)(q23;13)
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translocation to MLL (mixed lineage leukemia), a gene related to 

myelodysplastic syndrome (Borrow et al., 1996; Sobulo et al., 1997; for reviews 

see Giordano and Avantaggiati, 1999; Goodman and Smolik, 2000). Similarly, 

an in frame fusion of MLL to the p300 gene was described in a patient suffering 

from therapy induced acute leukemia (Fig. 1.11) (Ida et ah, 1997). Both MOZ 

and MLL have been implicated in restructuring of chromatin, and therefore it is 

likely that the molecular mechanism through which the fusion proteins interfere 

with growth is by dys-regulating gene expression patterns. Furthermore, 

missense mutations of the p300 gene were detected in colorectal and gastric 

carcinomas (Muraoka et al., 1996). Such mutations are somatic and coupled to 

deletion of the second allele. The mutations are located within the cysteine 

histidine rich region, known to play important roles in the biological activities of 

p300.
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Inherited mutations of the breast cancer susceptibility gene BRCAl, 

located on human chromosome 17q21, cause an increased risk for breast and 

ovarian cancer, and possibly also for prostate cancer (Miki et al., 1994; 

Struewing et al., 1997). It has been demonstrated that overexpression of a wild 

type BRCAl gene inhibits signalling by the liganded ERa in various human 

breast cancer cells lines (Fan et al., 2002). It was postulated that the inhibition of 

estrogenic stimulation of mammary epithelial cell growth by BRCAl may 

contribute to breast cancer suppression and that the loss of this inhibitory activity 

may promote mammary carcinogeneis. CBP/p300 can function as transcriptional 

co-activators of ERa and modulate the ability of BRCAl to repress ERa 

transcriptional activity (Fan et al., 2002). This ability of BRCAl to repress ERa 

activity correlates with its ability to induce down-regulation of the cellular levels 

of p300 in breast and prostate cancer cells but fails to alter the expression of 

CBP. These findings suggest that CBP and p300 modulate the ability of the 

BRCAl protein to inhibit ERa signalling. They further suggest that the BRCAl 

inhibition of ERa activity may be partly attributable to the down-regulation of 

p300.

How CBP/p300 are involved in tumourogenesis is unclear at present. 

Much of the evidence implicates CBP/p300 in the involvement cell cycle 

checkpoints, in the modulation of apoptotic pathways and in promotion of 

differentiation. Each of these biological activities might enable them to limit the 

tumorigenicity of cells. However, although it is evident that CBP/p300 

participate in a number of tumour suppressor pathways, they have also been 

shown to interact with many oncogenic transcription factors, such as c-jun and c- 

fos, though the mechanisms underlying the interactions remain poorly defined. A 

well studied example is the interaction between CBP and the proto-oncogene c- 

myb (Dai et al., 1996). The ability of c-myb to activate transcription depends on 

its interaction with the CREB-binding domain of CBP. Other viral oncoproteins, 

such as adenovirus ElA, do not require CBP/p300 for their transcriptional 

activities but appear to block CBP/p300 functions and typically do not bind DNA 

(Fig. 1.12) (for review see Goodman and Smolik, 2000).
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ElA  binds to the same region of CBP/p300 that interacts with TFIIB and 

components of the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme complex (Felzin et al., 1999; 

Kim et al., 1998; Kwok et al., 1994; Nakajima et al., 1997). Thus, it is likely that 

E lA  partly functions by preventing these factors from associating with the co

activator. Similarly, E lA  has been reported to block the association of histone 

acetyltransferases, such as P/CAF, which bind to the same region (Bannister and 

Kouzarides, 1996; Yang et al., 1996). In addition, direct binding of ElA  to the 

HAT or CH3 domain of CBP/p300 has been detected and shown to inhibit 

acetyltransferase activity (Chakravarti et al., 1999; Hamamori et al., 1999; 

Perissi et al., 1999). This effect was shown to be mediated primarily though the 

carboxy-terminal region of El A (Chakravarti et al., 1999).
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As well as the involvement of CBP/p300 in cancer, these proteins have 

also recently been associated with the neurodegenerative disease, Huntington’s 

disease (HD) (Janknecht, 2002; Nucifora et al., 2001; for review see 

McCampbell and Fischbeck, 2001). CBP contains a short polyglutamine tract of 

18 consecutive glutamines near its carboxy-terminal, and these are likely to 

interact with mutant proteins called the Huntingtin protein (htt), with expanded 

polyglutamine tracts such as those seen in HD (Nucifora et al., 2001; for reviews 

see Bates, 2001; Sawa, 2001). This interaction may interfere with the 

transcriptional activity of CBP by blocking its histone acetyltransferase activity, 

form insoluble aggregates and thus lead to cellular toxicity (Steffan et al., 2001).
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1.3.4 Functional Differences Between CBP and p300

It is still unclear from the experiments performed so far how CBP/p300 

relate to one another. The non-viability of CBP/p300 null mice suggests that 

despite structural similarities, the functions of these proteins do not overlap, or at 

least not completely. In addition, CBP but not p300, has been shown to be an 

important feature for RTS. However, based on studies in mice and in vitro 

systems, it is also clear that CBP/p300 operate in similar physiological processes. 

Most of the transcription factors that interact with CBP have been shown to 

interact with p300, thus suggesting that both proteins might be necessary for 

optimal levels of transcription on similar sets of promoters. If so, it would be 

expected that they would be found together at some point, bridged by common 

interacting factors. There is little evidence, however, to suggest that CBP/p300 

co-assemble into multi-protein complexes or that they interact directly or 

indirectly. Moreover, monoclonal antibodies raised against unique epitopes of 

either protein do not display cross-reactivity in immunoprécipitation assays. This 

indicates that at physiological concentrations at least some populations of CBP 

and p300 must be separated between different subsets of intracellular targets.

Studies looking at deletion analysis of the acetyltransferase (AT) domain 

of CBP and p300 have revealed that the plant homeodomain (PHD) finger is 

required for CBP but not for p300 enzymatic activity (Bordoli et al., 2001). In 

accordance with this finding is the observation that three of the four amino acid 

substitutions in the CBP PHD finger greatly reduced CBP AT activity, while 

three of the four identical substitution mutations in the p300 PHD finger had no 

effect on p300 AT function. Thus, the relative arrangement of PHD finger and 

core AT domains is different in the two proteins. This view is further supported 

by the observation that Gal4-CBP AT fusion proteins (including the PHD finger) 

efficiently activated transcription of reporter plasmids in cells in culture, whereas 

an identical Gal4-p300 AT fusion protein was incapable of triggering any 

transcriptional activation. This observation also points to significant structural 

differences between CBP and p300 AT domains, which in this particular case 

may have prevented acétylation by p300, but not by CBP. Moreover, a report 

investigating CBP and p300 function in F9 cells has suggested that the two
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proteins have distinct functions during retinoic acid induced differentiation of F9 

cells (Kawasaki et a i, 1998) (see section 1.3.1).

The redundancy of functions between these proteins may still have a 

specific biological purpose. One thing is clear however, cells cannot afford to 

lose even a small amount of CBP or p300. Thus, it is possible that in certain 

situations CBP and p300 are totally interchangeable and it could be irrelevant 

whether a given factor binds either of them. The possibility of replacing CBP for 

p300 in common processes and vice versa, could be the protective mechanism 

through which impairment of the activity of one can be compensated by the 

other.
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1.4 Cardiac Hypertrophy

1.4.1 Definition

Cardiac hypertrophy is a condition in which myocardial mass is increased 

beyond the normal range (for review see Olivetti et al., 2000). Different causes 

may produce cardiac hypertrophy, but in general it occurs in response to an 

overload. When the working load increases, myocytes enlarge until the stress per 

cell returns to normal. In general, experimental and clinical conditions that 

induce overload on the heart, such as high pressure and/or volume, lead to an 

increase of cardiac mass (Kannel, 1991; for reviews see Blomqvist and Saltin, 

1983; Monopoli and Ongini, 1994; Motz et al., 1992). Increased cardiac 

dimension is typically observed in normal subjects who undergo intense physical 

training (Colan et al., 1987). Comparing athletes to sedentary subjects there is a 

significant difference in maximal oxygen uptake, stroke volume and cardiac 

output. Likewise, studies comparing wild and domesticated animals have shown 

higher heart weight compared with body weight in wild species. This indicates 

that under normal conditions cardiac hypertrophy is an adaptive response to the 

increased stroke volume resulting from physical exercise.

In pathological conditions, there is development of cardiac hypertrophy 

which in the early stages is similar to that occurring in response to physiologic 

stimuli. However, while the myocardium appears to retain a normal contractile 

state in physiologic hypertrophy, cardiac function is impaired after long-term 

pathologic pressure or volume overload (Anversa et al., 1986). There are two 

forms of cardiac hypertrophy, eccentric and concentric hypertrophy. Eccentric 

hypertrophy is caused by volume overload in which there is a myocyte 

lengthening with addition of new contractile apparatus (sarcomeres) and overall 

ventricular chamber dilation, accompanied by a proportional increase in wall 

thickness. Concentric hypertrophy occurs following pressure overload in which 

there is lateral expansion of myocytes with the addition of new sarcomeres in 

parallel and an increase in wall thickness with minor chamber enlargement 

(Anversa et al., 1986). In both cases the hypertrophic cell has a large volume 

compared with the normal cell, but its surface area does not increase 

correspondingly. Thus, exchange of gases, metabolites and ions becomes more
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difficult and the overall cardiac performance tends to decrease. The terminal 

phase of this process is the end-stage cardiac failure, which represents a very 

common cardiac disorder with an unfavourable outcome (for reviews see 

Braunwald, 1997; Cleland et a l, 1998).
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1.4.2 Cardiac Hypertrophy and Ageing

Shortly after birth in mammals, cardiac myocytes rapidly and 

permanently exit from the cell cycle, undergo additional rounds of DNA 

synthesis, and subsequently begin the life-long process of cellular hypertrophy. 

There is therefore a finite population of ventricular muscle cells. Studies have 

demonstrated that the ageing process of the heart in animals and humans is 

characterised by a significant loss of myocytes by apoptosis and necrosis, and 

reactive hypertrophy of the remaining viable cells (Anversa et al., 1990; Olivetti 

et al., 1995). This reactive growth, however, is unable to maintain a constant 

heart weight with ageing. Furthermore, gender differences exist in the 

remodelling of the heart with age. This difference in the response of the heart 

with ageing in men and women is not well understood, but seems to be 

independent from hormonal changes. Whatever the case, women are less 

frequently affected by cardiovascular events and have a greater capacity to 

sustain hemodynamic overload with age (Aurigemma et al., 1994; Carroll et al., 

1992; Legget et al., 1996; Vikstrom et al., 1996). Interestingly, gender-dependent 

differences in left ventricular mass and function with ageing have been found in 

rat hearts (Forman et al., 1997), and the adaptation to pressure overload has been 

shown to be better in female than in male rats (Douglas et a l, 1998).
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1.4.3 Characteristics of the Hypertrophic Response

The phenotypic changes that are the hallmarks of hypertrophy include an 

increase in cell size and increased protein synthesis. In neonatal rat 

cardiomyocytes in culture, hypertrophic stimuli also induce enhanced 

organisation of sarcomeres. There are also numerous changes in the phenotype of 

adult cardiac myocytes brought about by changes in the pattern of gene 

expression (for reviews see Durand, 1999; van Heutgen and Lamers, 1997). 

Following initiation of severe hemodynamic stress, several immediate-early 

genes are induced, including c-fos, c-jun, c-myc and erg-1 (Izumo et al., 1988). 

Subsequently, several genes encoding proteins of the contractile apparatus are 

induced. These genes are normally expressed during foetal development, but 

their expression is renewed following hypertrophic stress. These include skeletal 

a-actin and ventricular myosin light chain-2 (MLC-2) (Hunter et al., 1995). In 

addition, in the rat, there is an isoform shift for myosin heavy chain (MHC), 

leading to a decrease in aMHC, the form normally expressed in the adult 

ventricle, and an increase in pMHC, expression which normally disappears early 

in life (Hasegawa et al., 1997b). The enhanced expression of pMHC conserves 

ATP by improving the economy of contraction, but leads to slower contraction 

and relaxation phases that are characteristic of hypertrophy and can be 

detrimental (for review see Force et al., 1999). There is also renewed expression 

of the hormones atrial natriuretic peptide (AN?) and brain natriuretic peptide 

(BNP) which are not normally expressed in the adult ventricle (Hanford et al., 

1994; Harada et al., 1998; Knowlton et al., 1991; Kohno et al., 1992). These 

peptides are vasodilators and diuretics, serving to lower blood pressure and to 

enhance excretion of excess fluid, and both of these responses have the beneficial 

effect of lowering wall tension.

There is also altered expression of genes encoding proteins involved with 

calcium handling. For example, expression of the sarcoplasmic reticulum 

calcium pump (SERCA2a), which clears Ca^  ̂from the cytoplasm and allows the 

myocyte to relax following a contraction, is decreased during hypertrophy 

leading to a reduced velocity of relaxation and increased cytosolic-free Ca^  ̂

(Mercadier et al., 1990; Nagai et al., 1989; for reviews see van Heutgen and
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Lamers, 1997; Yamazaki et al., 1995). Because there is less filling of the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum with the subsequent contraction is less vigorous. 

This down regulation of SERCA2a expression is not only a marker of the 

hypertrophic response, but is also likely to play an important role in the 

progression of heart failure, since restoration of SERCA2a levels during the 

transition to heart failure can correct the contractile abnormalities (Schmidt et al., 

2000; for review see Richard et al., 1998).

Lastly, expression of the cell surface receptor for angiotensin II (Ang II), 

the ATia receptor, is increased by hypertrophic stimuli (Herzig et al., 1997). Ang 

II has been implicated in the progression of hypertrophy and the transition to 

heart failure, and this may be an important mechanism for the effect.
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1.4.4 Hypertrophie Stimuli

Several stimuli are involved in the development of cardiomyocyte 

hypertrophy in vitro. Peptide growth factors such as transforming growth factor 

p i (TGPp-l) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) stimulate expression of the 

foetal contractile genes a-actinin and PMHC in cardiac myocytes (Parker et al., 

1990). It is also likely that these peptide growth factors contribute to the 

hypertrophic phenotype through their effects on other cells in the heart, such as 

FGF causing proliferation of fibroblasts and thus causing fibrosis, which is a 

pathological feature of hypertrophy.

Cell stretch is a potent inducer of hypertrophy in cardiomyocytes in 

culture, and is likely to play a role in the hypertrophic response to pressure 

overload in the intact animal (for reviews see Komuro, 2001; Yamazaki et al., 

1998). The activity of the Na^/H^ ion exchanger (NHE) is increased in the heart 

in response to mechanical stretch. The NHE regulates cellular pH, cell volume 

and various intracellular signalling pathways, and is thought to have an important 

role in mediating growth in the pressure overloaded myocardium (Dostal and 

Baker, 1998). Cell stretch not only directly activates the hypertrophic response, 

but also induces the release of one or more neurohormonal agents that are potent 

stimulators of the hypertrophic response in cardiomyocytes in culture, and are 

also likely to play a critical role in vivo (Sadoshima et al., 1993; Sadoshima et 

al., 1997; Sakai et al., 1996; for reviews see Komuro and Yazaki, 1993; 

Yamazaki and Yazaki, 1997). These agents, which include Ang II, endothelin-1, 

and a-adrenergic agents called catecholamines (e.g. norepinephrine, epinephrine 

and phenylephrine) (Dostal and Baker, 1998), increase afterload in vivo (the 

resistance against which blood must be ejected), enhancing cell stretch.
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1.4.5 Hypertrophie Regulation by Catecholamines

Catecholamines released by the sympathetic nervous system and adrenal 

medulla are involved in regulating a host of physiological functions, particularly 

in integrating responses to a range of stresses that would otherwise threaten 

homeostatic mechanisms (Hoffman and Lefkowitz, 1996). Norepinephrine (also 

known as noradrenaline) is the major neurotransmitter in the peripheral 

sympathetic nervous system, whereas epinephrine (also known as adrenaline) is 

the primary hormone secreted by the adrenal medulla in mammals. Activation of 

the sympathetic nervous system occurs in response to diverse stimuli, including 

physical activity, physiological stress, blood loss, and many other normal or 

disease related stimuli. Because the functions mediated or modified by the 

sympathetic nervous system are diverse, drugs that mimic, alter, or antagonise its 

activity are useful in the treatment of many clinical disorders, including 

hypertension, cardiovascular shock, arrhythmias, asthma, migraine headaches, 

and anaphylactic reactions.

Catecholamines function by acting on adrenergic receptors, of which 

there are two classes a  and p, and each class has several subtypes. Epinephrine 

stimulates both a-adrenergic receptors and p-adrenergic receptors 

simultaneously but its actions on the a-adrenergic receptors dominate. The a- 

adrenergic receptor stimulates smooth muscle contraction, and the p-adrenergic 

receptor stimulates relaxation. Epinephrine, however, increases both the force 

and rate of heartbeat through stimulation of p-adrenergic receptors, the only 

known example of p-adrenergic receptors causing contraction. Epinephrine also 

causes blood to be shunted from low priority areas such as skin, mucosa, 

connective tissue and kidneys, (where a-adrenergic receptors predominate to 

mediate contraction), to vital organs such as the muscles and brain (which 

contain p-adrenergic receptor to allow relaxation). This selective receptor 

distribution which allows blood to be diverted from the periphery to vital organs 

dictates the ‘fight or flight’ response to epinephrine, facilitating the response to 

sudden demands imposed on the body.
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There is evidence for a hypertrophic effect of catecholamines in the heart 

(Rapacciuolo et al., 2001; for review see Scheuer, 1999). Norepinephrine 

administration was shown to induce cardiac hypertrophy in dogs (Gans and 

Cater, 1970), but this induction may have been due to its hypertensive effect. A 

subsequent study therefore used a subhypertensive dose of norepinephrine in 

conscious dogs, and results showed a significant degree of left ventricular 

hypertrophy despite the fact that blood pressure had remained within the 

normotensive range (Laks and Morady, 1976). Furthermore, administration of 

norepinephrine to cultured cardiac myocytes has been shown to produce an 

increase in cell size and protein content (Simpson et al., 1982). In contrast, 

experiments using loaded and unloaded papillary muscles in a cat model of 

ventricular overload showed that catecholamines may not be important mediators 

of the hypertrophic response. Other studies have also supported the conclusion 

that mechanical factors predominate in the development of cardiac hypertrophy, 

and, while catecholamines may play a role, their importance is not certain. 

However, more recent work clearly establishes the important role of 

norepinephrine and epinephrine in the induction of cardiac hypertrophy 

(Rapacciuolo et al., 2001). Using genetically altered mice that lack endogenous 

norepinephrine and epinephrine it has been shown that these catecholamines are 

required, to a large extent, for the induction of in vivo pressure overload cardiac 

hypertrophy and for the activation of hypertrophic mitogen activated protein 

kinase (MAPK) signalling pathways.
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1.4.6 Hypertrophie Regulation by the Sympathomimetic Drug

Phenylephrine

Phenylephrine (PE) is a sympathomimetic drug, and therefore an ai- 

selective agonist which activates p-adrenergic receptors only at much higher 

concentrations. Chemically PE differs from epinephrine only in lacking a 

hydroxyl group at position 4 on the benzene ring (Fig. 1.13). The drug causes 

marked arterial vasoconstriction during intravenous infusion and is also used as a 

nasal decongestant. Prolonged exposure to -adrenergic agonists such as PE 

produces a variety of hypertrophic alterations in neonatal rat ventricular 

myocytes, including increased cell size, sarcomeric protein assembly, and 

specific changes in gene expression that are typical of hemodynamic overload in 

vivo (Eble et al., 1998). a%-adrenergic receptor activation also acutely activates 

cell signalling cascades that involve the heterotrimeric G protein Gqa, mitogen- 

activated protein kinases (MAPK) (Yue et al., 2000), and the small GTPases Ras 

and Rho. In adult rats recent work has shown that ai-adrenergic stimulated 

hypertrophy is dependent on the MEK1/2-ERK1/2 pathway (Xiao et al., 2001), 

though others dispute this and suggest that ERK activation is not required for the 

hypertrophic stimulation caused by PE (Clerk et al., 1998). In addition, PE has 

been shown to cause redistribution of protein kinase C, suggesting its activation 

in the signalling pathway (Braz et al., 2002). However, it is unclear exactly 

which steps in the signal transduction pathways are necessary and/or sufficient 

for the induction of various aspects of the hypertrophic phenotype.
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Figure 1.13 Chemical structure of epinephrine and phenylephrine

Structural formulas of the adrenergic agonists epinephrine and PE. a  and 

P refer to positions of the C atoms in the ethylamine side chain.
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1.4.7 Hypertrophie Regulation by Cardiotrophin-1

Cardiotrophin-1 (CT-1) is a 21.5kDa interleukin-6 related cytokine, 

originally cloned on the basis of its ability to induce cardiac myocyte 

hypertrophy, since it was shown to cause increased cell size in cultured cardiac 

myocytes (Jin et aL, 1996; Pennica et al., 1995). Subsequent studies have further 

investigated the hypertrophic response to CT-1 and shown that it induces a 

distinct form of hypertrophy to that caused by a-adrenergic stimulation, causing 

an increase in cell length but not cell width (Wollert et aL, 1996). This type of 

hypertrophy is consistent to that seen in volume overload hypertrophy (eccentric 

hypertrophy). Stimulation with CT-1 results in the induction of several 

immediate early genes including c-fos, c-myc, c-jun and erg-1, and requires the 

glycoprotein 130 receptor (gpl30) component (Wollert et aL, 1996). CT-1 binds 

to the leukemia inhibitory factor receptor (LIFR) component, which dimerises 

with gpl30 causing activation of intracellular signalling cascades (for review see 

Taga and Kishimoto, 1997). CT-1 also increases gene expression and release of 

ANP, a well characterised marker of cardiac hypertrophy (Wollert et aL, 1996).

1.4.8 Hypertrophic Regulation by Endothelin-1

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a 21 amino acid vasoconstrictor peptide secreted 

from endothelial cells. High affinity receptors for ET-1 are found in the 

mammalian atria and ventricles (Gabon et aL, 1989; Hirata, 1989). ET-1 has 

been shown to cause hypertrophy in serum starved rat ventricular 

cardiomyocytes as measured by induction of immediate early gene expression, 

reactivation of foetal genes including ANP, and increase in cell size (Shubeita et 

aL, 1990). Additionally, plasma ET-1 levels were shown to double in dogs with 

heart failure induced by rapid ventricular pacing (Margulies et aL, 1990).

1.4.9 Hypertrophic Regulation by Angiotensin II

A number of studies have shown that the renin-angiotensin system plays 

an important role in modulating the adaptive growth pattern in cardiac 

hypertrophy in response to pressure overload (Iwai et aL, 1995; Lorell, 1995). 

Angiotensinogen is a precursor protein, which is converted to Ang II by 

angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE). All components of the renin-angiotensin
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system have been demonstrated in the myocardium, and both ACE inhibitors and 

AT]a receptor antagonists are effective in inducing regression of cardiac 

hypertrophy in animals and humans (Booz and Baker, 1996; Herzig et aL, 1997). 

Studies have also shown that Ang II is secreted by neonatal cardiomyocytes in 

response to passive stretch, and acts as a growth-promoting factor directly on 

cardiac myocytes via activation of a variety of protein kinases and signalling 

molecules, which in turn induce genes that promote cardiac hypertrophy 

(Sadoshima and Izumo, 1993). Ang II mediated induction of the immediate early 

gene c-fos is dependent on protein kinase C activation (Sadoshima and Izumo, 

1993), implicating a role for protein kinase C in the hypertrophic response to 

Ang II (Ruf et aL, 2002). Ang II has also been shown to activate the Janus kinase 

(JAK) and ST AT pathway in rat aortic smooth muscle and cardiac fibroblast cell 

(Pan et aL, 1997), and more recently has been suggested to induce CREB 

phosphorylation via three distinct pathways i) a MEK-ERK pathway, ii) a p38 

MAPK pathway, and iii) a PKA-independent pathway (Funakoshi et aL, 2002).

1.4.10 Hypertrophic Regulation by Urocortin

Urocortin is a member of the corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) 

family of peptides, the central mediator of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 

axis and stress response in mammals (Vale et aL, 1981), and acts as a 

hypertrophic factor (Railson et aL, 2002). Urocortin stimulates ANP and BNP 

secretion from neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, which is reduced by a specific 

inhibitor of protein kinase A (PKA) and a voltage dependent calcium channel 

blocker (Ikeda et aL, 1998). This therefore suggests that urocortin increases ANP 

and BNP levels via activation of PKA and its associated phosphorylation of 

calcium channels. Moreover, urocortin has been shown to be overexpressed in 

the hypertrophic heart and cause increased cell size and protein synthesis in 

cardiac myocytes (Ikeda et aL, 1998).
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1.5 Signalling Pathways in Cardiac Hypertrophy

Despite efforts over the last 25 years, the underlying molecular 

mechanisms of cardiac hypertrophy are still poorly understood, thus making it 

difficult to develop new therapeutic strategies. Studies so far have implicated the 

small GTP binding proteins: Ras and Rho (Hunter et aL, 1995; Pracyk at ah, 

1998; Thorbum et aL, 1997; for reviews see Force et aL, 1999; Hefti et aL, 

1997); the three MAPK cascades (ERK-1 and ERK-2) (Flesch et aL, 2001; 

Takeishi et aL, 2001; for reviews see van Heugten and Lamers, 1997; Sugden, 

2001); the stress-activated protein kinases (SAPKs) or c-Jun N-terminal kinases 

(JNKs) (Nemoto et aL, 1997; for review see Sugden and Clerk, 1998); the p38 

family of kinases (Clerk et aL, 1998); protein kinase C isoforms (Bowman et aL, 

1997; Wasasaki et aL, 1997); and a pathway involving the calcium/calmodulin- 

dependent serine/threonine phosphatase, calcineurin, and its target, nuclear factor 

of activated T cell-3 (NF-AT3) (Molkentin et aL, 1998; for review see 

MacLellan and Schneider, 2000).

A simplified overview of the current understanding of the intracellular 

signalling pathways implicated in the hypertrophic response is illustrated in 

Fig. 1.14. Generally, extracellular stimuli are transmitted from the membrane into 

the nucleus by activation of protein kinase cascades by phosphorylation. In this 

model, external hypertrophic stimuli induce a receptor-mediated increase in 

membrane-bound intracellular kinase activity, which is transmitted by sequential 

phosphorylation of intermediate factors to MAPK (for review see Neyses and 

Pelzer, 1995). The phosphorylated MAPK is then translocated into the nucleus, 

where it phosphorylates specific transcription factors, which in turn activate or 

repress transcription of specific hypertrophic response genes (for review see 

Marshall, 1995).
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Figure 1.14 Signal transduction pathways implicated in the hypertrophic 

response

A specific m embrane associated receptor binds the extracellular ligand, 

which stim ulates receptor associated intracellular kinase activity that induces 

phosphorylation o f  a specific substrate. This activates a cascade o f  protein 

kinases and ultim ately M APK, which in its phosphorylated form translocates into 

the nucleus where it activates transcription factors via phosphorylation. In turn, 

the transcription factors bind to specific DNA m otifs in the regulatory dom ains 

o f  hypertrophy response genes and transactivate gene transcription by 

interference with the basic transcription system o f  the cell.
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1.5.1 Ras and the ERK Cascade

Many of the signalling molecules previously mentioned were initially 

identified as candidate mediators of the hypertrophic response based on the 

ability of constitutively active mutants of the molecules to induce one or more 

components of the response, either in cardiomyocytes in vitro or when expressed 

in transgenic animals. Initially, interest focused on the role of Ras in the 

hypertrophic response. Expression of a constitutively active allele of Ras in the 

hearts of transgenic mice produced a phenotype resembling hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy (Gottshall et aL, 1997; Hunter et aL, 1995). In addition, 

expression of constitutively active Ras in cardiomyocytes in vitro was sufficient 

to induce genetic markers e.g. ANP expression, and morphological changes of 

hypertrophy such as an increase in cell size and development of highly organised 

sarcomeres (Thorbum et aL, 1993; Thorbum et aL, 1994a; Thorbum et aL, 

1994b). Furthermore, by transfecting a dominant interfering Ras mutant, it was 

shown that the ai-adrenergic activation of MAPK and stimulation of the ANP 

promoter was dependent on Ras activation (Thorbum et aL, 1993). In a second 

study, expression of dominant negative MAPKs interfered with activation of the 

promoter by constitutively activated Ras but failed to block ai-adrenergic 

stimulation of ANP promoter activity (Post et aL, 1996).

These data implicate Ras in the hypertrophic response, but identifying 

downstream effectors of the response is made difficult by the fact that Ras has a 

large number of downstream targets, any one of which could mediate its effects 

(Fig. 1.15) (for reviews see Force and Bonventre, 1998; L’Allemain, 1994; 

Vojtek and Der, 1998). Given the role of BRKs in mitogenesis and cellular 

differentiation, and the fact that most hypertrophic stimuli strongly activate the c- 

Raf-l/ERK pathway, the ERKs were initially postulated to be the mediators of 

the hypertrophic effects of Ras (Cowley et aL, 1994; Mansour et aL, 1994). 

Indeed, several studies employing either the MEK-1 inhibitor, PD98059 (Clerk et 

aL, 1998), a constitutively active mutant of MEK-1 (Dudley et aL, 1995), or 

dominant inhibitory mutants of c-Raf-1 and the ERKs (Yue et aL, 2000), have 

suggested that the ERK cascade is involved in the hypertrophic response.
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Figure 1.15 The MAPK cascades

Com ponents o f the three distinct cascades o f  protein phosphorylation, 

known as the M APK cascades, activated by hypertrophic stimuli. Also shown are 

the sites o f action o f the MEK-1 inhibitor (PD98059), and the p38 inhibitor 

(SB203580).
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One such study (Glennon et aL, 1996) showed that PE treatment results in 

the activation of ERK1/ERK2 and that this activity is required for transactivation 

of the c-fos, ANP and MLC-2v promoters, which are all activated as a result of 

hypertrophic stimulation. Others have shown that transfection with constitutively 

active MEK increased the ANP promoter activity (Gillespie-Brown et aL, 1995). 

In this latter study, co-transfection with wild type ERK2 led to enhanced 

stimulation of this promoter as well as to activated p-MHC, skeletal a-actin, and 

c-fos promoter. However dominant negative mutants of MEKl and ERK2 

inhibited PE-induced ANP expression to a certain extent. Similarly, antisense 

oligonucleotides against the translation initiation site of the p42 and p44MAPK 

isoform mRNAs inhibited development of the morphological features of 

hypertrophy (sarcomeric reorganisation, and increased cell size) in cardiac 

myocytes exposed to PE (Glennon et aL, 1996). PE induced activation of the 

ANP promoter and induction of ANP mRNA were also attenuated (Gillespie- 

Brown et aL, 1995; Glennon et aL, 1996; Thorbum et aL, 1994a). In a 

contrasting study, dominant interfering mutants of p42 and p44 MAPK as well as 

PD98059, failed to block PE induced ANP expression (Aoki et aL, 2000; Post et 

aL, 1996).

More recently, an adenovims-mediated gene transfer system was used to 

express Raf- (a dominant inhibitory mutant of Raf) to specifically inhibit ERK 

activation as a means to study the role of ERK signalling in response to PE (Yue 

et aL, 2000). Results showed that infection of cardiac myocytes with adenovirus 

Raf- blocked PE induced increase in cell size and sarcomeric reorganisation. In 

addition, PE induced production of ANP was significantly reduced in myocytes 

infected with adenovims Raf-. These results were consistent with other data in 

the study showing the use of Raf inhibitor, SB286023, and MEK inhibitor U0126 

also blocked PE induced protein synthesis, and increased cell size, sarcomeric 

reorganisation and expression of pMHC. This study demonstrates that inhibition 

of the ERK signalling pathway blocks all observed hypertrophic responses in 

cardiac myocytes exposed to PE. In support of this work others have generated 

transgenic mouse lines with cardiac restricted expression of an activated MEKl 

cDNA in the heart (Bueno et aL, 2000). Expression of activated MEKl in the
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mouse heart promoted specific activation of ERKl/2, but not JNK or p38, which 

was associated with concentric hypertrophy and increased cardiac function.

The observation that ERK 1/2 activation induces compensated 

hypertrophy, while p38 and JNK probably induce cardiomyopathy, is consistent 

with the phenotype of constitutively expressing Ras transgenic mice mentioned 

previously, shown to induce cardiac hypertrophy with a myopathic phenotype 

(Hunter et aL, 1995). Ras is a direct upstream activator of Raf-1, which in turn 

leads directly to MEKl and ERK 1/2 activation in the heart (Fig. 1.15). However 

Ras activation also leads to the activation of the other MAPK signalling 

branches. Indeed, Ras transgenic mice were shown to have significant JNK 

activation in the heart (Ramirez et aL, 1997). The MEKl transgenic mice have a 

similar profile of concentric hypertrophy to that demonstrated in Ras expressing 

transgenic mice, but unlike the Ras mice, MEKl mice appear to maintain a 

compensated state without increased mortality (Bueno et aL, 2000). Thus, JNK 

and p38 activation in the heart appear to be associated with cardiomyopathy, 

while ERKl/2 activation appears to be involved in a beneficial form of cardiac 

hypertrophy that could be advantageous to a failing or dilated myocardium.

Despite these studies there is still much debate and controversy 

concerning the role of the ERK pathway in cardiac hypertrophy. The controversy 

stems from various reports suggesting that blockade of the ERK signalling 

pathway affects some, but not all, components of hypertrophic responses. In 

some instances, opposite effects have been reported. Therefore, whether the ERK 

pathway plays an essential role in all or only some components of cardiac 

hypertrophic responses remains unclear. The controversies may stem from the 

different techniques used in the studies. One report suggests that besides Ras, a 

second small GTP-binding protein, Rho, may be involved in a pathway separate 

from, but complementary to, Ras and is involved in Gqa signalling in 

cardiomyocytes (Sah et aL, 1996). Others have shown that an effector like 

function of Ras-GTPase activating protein (GAP) may predominate in the 

cardiac background, since abolishing GAP binding to Ras interfered with Ras 

dependent expression of growth factor-inducible genes in transfected cardiac 

myocytes (Abdellatif and Schneider, 1997). Thus, effector-like functions of Ras-
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GAP, may at least in part be responsible for the global increase of RNA and 

protein synthesis in cardiac hypertrophy.

1.5.2 Stress Response MAPK cascades

Activity of the SAPKs is increased in the hearts of transgenic mice 

expressing constitutively active Ras. This observation, and a number of studies 

on cardiomyocytes in vitro, suggest that the hypertrophy induced by 

constitutively active Ras may be mediated via activation of SAPK pathway, or 

the other stress response pathway, the p38 family (Fig. 1.15) (Post et aL, 1996; 

Ramirez et aL, 1997; Thorbum et aL, 1994b; Thorbum et aL, 1997; Wang et al, 

1998b; Zechner et aL, 1997; for review see Bogoyevitch et aL, 1996a). These 

studies have demonstrated that overexpression of constitutively active alleles of 

MEKK-1 (the MAPKKK upstream of the SAPKs) (Bogoyevitch et aL, 1996b; 

Ramirez et aL, 1997; Thorbum et aL, 1995; Zechner et aL, 1997), MKK7 (a 

MEK upstream of p38) (Wang et aL, 1998c), or MKK3 and MKK6 (MEKs 

upstream of p38) (Wang et al, 1998c; Zechner et aL, 1997) induces characteristic 

hypertrophic responses in cardiomyocytes.

Another more recent study has shown that endogenous cardiac 

MAPK/ERK kinase kinase-1 (MEKKl) is activated by heart restricted 

overexpression of Gaq in mice (Minamino et aL, 2002). In cardiac myocytes 

derived from embryonic stem cells in culture, homozygous disruption of 

MEKKl selectively impaired c-jun N-terminal kinase activity in the absence or 

presence of PE. Other terminal MAPKs were unaffected. In mice, the absence of 

MEKKl abolished the increase in cardiac mass, myocyte size, ANP induction, 

and c-jun N-terminal kinase activation by Gaq, and improved ventricular 

mechanical function. Thus this work demonstrates that MEKKl mediates cardiac 

hypertrophy induced by Gaq in vivo.

Most studies addressing the role of the MAPK cascades in myocyte 

hypertrophy have used constitutive activation of the MAPK by overexpressing 

activated mutants or wild-type components of these cascades. This results in 

above normal and prolonged activation of normal downstream targets, and, in 

some cases, activation of MAPK cascades or other signalling pathways that are



not activated under physiological conditions, making it difficult to ascribe any 

effects to one specific pathway (for review see Cohen, 1997). These studies do, 

however, strongly suggest that either the SAPK or p38 pathways are sufficient to 

induce a hypertrophic response if they are constitutively active over prolonged 

periods (Wang et al, 1998b; Wang et aL, 1998c; Zechner et aL, 1997). They do 

not, though, clarify whether the pathways are critical to the hypertrophic 

response of cardiomyocytes to physiologically relevant stimuli that produce 

much less marked activation over much shorter periods of time. To address this 

question, several groups have employed SB203580 and SB202190, two pyridinyl 

imidazoles that are inhibitors of both p38a and p38p. These studies have 

suggested vital roles for these p38 MAPKs in components of the hypertrophic 

response to neurohormonal mediators.

More recently it has been shown that an abrupt increase in hemodynamic 

stress induces activation of the JNK p38 pathways in parallel in the heart in vivo 

(Fischer et aL, 2000). Further work supporting these results have been shown by 

a recent in vivo study in which adenovirus-mediated gene transfer of a dominant- 

negative inhibitor of SEK-1, the immediate upstream activator of the SAPKs, 

into the adult heart of rats blocks SAPK activation by pressure overload, with 

consequent inhibition of pressure-induced increase in left ventricular wall 

thickness (Choukroun et aL, 1999). Therefore, based on these in vivo findings, 

evidence exists that activation of the stress-regulated protein kinase pathways 

may contribute to the adaptive response of the left ventricle because of an abrupt 

increase in ventricular load. Increased activity of JNKs and p38 MAPKs in 

response to hemodynamic stress is suggestive of an increase of target 

transcription factor phosphorylation induced by these SAPKs.
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1.5.3 Protein Kinase C Pathway

Protein Kinase C (PKC) is a serine/threonine protein kinase implicated in 

the hypertrophic response as it is activated by many hypertrophic stimuli, 

including PE (Izumo et aL, 1987), ET-1 (Shuheita et aL, 1990) and Ang II 

(Sadoshima and Izumo, 1993). Generally, extracellular stimuli are transmitted 

from the membrane into the nucleus by activation of protein kinases by 

phosphorylation (Fig. 1.14). A growing body of evidence suggests that PKC plays 

an important role as one of the major signalling molecules in cardiac myocytes, 

and evokes activation of the Raf-1 and MAPKs induced by hypertrophic stimuli 

(Yamazaki et aL, 1997). The PKC family comprises several isoforms, including 

a, p, y, Ô, £, and Ç (Bogoyevitch et aL, 1993a). These isoforms share a similar 

domain structure, although ô, s, and Ç PKC lack a constant region in the 

regulatory domain and do not require Ca^^ for activation. The PKC isoforms 

differ in distribution, regulation and enzymatic activity, and these differences 

have led to the proposal that different PKC isoforms serve different biological 

roles (for review see Mellor and Parker, 1998).

Treatment of cardiac myocytes with ET-1 or epinephrine causes 

translocation of PKCs to the membrane and activation after a short period of 

stimulation (Bogoyevitch, 1993b). Overexpression of constitutively active PKCp 

activates the P-MHC promoter, an important feature of cardiac hypertrophy. 

Furthermore, PKCp is activated by ai-adrenergic agonists in cardiac myocytes 

(Kariya et aL, 1991). More recent work implicates PKCa as a necessary 

mediator of cardiomyocyte hypertrophic growth, in part, through an ERKl/2 

dependent signalling pathway (Braz et aL, 2002). These studies therefore show 

that PKC isoforms are activated by hypertrophic stimuli and can mediate some 

hypertrophic effects.
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1.5.4 Calcineurin and NF-AT3

Another pathway implicated in the hypertrophic response is the 

calcineurin/NF-AT3 pathway (Molkentin et aL, 1998; Sussman et aL, 1998). 

Calcineurin is a Câ "̂  calmodulin dependent protein phosphatase that is activated 

when there is an increase in cytosolic calcium concentration (for review see Klee 

et aL, 1998). This increase in calcium leads to dephosphorylation of NF-AT3 by 

calcineurin and subsequent exposure of a nuclear localisation signal on NF-AT3, 

and thus its importation to the nucleus (Beals et aL, 1997; Loh et aL, 1996). 

Although calcineurin has many targets in the cell, it has been shown that 

expression of a constitutively active NF-AT3 in the heart of transgenic mice 

causes marked hypertrophy, thus suggesting NF-AT3 as a relevant target in the 

hypertrophic response (Molkentin et aL, 1998). Furthermore, cyclosporin and 

FK506, drugs that target calcineurin (for review see Klee et aL, 1998), inhibit the 

development of hypertrophy in several models of hypertrophic myopathies and 

pressure overload (Sussman et aL, 1998; Taigen et aL, 2000). These studies 

indicate that the calcineurin/NF-AT3 pathway may be involved in cardiac 

hypertrophy.
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1.6 Induction of Cardiac Hypertrophy Induced by Gene 

Activation

The assumption that a variety of mechanisms, other than hemodynamic, 

are responsible for myocardial growth is confirmed by numerous animal 

transgenic models of cardiac hypertrophy, overexpressing factors like calmodulin 

(Gruver et aL, 1993), Pi-adrenergic receptor (Engelhardt et aL, 1999; Milano et 

aL, 1994), p21ras (Hunter et aL, 1995), aMHC (Vikstrom et aL, 1996), CREB 

(Fentzke et aL, 1998) and many others (Franz et aL, 1997) that may influence 

myocardial growth without changes in load. At the same time in animals 

overexpressing a variety of factors such as TNF-a (Kubota et aL, 1997), or 

deprived of different molecules such as MyoD (Megeney et aL, 1999) or ANP 

receptors (Oliver et aL, 1997), cardiac hypertrophy is associated with the 

development of cardiac failure.

Because of the relative abundance and cardiac specificity of contractile 

proteins in the heart, researchers first investigated the expression pattern of 

cardiac contractile proteins. They were able to demonstrate that aortic banding 

resulted in a molecular switch in MHC expression from a-myosin to the related, 

but distinct, p-myosin isoform (Izumo et aL, 1987). Meanwhile, similar results 

were obtained for a variety of contractile proteins (for review see Parker and 

Schneider, 1991). The adaptive process of hypertrophy thus involves molecular 

changes in the myocardium, including altered expression of several genes 

encoding proteins for contraction and relaxation. Studies have shown that the 

expression of pMHC and a-skeletal actin changes quantitatively during cardiac 

hypertrophy, suggesting that these changes that occur with hypertrophy may be 

primarily transcriptionally regulated.

More recent studies have identified over 100 mutations in nine genes (all 

encoding sarcomeric proteins) in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 

(hypertrophy in the absence of external workload), which has led to the theory 

that hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is a disease of contractile sarcomeric proteins 

(for review see Marian and Roberts, 2001). pMHC, cardiac troponin T and 

myosin binding protein C genes are the most commonly mutated accounting for
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approximately two thirds of all with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy cases (for 

reviews see Komajda et aL, 1999; Schonberger and Seidman, 2001).

Other than the importance of contractile proteins in cardiac hypertrophy, 

various other genes have been found to play a significant role in this process. The 

precursor of ANP is produced and stored mainly in the right atrium of the heart. 

ANP formed from this precursor is released in response to atrial stretch. Once in 

the circulation ANP binds to the natriuretic peptide receptor A (NPRA) and 

causes vasodilation and natriuresis, important in the regulation of blood pressure. 

Studies have shown that mice lacking a functional NPRl gene encoding for 

NPRA have elevated blood pressures and hearts exhibiting marked hypertrophy 

(Oliver et aL, 1997). Thus the absence of NPRA causes hypertension in mice 

leading to cardiac hypertrophy and, particularly in males, lethal vascular events 

similar to those seen in untreated human hypertensive patients.

CREB is expressed and phosphorylated in cardiac myocytes. Studies have 

shown that CT-1 is expressed abundantly in the heart and that the cAMP 

response element (CRE) is a possible cis-acting element of the CT-1 gene under 

norepinephrine stimulation. Furthermore, transgenic mice expressing a dominant 

negative form of CREB under the control of a-MHC gene promoter have been 

reported to develop dilated cardiomyopathy, and the gpl30 gene targeted mice 

displayed embryonic lethality associated with a significantly thinner ventricle 

wall (Fentzke et aL, 1998). The gpl30 conditional knockout demonstrated 

significant increased mortality due to dilated cardiomyopathy after acute pressure 

overload. As these manifestations were not observed in LfF or IL-6 targeted 

mice, it has been suggested that CT-1 may play a pivotal role in the cardiac 

myocyte growth and prevention of cardiomyopathy. In this regard, phenotypic 

changes observed in the heart of dominant negative CREB transgenic mice 

indicate a significance of the genes regulated by CREB, and one of the possible 

candidates could be CT-1.

Another study revealed that STAT3 and STAT6 are selectively activated 

by Ang II treatment of cardiomyocytes in culture and bind to a sequence motif 

(St-domain) in the angiotensinogen promoter to activate its transcription in 

transient transfection assays (Mascareno et aL, 1998). Also observed was a
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dramatic increase in the St-domain binding activity of ST AT proteins in the 

hypertrophied heart of a genetically hypertensive rat relative to that of an aged- 

matched normotensive strain Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKY). These studies thus 

uncover a mechanism by which the activation of a selective set of STATs 

underlies mobilisation of the gene activation program intrinsic to cardiac 

hypertrophy.

To determine the physiological significance of STATS in vivo, transgenic 

mice with cardiac specific overexpression of the STATS gene (STATS-TG) were 

generated (Kunisada et aL, 2000). STATS-TG manifested hypertrophy at 12 

weeks of age with increased expression of ANP, pMHC, and CT-1 genes. Thus 

activation of STATS induces hypertrophy in vivo. In addition, the same study 

showed that overexpression of STATS in the heart provides protection against 

Doxorubicin (an anti-tumour drug) induced cardiomyopathy, thus resulting in an 

improved survival rate by preventing progression of heart failure.

There is also evidence for the role of GATA factors in cardiac 

hypertrophy (Bhalla et aL, 2001; Charron and Nemer, 1999; Liang et aL, 2001; 

Morimoto et aL, 2000a). Using a direct injection of DNA into myocardium, two 

groups found that GATA elements present on the promoters of the angiotensin 

type 1A receptor and the PMHC are required for activation of these promoters in 

response to pressure overload (Hasegawa et aL, 1997b; Herzig et aL, 1997). 

Using a similar approach in the nephrectomised rat, a model of volume overload, 

it has been found that regulation of the brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) promoter 

in response to hemodynamic stress is also mediated by GATA elements (Marttila 

et aL, 1998). GATA-4 was also found to functionally and physically interact with 

transcription factor NF-AT3 that mediates calcineurin dependent cardiac 

hypertrophy (see section 1.5.4) (Molkentin et aL, 1998). Thus GATA-4 may play 

a role in the genetic reprogramming of the hypertrophied heart either through 

increased expression of the protein or through recruitment of other co-factors, 

such as NF-AT3.

As for the potential role for CBP and p300 in cardiac hypertrophy. 

Evidence from non-cardiac cells shows interaction of CBP and p300 with a 

number of transcription factors such as GATA-4 and STAT-3 (Dai and
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Markham, 2001; Paulson et a l, 1999; Schuringa et a l, 2001). It has been 

suggested that the activity of GATA-4 is dependent, in part, on its physical 

interaction and functional co-operation with p300. This activity may be 

important in the hypertrophic response to stresses on the heart. However, since 

p300 can have multiple interactions and functions, it is not possible to ascribe 

any specific role to the GATA-p300 complex in cardiac development or 

hypertrophy. In addition, the STAT3 carboxy terminus has been shown to be 

capable of acting as a transactivation domain and recruits CBP/p300 (Paulson et 

a l, 1999).

Other studies have shown an indirect role for CBP/p300 in the Ang II 

induction of TGF(3. Overexpression of TGFp in the murine heart has been shown 

to cause lethal myocarditis through multiple pathways, and one study has 

demonstrated that this induction of TGFp is via induction of the oncoprotein 

complex, activator protein-1 (AP-1) binding activity. AP-1 is composed of c-Jun 

and c-Fos, and CBP/p300 have been shown to interact with these activators.

There is cumulative evidence that CBP/p300 may play an important role 

in the hypertrophic response. The heart defects seen in the CBP/p300 

homozygous mutant mouse and the association of CBP with Rubinstein Taybi 

Syndrome (see section 1.3.2), the observation that El A can repress cardiac gene 

transcription (see section 1.3.3), the observation that the CH3 domain of p300 

can be phosphorylated by protein kinase B (a protein that is active in the 

hypertrophic heart), and the involvement of CREB in dilated cardiomyopathy, 

are all such examples supporting this theory. The extent to which CBP or p300 

may stimulate human cardiac hypertrophy, however, remains to be determined.
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1.7 Aims and Objectives

The closely related CBP and p300 co-activator molecules play a key role 

in cardiac development, and interact with transcription factors known to be 

involved in the hypertrophic response. Hypertrophy is initially a compensatory 

response, but there is a pathological transition in which the hypertrophic 

adaptation of the heart to an increased demand for volume or pressure of work 

does not aid in the alleviation of the workload, thus leading to heart failure.

The aim of this project was to look at the role of CBP and p300 in 

hypertrophy in three main steps:

1) To look at the effect of phenylephrine, a known ai-adrenergic agonist, 

and other agents that have been shown to induce hypertrophy in cardiac 

myocytes, on the transcriptional activity of CBP and p300, and investigate the 

signalling pathways involved using chemical and genetic inhibitors and 

activators. Additionally, to examine the specific region of CBP and p300 

involved in changes of activity induced by phenylephrine, and the 

phosphorylation sites within them.

2) To generate antisense CBP, and use this and a dominant negative p300 

construct, to investigate the effects of inhibiting CBP and p300 on the 

hypertrophic response to phenylephrine using characteristic markers of 

hypertrophy (an increase in cell size and protein content, and the induction of 

ANP). Additionally, to directly investigate the effect of overexpressing CBP and 

p300 on hypertrophy.

3) To investigate the involvement of specific structural features of CBP 

and p300 in hypertrophy, particularly their histone acetyltransferase activity, 

which is known to increase transcriptional activity, by using CBP and p300 HAT 

mutants, and measuring changes in cell size, protein content and ANP levels.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1 Laboratory Reagents

2.1.1 General Suppliers

General laboratory chemicals were of analytical grade and purchased 

from the following companies: Sigma Chemical Company Ltd., Poole Dorset, 

UK; BDH Merck Ltd., Lutterworth, Leicestershire, UK; Boehringer Mannheim, 

Lewes, East Sussex, UK. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was made using PBS 

tablets (1 tablet in 500ml ddH20) from GibcoBRL Life Technologies, Paisley, 

UK. All solutions were made with Millipore water and autoclaved where 

necessary. General laboratory plasticware was purchased from BDH Merck Ltd 

and Ependorff, Cambridge, UK.

2.1.2 Bacterial Reagents

Bacto®-Yeast extract, Bacto®-Tryptone and Bacto® Micro-agar for 

bacterial growth medium were from Duchefa, Harlem, Netherlands. XLl blue 

E.coli cells were purchased from Stratagene, La Jolla, California, USA.

2.1.3 Molecular Reagents

Restriction and modifying enzymes and buffers were purchased from 

Promega, Southampton, UK. IDNA/Hindlll DNA marker was from GibcoBRL 

Life Technologies, Paisley, UK. QIAquik® gel extraction kit, QIAprep Mini 

prep and Midi DNA prep kits were from Qiagen Ltd, Crawley, UK. 

Quikchange™ Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit was purchased from Stratagene, La 

Jolla, California, USA. DNA sequencing was performed by MWG-Biotech AG, 

Ebserberg, Germany.

2.1.4 Western Blotting Reagents

Hybond™-c nitrocellulose membranes, protein molecular weight 

Rainbow™ marker. Enhanced Chemiluminescence system (ECL) and Kodak X- 

OMAT imaging photographic film were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia 

Biotech, Little Chalfont, Bucks., UK. 30% (w/v) acrylamide/bisacrylamide 

solution for polyacrylamide gels was obtained from Amresco Ltd., Ohio, USA.
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Photographie developing and fixing chemicals were obtained from X-OGRAPH 

Ltd., Tetbury, UK. Primary antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA. Secondary antibodies were purchased 

from DAKO Ltd., Glostrup, Denmark with the exception of anti-mouse IgGl: 

Phycoerythrin (RPE) which was obtained from Serotec Ltd, Oxford, UK.

2.1.5 Tissue Culture Reagents

Collagenase Type II enzyme at approximately 266 units/mg was obtained 

from Worthington Biochemical Corporation, New Jersey, USA. Tissue culture 

reagents and plasticware were purchased from GibcoBRL Life Technologies, 

Paisley, UK. Disposable sterile 0.2 pm filters were purchased from Millipore, 

Watford, UK.

2.1.6 Assay Reagents

Luciferase reagent and lysis buffer were purchased from Promega, 

Southampton, UK. TLC aluminium sheets were from BDH Merck Ltd., 

Lutterworth, Leicestershire, UK, and ^"^C-chloramphenicol (D-thero- 

dichloroacetyl-1,2-̂ "*C) 1 plCi/pl was obtained from Amersham Pharmacia 

Biotech, Little Chalfont, Bucks., UK. p-galactosidase Galacto-Lighf^'^ assay kit 

was from TROPIX Inc. Massachusetts, USA. BCA Protein assay kit was from 

Pierce, Rockford, USA. Atrial Natriuretic Peptdie (ANP) (Rat) 

Radioimmunoassay kit was purchased from BACHEM, Peninsula Laboratories, 

Inc., Belmont, California, USA.
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2.1.7 Equipment

Trans-Blot™ cell transfer tanks, Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK. 

Syngene light box, Syntopics Ltd., Cambridge, UK.

Bio-Rad GS-800 densitometer, Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK. 

TD-20/20 Luminometer, Turner Designs, Sunnyvale, California, USA.

Lab systems Multiskan RC Plate reader, Finland.

Zeiss microscope, Carl Zeiss Microimaging, Inc., New York, USA.

Beckman Coulter Elite FACS machine, Beckman Coulter, Inc., California, USA. 

Coulter EPICS XL, Beckman Coulter, Inc., California, USA.

1282 Compugamma counter, Wallac, PerkinElmer, Connecticut, USA.
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2.2 Cell Culture

All cell culture work was carried out under sterile conditions in a laminar 

flow cabinet. Media and reagents were purchased sterile, autoclaved or filtered 

with 0 .2 |um filters.

2.2.1 Primary Neonatal Rat Cardiac Cell Culture

Neonatal rat cardiac myocyte cultures were prepared as described by 

Simpson and Savion, (1982). Briefly, hearts from 1-2 day old Sprague Dawley 

rats were removed and trisected into ADS buffer (6 .8g NaCl, 4.76g HEPES, 

0.12g NaH2? 0 4 , l.Og Glucose, 0.4g KCl, 0.1 g MgS04 ). The tissue was then 

dissociated with repeated incubations in an oxygenated enzyme solution (40mg 

collagenase, 25mg pancreatin, 100ml ADS buffer). Eight, 15 minute digestions 

were carried out with the enzyme solution being removed from the hearts each 

time, the cells spun down at 145g for 5 minutes, and fresh enzyme solution added 

to the hearts. Pelleted cells were re-suspended in foetal calf serum (PCS) and 

pooled. The pooled cells were spun down and re-suspended in plating media 

(DMEM supplemented with 15% ECS, 1% penicillin and streptomycin). Cells 

were pre-plated for 1 hour in uncoated flasks to allow the fibroblasts to stick 

down. The non-adhered cells were then plated on gelatin coated dishes (1% 

gelatin in PBS) at approximately 1x10^ cells/ml, unless stated otherwise. Cells 

were incubated for 24 hours in plating media and at this time could be seen to be 

beating spontaneously in a confluent monolayer.

2.2.2 Transient Transfection

Transient transfections were carried out using the calcium phosphate 

method as described by Gorman, (1985). The DNA precipitate was prepared as 

follows: lOOpl 2 X HBS (lOOpl 70mM Na2HP04  added to 4.9ml 280mM NaCl, 

50mM HEPES pH 7.1) was added dropwise to 50pl plasmid DNA in water 

mixed with 50pl CaCb and mixed thoroughly. This mixture was left to 

precipitate for 30 minutes at room temperature. lOOpl of precipitate was added to 

each well based on a 24 well plate, or 200pl precipitate based on a 6 well plate, 

and incubated overnight.

DNA plasmids used in transfections are summarised in Table 2.1. The 

propagation and isolation of DNA plasmids are described in section 2.3.
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Table 2.1 DNA Plasmids

CBP Plasmids Description Reference/Source

pGal4-(l-147) The pGAL-(l-147) plasmid encoding the DNA binding domain 

of the yeast protein GAL4 was digested with Hindlll and Xbal, 

and the DNA fragment encoding GAL4 amino acids 1-147 sub

cloned into the plasmid Rc/RSV (Invitrogen). This plasmid, 

Rc/RSV GAL-(1-147), was used as a basis to construct the 

remaining chimeric proteins.

J. Chrivia, Vollum Institute, Oregon 

Health Sciences University, Portland, 

Oregon 97201, USA (Swope et a l, 

1996).

pGal-CBP-(1678-2441)

pGal-CBP-(227-460)

pGal-CBP-(721-1679)

pGal-CBP-(1678-1843)

pGal-CBP-(1844-1956)

pGal-CBP-(1961-2039)

pGal-CBP-(2060-2179)

pGal-CBP-(Full length)

5xGal4-ElB TATA luciferase Contains five copies of a GAL4-binding site upstream of the 

TATA box from the viral ElB promoter, which is linked to the 

coding sequence of firefly luciferase. This plasmid was 

prepared by insertion of a Hindlll-BamHl DNA ElB TATA 

box from G5CAT into a plasmid containing the luciferase 

coding sequence.

R.A. Maurer, Department of Cell and 

Developmental Biology, Oregon 

health Sciences University, Oregon, 

USA (Sun et a i, 1994).

CBP Full length Full length mouse CBP (2441 amino acids) was cloned into 

Rc/RSV (Invitrogen).

Y.Z. Liu, Institute of Child Health, 

London, UK.
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CBP Plasmids Description Reference/Source

CBP S1994A Site directed mutagenesis of pRc/RSV Gal-CBP-(1961-2039) 

mutating serine sites encoding amino acids 1994, 2010, and 

2015 and 2016 to alanine. CBP S2015A and S2016A were 

made in the same way mutating serine sites encoding amino 

acids 2015 and 2016 respectively, to alanines.

Made by the author for this thesis. 

Further details in section 3.9.CBP S2010A

CBP S2015/2016A

CBP S2015A

CBP S2016A

SS-CRE A somatostatin-CAT fusion gene containing sequences of the 

rat somatostatin gene from -71 to +53 placed 5’ to the coding 

region of CAT gene.

R. H. Goodman, Vollum Institute, 

Oregon Health Sciences University, 

Oregon, USA (Cardinaux et al., 

2000).C R E B d ie d m l The full-length CREB 341 expression vector was produced by 

cloning a rat CREB cDNA into Rc/RSV. A form of CREB 341 

that could not be phosphorylated by PKA was generated by 

mutating serine-133 to alanine.

CBP antisense Constructed by cloning CBP full-length (1-7326) into the 

BamHl site of Bluescript SK (Stratagene) in the reversed 

orientation and subsequently excising the insert with Notl and 

Sail and inserting it into a pBI-G expression vector.

Made by the author for this thesis. 

Further details in section 3.5.



CBP Plasmids Description Reference/Source

pTet-Off Expresses the tet-responsive transcriptional activator (tTA) 

from the promoter cmv. tTA is a fusion of amino acids 1-207 of 

the tet repressor (TetR) and the negatively charged C-terminal 

activation domain (130 amino acids) of the VP 16 protein of 

herpes simplex virus.

Clontech Laboratories, Inc., 

California, USA.

pB-IG A response plasmid which is driven by the Pbi-i promoter and 

responsive to the tTA regulatory proteins. Pbi-i contains the Tet- 

responsive element (TRE) and is consequently silent in the 

absence of binding of TetR.

Clontech Laboratories, Inc., 

California, USA.

CBP HAT WT CBP was cloned into Hindlll/Notl site of pcDNA3 (Invitrogen) 

from pRc/RSV mCBP.

R. Eckner, The Dana-Farber Cancer 

Institute and Harvard Medical 

School, Boston, USA (Bordoli et al., 

2001).

CBP HAT WY Sequences encoding amino acids 1098-1758 of CBP were 

deleted.

5 X Gal4-AdML-luc Gal 4 reporter containing the AdML TATA box.

pcmv2N3T CBP An Xbal -Xbal insert from Rc/RSV CBP was inserted into the 

Xbal site of the pcmv2N3T to obtain pcmv2N3T CBP .

A. Harel-Bellan, Laboratory of 

Oncogensis, Differentiation and 

Signal Transduction, CNRS IFC-01, 

France (Ait-Si-Ali et a l, 2000).

CBP HATA Constructed by partial digestion of pCMV2N3T CBP with BstI 

1071-Seal.



p300 Plasmids Description Reference/Source

pGal4-p300

pGal4-p300-(l-743)

pGal4-p300-(dl242-1737)

pGal4-p300-(1514-1922)

pGal4-p300-(1737-2414)

pGal4-p300-(1945-2414)

The pGal4p300 fusion vector was made by inserting Gal4 1- 

147 sequence into p300 cDNA at the position for the 19̂  ̂amino 

acid and subcloning the fusion unit into pcDNA3 (Invitrogen). 

The p300 deletions were made by from pGal4p300 by digestion 

with restriction enzymes and re-ligation.

A. Giordano, Jefferson Cancer 

Institute and Department of 

Microbiology/Immunology and 

Pathology, Thomas Jefferson 

University, PA, USA (Yuan et a l, 

1996).

N180

p300S89A

p300S89D

Contains a fragment of the human p300 cDNA encoding amino 

acids 1-180 inserted into the expression vector pM.

Generated from N180 using site directed mutagenesis to mutate 

serine 89 to alanine.

T. Leff, Department of Pathology, 

Wayne State University School of 

Medicine, Detroit, USA (Yang et al., 

2001).

Generated from N180 using site directed mutagenesis to mutate 

serine 89 to aspartic acid.

p300 dominant negative Dominant negative mutant of p300 lacking the C/Hl domain 

(amino acids 348-412) under the control of the CMV promoter.

Upstate Biotechnology, Bucks., UK.

ElA

ElAA

Full length adenovirus ElA  12S cDNA was amplified from 

pCMV12SElA and subcloned into pCI (Promega) expression 

vector at Mlul and Kpnl sites. The ELA deletion mutant was 

generated by amplification of pCMVEl Ad2-36.

R. Janknecht, Department of 

Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, Mayo Clinic, Minnesota, 

USA (Rossow and Janknecht, 2001).
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p300 Plasmids Description Reference/Source

pSOOWT p300 was cloned into Notl/Hindlll site of pcDNA3.1 Yan-Shan Dai, Division of 

Molecular Cardiovascular Biology, 

Children’s Hospital Medical Centre, 

Cincinnati, USA (Dai and Markham, 

2001).

p300AHAT p300 was cloned into pcDNA3.1 (Notl/Hindlll fragment) and 

the 5’ end of p300 was excised on an Xbal fragment. The 

vector containing the 3’ sequence was re-ligated and used for 

PCR-based mutagenesis (Stratagene). Sequences encoding 

amino acids 1415-1436 of p300 were deleted. The 5’ Xbal 

fragment was then cloned back to the mutated 3’ end via the 

Xbal site.

cmvP-p300-CHA WT cmvP-p300CHA WT expresses wild type human p300 from 

nucleotide 1134 to 8329 and is driven by the promoter cmv. 

Substitution mutations of the p300 AT domain were introduced 

by site-directed mutagenesis replacing amino acids WY (1466- 

1467) with AS and DGV (1367-1369) with AAA.

R. Eckner, The Dana-Farber Cancer 

Institute and Harvard Medical 

School, Boston, USA (Bordoli et al., 

2001).

cmvp-p300-CHAWY

cmvp-p300-CHA DGV

Signalling Plasmids Description Reference/Source

p42 Y185F Expression vector for a dominant negative mutant p42 MAPK 

in RcCMV. The TEY motif of domain VIII has been modified 

to TEF, which prevents activation by phosphorylation.

J. Pouyssegur, Institute of Signalling 

Developmental Biology, CNRS, 

Nice, France (Brunet et al., 1994).
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Signalling Plasmids Description Reference/Source

MEK-1 (SS/DD) Constitutively active MEK-1 (map kinase kinase) mutant. The 

Raf-1/ Mapkkk dependent phosphorylation site has been 

modified by the dual mutation of S218D and S222D.

J. Pouyssegur, Institute of Signalling 

Developmental Biology, CNRS, 

Nice, France (Brunet et al., 1994).

p42 wild type (P42WT) An expression vector for wild-type p42 map kinase in RcCMV.

Transfection Marker Plasmids Description Reference/Source

cmvp-gal Lac-z cDNA driven by cmv promoter. Y.Z. Liu, Institute of Child Health, 

London, UK.

pECFP-Nl Encodes an enhanced cyan fluorescent protein of the Aequoria 

victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP). The ECFP gene 

contains six mutations that result in cyan fluorescence.

Clontech Laboratories, Inc., 

California, USA.

pEGFP-Nl Green fluorescent protein cDNA driven by cmv promoter. Clontech Laboratories, Inc., 

California, USA

Hypertrophic Marker Plasmid Description Reference/Source

ANP-Luciferase -3003 to +62 of the rat ANP gene driving expression of a firefly 

luciferase reporter gene.

K. Knowlton, Department of 

Medicine and Centre for Molecular 

Genetics, University of California, 

CA, USA (Knowlton et al., 1991).



2.2.3 Stimulation of Cells

Prior to stimulation, medium was changed to maintenance medium 

(DMEM, 1%FCS, 1% penicillin and streptomycin) or serum-free media (DMEM, 

1% penicillin and streptomycin) and cells treated for 24h or 48h with the 

following stimuli:

Phenylephrine (PE) was dissolved in ethanol and used at a concentration of 50pM 

or lOOpM (Sigma).

Urocortin (UCN) was dissolved in ethanol and used at a concentration of IxlO'^M 

(Sigma).

Cardiotrophin-1 (CT-1) was dissolved in PBS and used at a concentration of 

Ing/ml (D. Pennica, Genentech, Inc., South San Francisco, California, USA).

BticAMP was dissolved in ddH20 and used at a concentration of ImM (Sigma).

PD98059 (PD), a MEK-1 inhibitor, was dissolved in DMSO and used at a 

concentration of 50pM (New England Biolabs, Beverly, Massachusetts, USA).

SB203580 (SB), a p38 MAPK inhibitor, was dissolved in DMSO and used at a 

concentration of 20pM (Calbiochem-Novabiochem Corp., La Jolla, California, 

USA).

Prazosin, an a ]-adrenergic antagonist, was dissolved in DMSO and used at a 

concentration of 5pM (Sigma).

Propranolol, a p-adrenergic antagonist, was dissolved in DMSO and used at a 

concentration of 20pM (Sigma).

H-7 dihydrochloride, a PKC inhibitor, was dissolved in ethanol and used at a 

concentration of 0.1 pM (Tocris Ltd., Bristol, UK).

H-89 dihydrochloride, a PKA inhibitor, was dissolved in ethanol and used at a 

concentration of 2.5pM (Calbiochem).
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2.3 Propagation, Purification and Manipulation of Plasmid

DNA

All manipulations of bacterial cultures were carried out under sterile 

conditions. All media and glassware were autoclaved before use at 120°C, lOpsi 

for 20 minutes, and sterile plasticware was used. Manipulations were carried out 

over a Bunsen burner flame to prevent contamination.

2.3.1 Transformation ofE.co/f

The E.coli strain XL 1-blue was used for the propagation of plasmid DNA. 

XL 1-blues were streaked on a plate of Luria Bertani (LB) Agar (1% (w/v) 

Bacto®-tryptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl, 0.5% (w/v) Bacto®-yeast extract, and 2% (w/v) 

Bacto®-Micro agar). 24 hours later a single colony was picked and used to 

inoculate 5mls of LB medium (1% (w/v) Bacto®-tryptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl, 0.5% 

(w/v) Bacto®-yeast extract). This starter culture was grown overnight in an orbital 

shaker at 37°C, 200rpm.

In order to allow transformation, bacteria must be made competent to 

allow entry of plasmid DNA. 100pi of starter culture was used to inoculate 100ml 

of LB and cultured in the orbital shaker until the culture had an optical density 

600nm of 0.4-0.5 units (between 4-6 hours). The cultures were then pelleted in 

sterile 50ml tubes by centrifugation at 2500g at 4°C for 10 minutes. The 

supernatant was then discarded and the pellets re-suspended in 5 ml ice cold 

lOOmM CaCb for 1 hour. The bacteria were then centrifuged as above and re

suspended in 1ml ice cold lOOmM CaCL and incubated on ice for 1 hour prior to 

use.

For transformation, lOOpl of competent cells were aliquoted into 1.5ml 

sterile microcentrifuge tubes, mixed with 1 pg of plasmid DNA and incubated on 

ice for 30 minutes. The cells were then heat shocked at 42°C for 90 seconds and 

cooled on ice for 2 minutes. 800pi of LB medium was added and the cells 

incubated in an orbital shaker for 1 hour. The cells were then centrifuged at 145g 

for 1 minute at 20°C. 900pl of supernatant was discarded and cells re-suspended
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in the remaining 100|j,l. The cell suspension was then spread onto LB agar plates 

containing the appropriate selectable marker. Ampicillin was used at a 

concentration of 50pg/ml and Kanamycin at lOpg/ml. If Bluescript-SK was used 

for cloning then cells were spread onto agar plates containing 60mg/ml 5-bromo 

4-chloro 3-indolyl p-D-galactosidase (X-gal) and 72mg/ml isopropyl p-D-thio 

galactopyranoside (IPTG) to allow for blue/white colony selection. Plates were 

incubated at 37°C overnight and then stored for up to one month at 4 C.

2.3.2 Large Scale Plasmid DNA Extraction from E.coli

Qiagen-tip 100 plasmid midi prep kits were used according to 

manufacturer’s instructions to prepare plasmid DNA for transfections. 150ml of 

LB medium containing the appropriate selectable marker was inoculated with an 

E.coli colony containing the plasmid of interest, and grown up overnight in an 

orbital shaker at 37°C, 200rpm. Isolation of plasmid DNA was achieved by 

alkaline lysis of cells followed by purification of plasmid on the Qiagen resin, 

elution and precipitation in isopropanol. Precipitated DNA was centrifuged at 

12000g for 30 minutes at 4°C, washed in 70% ethanol, dried and re-suspended in 

100pi sterile water. Details of this technique can be found in the Qiagen plasmid 

purification handbook.

DNA was quantified and qualified by spectrophotometry, reading the 

absorbance at 260nm and 280nm wavelengths. DNA concentrations were 

determined by the 260nm reading. An absorbance of 1 indicated 50pg/ml of 

double stranded DNA. Measurement of absorbance at 280nm gave an estimation 

of the amount of protein contaminants present in the sample since the ratio of 

A260/A280 should be 1.7 for a pure DNA sample. Average yields using this 

technique were lOOpg DNA. Plasmid stocks were stored at -20°C.

2.3.3 Small Scale Plasmid DNA Extraction from E. colt

Small scale plasmid QIAprep Mini preps were used to purify DNA from 

several colonies to enable screening for the correct plasmid insert. 5ml of LB 

media containing the appropriate selectable marker was inoculated with a single 

colony of transformed XLl blues, and grown overnight in an orbital shaker at
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37°C, 200rpm. 1.5ml of culture was transferred to a 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube 

and centrifuged at 12000g for 1 minute. The remaining culture was stored at 4°C. 

Pelleted cells were re-suspended, subjected to alkaline lysis and neutralised. The 

DNA was then absorbed onto a silica gel membrane, washed and eluted. Details 

of this technique can be found in the QIAprep® miniprep handbook.

2.3.4 Examination of DNA by Restriction Digest

Plasmid DNA was digested with restriction enzymes to characterise 

plasmid structure. Ipg DNA was incubated with 10 units of enzyme, Ipl enzyme 

buffer in a total volume of lOpl, made up with ddH20 at 37°C for 1-2 hours. The 

enzyme buffer and enzyme concentration varies for different enzymes and was 

carried out as specified by the Promega technical information sheets.

Agarose gel electrophoresis was carried out to examine the size of the 

plasmid fragment generated by restriction digests. 1% agarose (w/v) was 

dissolved in IxTAE (0.04M Tris, 0.02M sodium acetate, ImM EDTA, adjusted to 

pH 8.3 with HCl) and melted in a microwave oven. After cooling for 5-10 

minutes, ethidium bromide was added to a final concentration of 0.5pg/ml, and 

the gel was poured into a gel casting tray containing a suitable comb. Once set, the 

comb was removed and the gel placed in an electrophoresis tank containing 

IxTAE. DNA loading buffer 6 x stock (0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene 

cyanol FF and 30% glycerol in water) was added to DNA to a final Ix 

concentration. Samples were loaded alongside a Ikb ladder and run at 

approximately 10 V/cm until the loading dye had travelled a sufficient distance 

through the gel. DNA bands were observed and photographed on a Syngene UV 

light box.

2.3.5 Isolation of DNA Fragments from Agarose Gels

DNA bands were purified from agarose gels using a QIAquik® gel 

extraction kit according to manufacturer’s handbook. The appropriate band was 

cut out of the gel on a long wave UV transilluminator and placed in a 1.5ml 

microcentrifuge tube. The DNA was bound to a silica membrane in a high salt
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buffer, washed, and eluted from the resin in ddIÎ2 0 . The DNA could then be used 

in subsequent procedures without further purification.

2.3.6 Ligation of DNA

In the work presented here, all ligations were double sticky ended i.e. 

occurred between complementary overhangs as a result of digestion with 

restriction endonucleases. The ‘sticky ends’ were different at either end of the 

plasmid backbone so phosphatase treatment was not required to prevent re

ligation of the backbone without the insert (the one exception to this had a 

blue/white selection mechanism to allow re-ligated backbone plasmids, which 

would give rise to blue colonies, to be ignored). The plasmid backbone was 

ligated with an excess of insert in a ratio of 1:2, vector:insert. Ligations were 

carried out in a total volume of 20pl containing 2pi 10 x ligase buffer, Ipl T4 

DNA ligase, made up to 20pl with ddH20. The reaction was incubated at 4°C 

overnight and transformed as described in section 2.5.1.

2.3.7 Bacterial Lysate Electrophoresis

For rapid analysis of transformed E.coli colonies, 900pl of a 1ml 6 hour 

bacterial cell culture was spun at 12000g for 1 minute and the pellet re-suspended 

in 50pl lysis solution (Ig sucrose, 250pl 10% SDS, lOOpl lOM NaOH in 4.6ml 

ddIÏ20) by vortexing. Cells were incubated at 70°C for 10 minutes and DNA 

loading buffer 6 x stock was added to DNA to a final 1 x concentration. 1 OOpl of 

sample was added to a ‘dry’ 1% agarose gel i.e. loaded into the well before the gel 

was immersed in buffer before being run at 20 V/cm for 2 hours.

2.3.8 Site-Directed Mutagenesis

The Quikchange^"^ site-directed mutagensis kit was used to make single 

amino acid changes according to the manufacturer’s manual. Mutagenic 

oligonucleotide primers were designed (Table 2.2) and the reactions set up using 

5pi 10 X reaction buffer, 50ng plasmid DNA, 125ng primer 1 and 2, Ipl dNTP 

mix, made up to a final volume of 50pl with ddH20. Ipl VfuTurbo DNA 

polymerase (2.5U/pl) was then added and the reactions put in a PCR machine and
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cycled 12 times (95°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 1 minute, 68°C for 12 minutes). 

Following temperature cycling, the reactions were cooled at 4°C. Ipl Dpnl 

restriction enzyme (lOU/pl) was added to each amplification reaction, mixed and 

incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to digest the parental supercoiled dsDNA. Reactions 

were then transformed in XLl supercompetent cells using an initial culture of 

SOC broth (20% (w/v) tryptone, 5% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.5% (w/v) NaCl, 0.01% 

250mM KCl, pH 7.0 and autoclaved, with the subsequent addition of lOmM 

MgCl] and 20mM glucose).

Table 2.2 Primers for Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Primer Label Primer sequence Restriction site

CBPS1994A 5’-GGG-GAC-CCC-AGG-GGC-CCA- 

AAT-GAC-TCC-TGT-GG-3 ’

Apal

CBPS2010A 5 -CCA-ACC-AAG-TCG-CTG-GGC-CCG-

TCA-TGT-CTA-GT-3’

Apal

CBPS2015/2016A 5’-AGT-GGG-CCT-GTC-ATG-GCT-GCT-

ATG-CCA-CCC-GGG-CAG-TGG-3'

Smal

CBPS2015A 5’-GGC-CTG-TCA-TGG-CCA-GTA-TGC- 

C AC-CTG-GGC-AGT-GG-3 ’

Ball

CBPS2016A 5’-CCA-AGT-CAG-TGG-GCC-CGT-CAT- 

GTC-TGC-TAT-GCC-ACC-TGG G-3’

Apal

Red letters indicate the DNA bases mutated from the original sequence
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2.4 Analysis of Protein Levels

2.4.1 Western Blotting

Cells were washed in PBS, harvested by scraping in 1 x SDS gel loading 

buffer (50mM Tris, lOOmM Dithiotheitol, 2% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 10% 

glycerol) and heated to 100°C for 5 minutes. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

was carried out using a 10% polyacrylamide gel (10% (v/v) acrylamide, 375mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8 .8 , 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.05% (w/v) ammonium persulphate, 0.05% 

(w/v) N,N,N,’N ’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)), with a 5% stacking gel 

(5% acrylamide, 125mM Tris-HCl pH 6 .8 , 0.1% SDS, 0.1% ammonium 

persulphate, 0.1% TEMED). A molecular weight rainbow marker was run to 

identify the size of protein bands. The gel was run in Tris-glycine running buffer 

(25mM Tris, 250mM glycine (pH 8.3), 0.1% SDS) at 30mA for 4-6 hours, or until 

the dye front was within 3cm of the bottom of the gel. Protein was transferred 

from the gel to a Hybond-c membrane overnight in a Trans-Blot transfer cell in 

blot buffer (192mM glycine 20% (w/v) methanol, 25mM Tris-HCl pH 8).

The membrane was then probed on a shaking platform at room 

temperature as follows: non-specific sites were blocked by incubation in block 

buffer (5% Marvel (skimmed milk powder) in PBS) for 30 minutes. The primary 

antibody was then added (diluted in block buffer) and incubated for 2 hours. The 

membrane was then washed in wash buffer (1% Marvel, 1% Tween 20 in PBS) 

for 5 minutes. Secondary antibody (HRP conjugate, in block buffer) was 

incubated for 1 hour. The membrane was then washed in wash buffer 3 times for 5 

minutes per wash.

ECL was used according to manufacturer’s instructions to visualise 

labelled bands by exposure to photographic film. The membrane was stripped in 

0.2M glycine pH 2.9 for 15 minutes and re-probed with an antibody to actin to 

check for equal protein loading. Bands were quantified by densitometry on a Bio- 

Rad GS-800 densitometer. Antibodies and conditions for use are shown in Table 

2.3.
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Table 2.3 Antibody Conditions

Primary antibody Dilution Secondary antibody Dilution

p-ERK (E-4) monoclonal 1:1000 Anti-Mouse Ig HRP 1:1000

ERK2 (D-2) monoclonal 1:1000 Anti-Mouse Ig HRP 1:1000

Actin (1-19) monoclonal 1:2000 Anti-Goat Ig HRP 1:2000

CBP (C-1) monoclonal 1:50 Anti-Mouse IgGl: RPE 1:100

2.4.2 Immunofluorescence

Cells were harvested by trypsinisation, washed in PBS without calcium to 

prevent cell aggregation, and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes at 

room temperature. Cells were again washed in PBS without calcium, spun at 145g 

for 2 minutes and re-suspended in block buffer (10% PCS, 0.05% sodium azide in 

PBS) to block non-specific sites of antibody adsorption. Samples were stored at 

4°C.

Cells were permeabilised in 0.05% saponin in block buffer for 15 minutes 

at room temperature. Primary CBP antibody was added to each sample for 1 hour 

at 4°C, washed in PBS and non-specific sites blocked in block buffer for 15 

minutes at room temperature. Secondary anti-mouse IgGl: RPE was added for 30 

minutes at room temperature (kept in the dark). Cells were washed in PBS and the 

samples read on a Coulter EPICS XL using Epo2 software to detect GFP positive 

cells at 525nm and RPE at 575nm.

2.4.3 Protein Assay

The amount of protein in the samples was quantified using the 

bicinchoninic (BCA) Protein Assay Reagent kit according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. This method uses colorimetric detection combining the reduction of 

Cu^^ to Cu'^ by protein in an alkaline medium with the highly sensitive 

colorimetric detection of cuprous cation using a reagent containing BCA. Diluted
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bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards were prepared and the cell lysate diluted 

using lOpl cell lysate and 40pl ddH20. 50pl standards and diluted cell lysates 

were added to a 96 well microplate, 200pl BCA working reagent added to each 

well and the plate incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. The absorbance was measured at 

560nm on a plate reader and the protein concentration calculated from the 

standard curve.
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2.5 Assessment of Promoter Activity

80|al of Ix reporter lysis buffer was added to each well of cultured cells 

(based on 24 well plate) cells scraped with a rubber policeman and transferred to 

sterile 1.5ml microcentrifuge tubes. Samples centrifuged at 12000g for 1 minute 

to pellet cellular debris and the supernatant was transferred to sterile 1.5ml 

microcentrifuge tubes. Cell extracts were used to measure reporter construct 

activity.

2.5.1 Luciferase Assay

The amount of luciferase produced by luciferase reporter constructs was 

quantified using a Luciferase Reporter 1000 assay system, according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 50pl of cell extract was mixed with lOOpl luciferase 

reagent and read for 20 seconds in a luminometer after a 5 second delay. This 

value represents the amount of firefly luciferase present in the sample. Results 

were normalised to protein content as determined by the protein assay outlined in 

section 2.4.3.

2.5.2 P-Galactosidase (p-Gal Assay)

The amount of p-gal enzyme produced from a transfected CMV promoter 

driven Lac-Z reporter gene was measured with a Galacto-Lighf^^ assay kit, 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Galacton substrate was diluted 1:100 with Galacto-Light reaction buffer 

dilutent to make reaction buffer. 20pl cell extract was placed in an ependorff. 50pl 

reaction buffer was added to the cell extract, mixed and incubated at room 

temperature for 1 hour. 50pl of accelerator was added, and the sample read on a 

luminometer for 20 seconds after a 5 second delay. The amount of light produced 

by the reaction and measured by the luminometer was proportional to the amount 

of P-gal enzyme in the sample.
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2.5.3 Chloramphenicol Acetyl Transferase (CAT) Assay

Cells were washed in PBS and scraped with a rubber policeman into a 

1.5ml microcentrifuge tube. Samples were centrifuged at 12000g for 5 min at 

20°C and the supernatant removed and the pellet resuspended in 120pl O.IM Tris 

pH 8 . The cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen and thawed at 37°C. Cells were 

vortexed and the freeze-thaw process repeated four times. Cells were then 

centrifuged at 12000g for 5 minutes at 20°C and the cell lysate transferred to a 

new ependorff and used to measure CAT activity.

The amount of CAT produced by the reporter gene can be measured by its 

ability to acetylate ^"^C-chloramphenicol, and the amount of product determined by 

thin layer chromatography. CAT assays were carried out according to Promega 

technical information. A reaction was set up containing 50pl cell extract, 4pi 

200pCi/ml ^"^C-chloramphenicol, 25pi 4mM acetyl coenzyme A, 42pi IM Tris pH 

8 , 49pl ddH]0. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 2 hours and 500pl 

ethlyacetate was added. The tube was vortexed for 10 seconds, centrifuged at 

12000g for 5 minutes and the upper phase transferred to a sterile 1.5ml 

microcentrifuge tube. The sample was dried by evaporation in a vacuum for 30 

minutes at 45°C and re-suspended in 15pl ethylacetate. The sample was spotted 

onto the bottom of a thin layer chromatography plate run for 1 hour in 19:1 

chloroform:methanol. The plate was then exposed to film for 2 days. Results were 

quantified by densitometry and the percentage acetylated of total chloramphenicol 

calculated.
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2.6 Measurement of Hypertrophy

2.6.1 Measurement of Cell Size

Cells were rinsed with PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in 

PBS and observed under phase-contrast microscopy. Planimetry was performed as 

described previously (Wollert et al., 1996), using Zeiss AxioVision image 

analysis software to measure GFP positive cells. Cell length was measured as the 

longest axis of the cell. Cell area was calculated by measuring planimetric area, 

that is the flat surface area of the cell when adhered to the plate. A Zeiss 

microscope linked by video camera to a computer captured images of random 

views of cells. AxioVision image analysis software was used to take measurement 

from cells. A computer mouse was used to identify the long axis of the cell and to 

draw around the perimeter of cells so that the area could be calculated. Figures 

were exported into Microsoft Excel where data analysis was carried out.

2.6.2 Measurement of Protein and DNA Content

Cells transfected with a plasmid expressing cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) 

with/without the plasmid of interest were harvested by trypsinisation, washed in 

PBS without calcium to prevent cell aggregation, spun at 145g for 2 minutes, and 

re-suspended in ice-cold 70% ethanol in PBS. Cells were fixed at 4°C, spun at 

145g for 2 minutes, re-suspended in lOOpl fluorescein isothiocynate (FITC) stain 

(O.lpg/ml FITC, 50pg/ml RNase A, in PBS) and stained for 2 hours. Cells were 

washed twice in PBS, spun at 145g for 2 minutes, and re-suspended in 400pl 

propidium iodide (PI) buffer (50pg/ml PI, 0.1% (w/v) NagCitrate, 0.1% (v/v) 

Triton X-100, in dH20). Cells were passed through a fine needle to prevent cell 

aggregation and analysed on a Beckman Coulter Elite FACS machine. The mean 

fluorescence from 10,000 cells was measured for FITC (protein) at 525nm and PI 

(DNA) at 620nm, and the mean ratio of protein to DNA was calculated for cells 

positive for CFP at 424nm.
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2.6.3 ANP Measurement

Media was transferred from the cells to ependorffs and spun at 145g for 10 

minutes. The supernatant was transferred to new ependorffs, heated at 85°C for 15 

minutes, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.

The concentration of immunoreactive ANP in cell culture supernatants 

was determined by radioimmunoassay by competition between labelled ^^ Î-rat 

ANP and unlabelled ANP peptide. Samples were diluted 1 in 500 with RIA 

buffer. lOOpl samples and standards ANP (Rat) were added to LP3 tubes. lOOpl 

primary antibody (rabbit anti-peptide serum) was added to standards and samples, 

and the tubes vortexed and incubated overnight at 4°C. lOOpl ^^^I-Peptide was 

then added to each tube and again vortexed and incubated overnight at 4°C. lOOpl 

Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG serum and lOOpl Normal Rabbit Serum were added to the 

tubes, vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 90 minutes. 5OOpl RIA 

buffer was then added to each tube, vortexed and the samples centrifuged at 

1700g for 20 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was aspirated and the tubes counted 

on a gamma counter. The amount of ANP in each unknown sample was calculated 

from a standard curved prepared from the purified rat ANP standards.
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2.7 Statistical Analysis

Where only two comparisons were required in a data set, student’s r-tests 

were used to test for a significant difference between means, with a P value of less 

than 0.05 taken as significant. Two sample t-tests assuming unequal variance were 

performed using Microsoft Excel.

Where multiple comparisons were required between treatment groups, 

single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to look for differences 

between treatments. Single factor ANOVA was carried out using Microsoft Excel 

and a P value of less than 0.05 was taken as significant. Mests are not 

recommended for multiple comparisons as the risk of obtaining a type I error (i.e. 

a false positive) is increased as more tests are performed. The Bonferroni test is a 

modified r-test where the P value is multiplied by the number of tests performed 

on the same data. This makes the chance of achieving significance less likely, and 

thus reduces the chance of type I errors. When ANOVA showed significant 

differences between groups, the Bonferroni method was performed post-hoc to 

test for significant difference between specific treatments. Significance was 

determined at the level of P less than 0.05.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECT OF HYPERTROPHIC STIMULI ON 

CBP AND p300 ACTIVITY
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3.1 Introduction

Hypertrophy is a response to overload in the heart which initially results 

in an adaptive increase in muscle mass, based on the increased size of cardiac 

myocytes in the heart, but ultimately is deleterious and results in heart failure (for 

review see van Bilsen and Chien, 1993). Evidently, an understanding of the 

processes involved in regulating cardiac gene expression during hypertrophy 

would be of considerable importance both in itself and in the development of 

novel therapies. In view of the interaction of CBP and p300 with transcription 

factors known to be involved in hypertrophy, the effect of hypertrophic agents on 

CBP and p300 has been studied here.

To analyse the effect of hypertrophic agents on the CBP and p300 

transcriptional co-activators, constructs in which the DNA sequences encoding 

CBP and p300 have been fused to sequences encoding the DNA binding domain 

of the yeast Gal4 transcription factor were used (Swope et al., 1996). Co

transfection of these constructs with a reporter construct containing Gal4 DNA 

binding sites upstream of a heterologous promoter, allows DNA binding 

mediated via the Gal4 portion of the molecule and transcriptional activation via 

the CBP or p300 molecule. Hence the effect of any stimulus on the ability of 

CBP or p300 to activate transcription can be assessed without any complications 

arising from it being recruited to the DNA via interaction with a DNA bound 

transcription factor that may itself be modulated by the stimulus. This system has 

been well documented (Chawala et al., 1998; Hu et al., 1999; Swope et al., 1996; 

Yuan et al., 1996), and has previously been used in our laboratory to determine 

that nerve growth factor stimulates the transcriptional activating ability of CBP. 

This effect was shown to be dependent upon the p42/p44 MAPK pathway (Liu et 

a l, 1998).
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3.2 Effect of Different Extracellular Stimuli on the 

Transcriptional Activity of CBP

The Gal4-CBP constructs were transfected into neonatal cardiac cells 

together with the reporter luciferase construct and the cells were either left 

untreated or exposed to the hypertrophic agents PE, UCN or CT-1. In these 

experiments, a significant enhancement of promoter activity was observed in the 

cells transfected with constructs containing full length CBP when the activity in 

untreated cells was compared to that observed in PE treated cells (Fig.3.1). In 

contrast, a much smaller up-regulation was observed with UCN and virtually no 

enhancement was observed with CT-1 or cAMP. PE produced no enhanced 

activity when a construct containing the isolated DNA binding domain of Gal4 

alone was transfected indicating that these effects are mediated via the CBP 

portion of the construct (Fig.3.2). A similar up-regulation of activity with PE to 

that seen with full length CBP was observed with a Gal4 construct containing the 

C-terminal activation domain of CBP (amino acids 1678-2441). In contrast, no 

enhancement with PE was observed when a construct containing the N-terminal 

activation domain of CBP (amino acids 1-460) was used indicating that this 

effect was specific to the C-terminal activation domain (Fig.3.1). The construct 

containing the C-terminal activation domain was therefore used in subsequent 

mechanistic experiments.
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Figure 3.1 Effect of different extracellular stimuli on the transcriptional 

activity of CBP in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5|4g of the Gal4-E1B TATA-lucifcrasc with 2.5|ag of the CBP full length 

(amino acids 1-2441), CBP N-terminal (amino acids 1-460) or C-tcrminal (amino 

acids 1678-2441 )-Cal4 constructs in the presence or absence of UCN (10'^ M), 

PE (50pM), CT-1 (Ingmf') and cAMP (ImM) for 24 hours in maintenance 

media. Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, 

untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the 

means of three independent transfection experiments whose standard error is 

indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control.
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Figure 3.2 Effect of PE on the transcriptional activity of Gal4DBD in 

cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with 2.5pg of the Gal4DBD in the 

presence or absence of PE (50pM) for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values 

are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected 

rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three 

independent transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the 

bars, n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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3.3 Activation of a-Adrenergic Receptors

The experiments in section 3.2.1 demonstrate that the hypertrophic agent 

PE is able to enhance the transcriptional stimulating ability of CBP in cardiac 

cells acting via the C-terminus of CBP. In view of this and the much weaker or 

absent effect noted with UCN or CT-1 respectively, it was decided that the effect 

of PE should be analysed further. PE is a known a%-adrenergic agonist 

(Bogoyevitch et al., 1996b), and therefore to confirm that the effects shown here 

are mediated via PE activation of a-adrenergic receptors, the a-adrenergic 

antagonist, prazosin was used, and for comparison the p-adrenergic antagonist 

propanolol (Bogoyevitch et al., 1996b). Cells were exposed to PE and either 

propanolol or prazosin. In these experiments (Fig.3.3) prazosin blocked the effect 

of PE on CBP-mediated transcriptional activation, whereas propanolol had no 

effect, confirming that PE was acting via a-adrenergic receptor stimulation.
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Figure 3.3 Effect of a- and p-adrenergic antagonists on the ability of PE 

to activate CBP in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5yig of the Gal4-E1B TATA luciferase and 2.5[xg of the CBP C-terminal 

(1678-2441)-Gal4 construct in the presence or absence of PE (50pM), the a- 

adrenergic antagonist prazosin (5pM) or the p-adrenergic antagonist propanolol 

(20p,M) for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the 

level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

(set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments 

whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 

0.05 versus PE alone.
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3.4 Investigation of the Signalling Pathway Involved in the 

Hypertrophic Effect of Phenylephrine on CBP Activity

It is known that PE activates transcription via the MAPK pathway, either 

through p42/44MAPK or p38MAPK (Bogoyevitch et al., 1995, Bogoyevitch et 

al., 1996b). To investigate the potential role of these pathways in CBP up- 

regulation by PE a number of methods were used involving indirect chemical 

inhibitors, and the more direct use of expression constructs to either positively or 

negatively modulate the MAPK pathways.

3.4.1 Involvement of the MAPK Pathway in Regulating CBP Activity

Using Chemical MAPK Inhibitors

To investigate the mechanisms mediating the effect of PE, the 

experiments shown in section 3.2 were repeated in the presence or absence of the 

inhibitors PD, which specifically inhibits the activity of the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway, and SB which inhibits the activity of the p38 MAPK pathway. In these 

experiments (Fig.3.4) the up-regulation of CBP activity by PE was unaffected by 

addition of SB indicating that it does not involve the p38 MAPK pathway. In 

contrast, addition of PD resulted in a significant fall in the basal activity 

produced by the CBP construct in the absence of PE and prevented any 

stimulatory effect of PE on this transcriptional activity. This suggests therefore 

that in cardiac cells the ability of PE to stimulate the transcriptional activity of 

CBP involves the p42/p44 MAPK pathway. As expected, western blotting with 

an antibody specific for active phosphorylated p42/p44 MAPK showed a clear 

activation of both p42 and p44 by PE (Fig.3.5A). Moreover, this effect was not 

observed when PE and PD were added together (Fig.3.5B).

It has previously been shown that activation of p42/p44 MAPK in cardiac 

myocytes requires activation of protein kinase C but not protein kinase A 

(Bogoyevitch et al., 1996b). To test this in the system shown here, the effect of 

the PKC inhibitor H-7 or the PKA inhibitor H-89 on the ability of PE to activate 

CBP was examined. As indicated in Fig.3.6, H-7 was indeed able to block CBP 

activation by PE whereas the PKA inhibitor H-89 had no effect, confirming the 

role of PKC in the p42/44MAPK pathway.
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Figure 3.4 Effect of specific inhibitors on the up-regulation of CBP 

activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5|4g of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with 2.5pg of the CBP C-terminal 

(amino acids 1678-2441)-Gal4 construct. The MAPK inhibitors SB (lOpM) and 

PD (100|j.M) were added 10 minutes before treatment with PE (SOpM) for 24 

hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the level of 

luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 

100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments whose 

standard error. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 0.05 versus PE alone.
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Figure 3.5 PE induces p42/p44 MAPK phosphorylation in cardiac 

myocytes and is blocked by PD

(A) Cell extracts from neonatal rat cardiac myocytes stimulated with PE 

(50pM) for various periods were probed with antibodies recognising either 

phosphorylated p42/p44 or all forms of the enzymes. (B) PE-stimulated increase 

in p-ERK is blocked by PD (lOOpM). Cardiac myocytes were pre-incubated with 

PD (lOOpM) (lanes 2-6) for 10 minutes and subsequently stimulated with PE 

(50pM) (lanes 2-6) for various time periods.
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Figure 3.6 Effect of protein kinase inhibitors on the up-regulation of 

CBP activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5|4g of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5}j,g of the CBP C-terminal 

(amino acids 1678-2441)-Gal4 construct. The PKA inhibitor H-89 (2.5|iM) and 

PKC inhibitor H-7 (0.1 pM) were added 10 minutes before treatment with PE 

(50|liM) for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the 

level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

(set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments 

whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 

0.05 versus PE alone.
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3.4.2 Involvement of the MAPK pathway in Regulating CBP Activity using

DNA Plasmids

To confirm the experiments using the chemical inhibitor PD (section 

3.4.1), a dominant negative mutant of the p42 MAPK enzyme which contains a 

single amino acid substitution replacing tyrosine with phenylalanine and acts as a 

dominant negative mutant was used. In these experiments (Fig.3.7) transfection 

of an expression vector encoding this mutant was able to block the ability of PE 

to enhance CBP transcriptional activity, whereas transfection of a control 

expression vector lacking any insert failed to produce this effect. This therefore 

confirms the conclusion that CBP is activated by PE via the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway.

Interestingly, transfection of a plasmid encoding wild type p42 resulted in 

enhanced transcription activating ability of CBP which was of similar extent to 

that produced by PE and which was not further enhanced by the addition of PE. 

This provides further evidence that PE acts via this pathway and hence does not 

further stimulate transcription in the presence of active p42 MAPK. In agreement 

with this, a plasmid (SS/DD) encoding a constitutively active form of MEK-1, 

the upstream activator of p42/p44 MAPK, was also able to stimulate the activity 

of the CBP construct in the absence of PE (Fig.3.8). This stimulation was 

blocked by the PKC inhibitor H-7, suggesting that PKC may be downstream of 

MEK-1 in the pathway by which PE stimulates CBP.
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Figure 3.7 Effect of over-expression of the MAPK dominant negative 

mutant (P42Y185F) and wild type p42 (P42WT) on the up- 

regulation of CBP activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5pg of the CBP C-terminal 

(amino acids 1678-2441)-Gal4 construct together with either 2.5pg of the empty 

expression vector or the same vector containing the MAPK inhibitory mutant 

(P42Y185F) or wild type p42 (P42WT) in the presence or absence of PE (50pM) 

for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the level of 

luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 

100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments whose 

standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 0.05 

versus PE alone.
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Figure 3.8 Effect of over-expression of a constitutively active MEK-1 

mutant on the up-regulation of CBP activity by PE in cardiac 

myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5pg of the CBP C-terminal 

(amino acids 1678-2441)-Gal4 construct together with either 2.5\xg of the empty 

expression vector or the same vector expressing a constitutively active mutant of 

MEK-1 (SS/DD) in the presence or absence of the PKC inhibitor H-7 (0.1 pM). 

Cells were incubated for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed 

relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal 

cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent 

transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 

0.05 versus control; +, P < 0.05 versus PE alone.
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3.5 Localisation of the CBP Region Involved in Up-Regulation 

by Phenylephrine

In previous experiments (Liu et al., 1998) it has been demonstrated that 

the ability of NGF to stimulate the transcription activating ability of CBP was 

also dependent on the p42/p44 MAPK pathway and was observed with 

constructs containing two small independent regions at the C-terminus of CBP. It 

would therefore be of interest to investigate whether a similar effect could be 

observed in the case of PE.

3.5.1 Effect of Phenylephrine on the Transcriptional Activity of a Series of 

Smaller CBP Chimera Constructs

To determine whether smaller CBP regions could be further stimulated by 

PE, a wide variety of constructs were transfected containing different N-terminal 

and C-terminal regions of CBP linked to the Gal4 DNA binding domain and their 

response to PE analysed. In these experiments (Fig.3.9) a strong response to PE 

of over five-fold was observed with the construct containing the region of CBP 

from amino acids 1961-2039, smaller responses of approximately two-fold were 

observed with other C-terminal regions. This suggests that multiple regions at the 

C-terminus of CBP can mediate the response to PE but that a single short region 

produces the strongest effect.

3.5.2 Dependence of CBP1961-2039 Up-Regulation by Phenylephrine on 

MAPK Pathway

To determine whether this short region showed a similar dependence on 

the p42/p44 MAPK pathway for its transcriptional activation by PE, experiments 

were carried out in which the effect of PE on this region was assayed in the 

presence or absence of PD or of the dominant negative p42 MAPK pathway. In 

these experiments (Fig.3.10) the strong up-regulation of transcription activity by 

PE was prevented by the addition of either PD or of the dominant negative p42 

MAPK construct and the activity of this region was enhanced by the construct 

encoding wild type p42. Hence, as with the entire C-terminus the effect of PE on
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this small region of the CBP factor requires the activity of the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway.
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Figure 3.9 Effect of PE on the transcriptional activity of different N- 

terminal and C-terminal regions of CBP in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5fig of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase together with 2.5 fig of the CBP C- 

terminal regions (amino acids 1678-1843, 1844-1956, 1961-2039, 2060-2179, 

2173-2288, or 2288-2441) or CBP N-terminal regions (amino acids 227-460 or 

721-1679) linked to Gal4 in the presence of PE (50|liM ). In each case values are 

expressed relative to the level of luciferase in untreated rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes transfected with each construct (set at 100%) and are the means of four 

independent transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the 

bars. *, P < 0.05 versus the same construct without PE.
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Figure 3.10 Activation of p42/44 MAPK pathway mediates up-regulation 

of CBP (1961-2039) activity in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5)Lig of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5pg of the CBP C-terminal 

region (1961-2039) linked to Gal4 together with either 2.5pg of the empty 

expression vector or the same vector containing the MAPK inhibitory mutant 

(P42Y185F). The specific MAPK inhibitor PD (lOOpM) was added 10 minutes 

before treatment with PE (50p,M), as indicated. Values are expressed relative to 

the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection 

experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control; +, P < 0.05 versus PE alone.
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3.6 Activation of Endogenous CBP by Phenylephrine

Up to this point, all the experiments investigating the effect of PE on CBP 

in this thesis use Gal4-CBP fusion proteins. This approach has been criticised 

because of the artificial nature of the constructs used. In a recent report 

(Cardinaux et al., 2000) a mutant form of the CREB transcription factor which 

has been altered so that it constitutively binds CBP without the need for 

phosphorylation of serine 133 of CREB was used. Hence, any effect of a specific 

agent when this mutant is used cannot reflect enhanced recruitment of CBP via 

phosphorylation of CREB. To confirm that phosphorylation of CREB was not 

relevant to PE induction of CBP this alternative methodology was used. When a 

target promoter containing a CREB-binding cyclic AMP response element 

(CRE) was co-transfected into cardiac myocytes with this mutant form of CREB, 

transcription was stimulated by PE (Fig.3.11A and 3.11B). This is consistent 

with PE targeting the transcriptional activity of CBP under conditions where any 

effect on its recruitment is eliminated.
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Figure 3.11 Ability of PE to stimulate transcriptional activation via the 

C R E B d ie d m l construct.

(A) Typical CAT assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes with 2.5pg of the SS-CRE reporter and 2.5pg of C R E B d ie d m l in the 

presence or absence of PE (50pM). (B) Samples were quantified using 

densitometry calculating the percentage acetylated of total chloramphenicol. 

Values are expressed relative to the level of CAT activity obtained with each 

construct in untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the 

means of four independent transfection experiments whose standard error is 

indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control.
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3.7 Effect of Phenylephrine on p300 Transcriptional Activity

In view of the close relationship of CBP and p300, it was next decided to 

look at the effect of PE on the ability of p300 to stimulate transcription. To do 

this constructs in which different regions of p300 had been linked to the DNA 

binding domain of Gal4 were used (Yuan et al., 1996).

The Gal4-p300 constructs were transfected into neonatal cardiac cells 

together with the reporter luciferase construct and the cells were either left 

untreated or exposed to the hypertrophic agent PE. In these experiments 

(Fig.3.12) full length p300 and six partial sequence constructs were used. The 

full length construct showed strong induction by PE. Interestingly, only a small 

non-statistically significant effect of PE was observed with constructs containing 

the C-terminal activation domain of p300 (amino acids 1737-2414 or 1945-2414) 

which contains the region homologous to that induced by PE and found at the 

same position in CBP (for reviews see Giordano and Avantaggiati, 1999; 

Shikama et al., 1997). Furthermore, the truncated construct with the strongest 

stimulation by PE (which was comparable to that observed with full length 

p300), was the N-terminal activation domain of p300 (amino acids 1-743) 

(compare Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.12 with reference to Fig. 1.7).
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Figure 3.12 Effect of PE on the transcriptional activity of different N- 

terminal and C-terminal regions of p300 in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5|ig of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase together with 2.5p,g of constructs 

containing the indicated region of p300 linked to the DNA binding domain of 

Gal4 or the isolated DNA binding domain (Gal4 DBD). PE (SOpM) was added 

for 24h in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the level of 

luciferase obtained with each construct in untreated rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of four independent transfection 

experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus the 

same construct in absence of PE. dl denotes deletion.
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3.8 Effect of MAPK Inhibition on p300 Activity

Despite the distinction between the CBP and p300 regions up-regulated 

by PE (section 3.7), activation of the N-terminal domain of p300 by PE was also 

mediated via p42/p44 MAPK activation since it was blocked by the 

p42/44MAPK inhibitor PD (Fig.3.13) and by the dominant negative mutant of 

p42 MAPK (Fig.3.14). Addition of the p38MAPK inhibitor SB showed no 

reduction of p300 activity when stimulated by PE (Fig.3.13). Furthermore p300 

N-terminal was also activated by over-expression of wild type p42 (Fig.3.14).

Since PKC was seen to block the activation of the CBP C-terminal by the 

PKC inhibitor H-7 (section 3.4.2), it was of interest to determine if the same 

effect was also true of the p300 N-terminal. Results show that the up-regulation 

of p300 (1-743) activity was indeed blocked by the PKC inhibitor H-7 (Fig.3.15), 

whereas the PKA inhibitor H-89 bad no such effect.
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Figure 3.13 Effect of the specific MAPK inhibition on the up-regulation of 

p300 activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5}j.g of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with the pBOO N-terminal domain 

(amino acids 1-743) linked to the DNA binding domain of Gal4. The MAPK 

inhibitors SB (lOpM) and PD (lOOpM) were added 10 min before treatment with 

PE (50pM) for 24h in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the 

level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

(set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments 

whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 

0.05 versus PE.
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Figure 3.14 Effect of overexpression of the MAPK dominant negative 

mutant and wild type p42 on the up-regulation of p300 

activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with the p300 N-terminal domain 

(amino acids 1-743) linked to the DNA binding domain of Gal4. Cells were co

transfected with either 2.5pg of the empty expression vector (control) or the 

same vector containing the MAPK inhibitory mutant (P42Y185F) or a wild type 

(P42WT) and incubated for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are 

expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat 

neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent 

transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 

0.05 versus control; +, P < 0.05 versus PE.
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Figure 3.15 Effect of protein kinase inhibitors on the up-regulation of 

p300 activity by PE in cardiac myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with Ipg of the p300 N-terminal 

(amino acids l-743)-Gal4 construct. The PKA inhibitor H-89 (2.5pM) and PKC 

inhibitor H-7 (0.1 pM) were added 10 minutes before treatment with PE (50|iM) 

for 24h in maintenance media. Values are expressed relative to the level of 

luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 

100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments whose 

standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; +, P < 0.05 

versus PE alone.
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3.9 Putative Phosphorylation Sites within CBP and p300

It is likely that the enhanced transcriptional activating ability of p300 and 

CBP is in each case mediated via phosphorylation induced by the p42/p44 

MAPK pathway. Evidently, the putative phosphorylation sites targeted by the 

p42/p44 MAPK pathway are likely to be located at the N-terminus of p300 

whose activity is enhanced by PE (section 3.7) and at the C-terminus of CBP 

whose activity is enhanced by NGF (Liu et al., 1998) and by PE (section 3.5).

Interestingly, the region of CBP from 1961 to 2039, which mediates the 

strongest response to PE was also identified as one of two regions at the C- 

terminus of CBP involved in its response to NGF (Liu et al., 1998), whereas 

amino acids 2009 to 2117 were found to be able to mediate activation by calcium 

in neuronal cells (Hu et al., 1999). Because the PE and NGF effects involve 

p42/p44 MAPK (sections 3.4 and 3.8) and (Liu et al., 1998), whereas the calcium 

effect requires other kinases such as CaM kinase II and CaM kinase IV (Hu et 

al., 1999), this indicates that a small C-terminal region of CBP acts as a target for 

different kinase-activated signalling pathways. It has also been demonstrated that 

p42/p44 MAPK can phosphorylate CBP in vitro on at least two sites within the 

region 1891-2441 (Hardingham et al., 1999). Moreover, it has been demonstrated 

that CBP and p42/p44 MAPK enzymes directly associate with one another and 

that CBP becomes phosphorylated following NGF treatment (Liu et al., 1999).

3.9.1 CBP Phosphorylation Site within the C-terminus

To further investigate the putative phosphorylation sites within CBP 1961- 

2039, the four serine sites in this region (see Fig.3.16 for CBP sequence) were 

mutated to alanine by site-directed mutagenesis using a Quikchange^^ site- 

directed mutagenesis kit. To enable a simple screen for positive mutations, single 

nucleotide changes that did not change the coding sequence (other than the 

mutation required) were also made to introduce restriction enzyme sites, and 

subsequently confirmed by DNA sequencing. Since serine sites at amino acids 

2015 and 2016 were adjacent the effect of these were initially observed together. 

Primers for site-directed mutagenesis and the restriction sites introduced are 

shown in Table 2.2.
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Following site-directed mutagenesis, reactions were transformed into 

bacteria and colonies randomly selected from each plate. From the S1994A and 

S2010A plates, 5 colonies were selected and mini-preps performed to allow 

screening to identify clones containing the serine to alanine mutation. This DNA 

was screened by digesting with Apal to linearise the DNA which contains the 

mutation. Of the 5 colonies selected from S I994A, 3 contained the mutation 

(Fig.3.17A), and of the 5 colonies selected from S2010A, 1 colony contained the 

correct mutation (Fig.3.17B). This was an indirect method to select for positive 

clones since it was assumed that any colony containing the mutation for the 

introduction of the enzyme restriction site also contained the serine to alanine 

mutation, however the mutated clones were subsequently confirmed by DNA 

sequencing.

From the S2015/2016A plate, 3 colonies were selected and again mini- 

preps were performed. The DNA was digested with Smal which would result in 

band sizes of 3.8KB and 1.9KB if the amino acids had been successfully 

mutated. Of the 3 colonies selected, 1 had the correct size bands and was 

identified as containing the correct mutations (Fig.3.18).

The CBPS1994A (mutation of serine 1994 to alanine), CBPS2010A 

(mutation of serine 2010 to alanine), CBPS2015/2016A (mutation of serine 2015 

and 2016 to alanine), and wild type CBP 1961-2039 constructs were co

transfected into cardiac cells together with the reporter luciferase construct, and 

the cells were either left untreated or exposed to PE for 24 hours (Fig.3.19). In 

these experiments a significant enhancement of promoter activity was observed 

in cells transfected with constructs containing mutants CBPS1994A and 

CBPS2010A as well as CBP 1961-2039. Transfection with CBPS2015/2016A 

resulted in a significant reduction of the transcriptional enhancement produced 

by PE (Fig.3.19). This suggested that the putative phosphorylation sites of CBP 

1961-2039 are positioned at amino acids 2015 and/or 2016.

To determine this, individual mutations at serine sites 2015 and 2016 

were mutated to alanine. 3 colonies were selected for both S2015A and S2016A, 

and the DNA obtained from mini-preps was digested with Ball and Apal 

respectively. For the site-directed mutagenesis to have been successful.
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introduction of a Ball site would produce an additional band of a low molecular 

weight (since the full DNA sequence for Gal-CBP 1961-2039 was unobtainable 

this was an approximation). An Apal site would linearise the DNA in those 

colonies successfully mutated for S2016A. From S2015A 2 colonies were 

mutated correctly (Fig.3.20), and all 3 colonies from 2016A were successfully 

mutated (Fig.3.20). Cells were transfected as above and in these experiments 

there was a strong up-regulation of transcriptional activity by GBP 1961-2039 and 

CBPS2015A, which was not observed with CBPS2016A (Fig.3.21), thus 

suggesting that PE phosphorylates GBP on serine 2016.
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5881 CGG CAA ATT GAA CGT GAG GCC CAG CAG 5907
1961 R Q I E R E A Q Q 1969

5908 GAG CAG CAC CTA TAG CGA GCA AAC ATC 5934
1970 Q Q N L Y R A N I 1978

5935 AAC AAT GGC ATG CCC CCA GGA CGT GAC 5961
1979 N N G M P P G R D 1987

5962 GGT ATG GGG ACC CCA GGA AGC CAA ATG 5988
1988 G M G T P G S Q M 1996

5989 ACT CCT GTG GGC CTG AAT GTG CCC CGT 6015
1997 T P V G L N V P R 2005

6016 CCC AAC CAA GTC AGT GGG CCT GTC ATG 6042
2006 P N Q V S G P V M 2014

6043 TCT AGT ATG CCA CCT GGG CAG TGG CAG 6069
2015 S S M P P G Q W Q 2023

6070 CAG GCA CCC ATC CCT CAG CAG CAG CCG 6096
2024 Q A p I P Q Q Q P 2032

6097 ATG CCA GGC ATG CCC AGG CCT 6117
2033 M P G M P R P 2039

Figure 3.16 Structure of CBP (amino acids 1961-2039)

Nucleotide sequence of the coding region of mouse CBP (amino acids 

1961-2039), with predicted amino acid sequence in single letter code. Red letters 

indicate serine sites within the region 1961-2039.
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Figure 3.17 Screening for CBP S1994A and CBP S2010A

Small-scale mini-preps were carried out following transformation of 

plasmids formed by site-directed mutagensis. Digestion of CBPS1994A and 

CBPS2010A with Apal linearises the DNA in successfully mutated clones. 

Lanes 1-5 were uncut DNA and lanes 6-10 were DNA cut with Apal. Lane 11 is 

CBPl 961-2039 uncut and lane 12 is the same DNA cut with Apal. (A) Clones 

from lanes 7, 9 and 10 were the most likely candidates for having been 

successfully mutated to produce S1994A. (B) Lane 8 was linearised by Apal 

suggesting it has been successfully mutated to produce CBPS2010A.
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Uncut Smal

Figure 3.18 Screening for CBP S2015/20I6A

Small-scale mini-preps were carried out following transformation of 

plasmids formed by site-directed mutagensis. Digestion of CBPS2015/2016A 

with Smal produces band sizes of approximately 3.8KB and 1.9KB in mutated 

clones. Lanes 1-4 were uncut DNA and lanes 5-8 were cut with Smal. Lanes 1 

and 5 are CBP 1961-2039, lanes 2-4 and 6-7 show DNA from site-directed 

mutagenesis using primer CBP2015/2016A. Lane 7 shows bands of the 

appropriate sizes, implying that this clone was successfully mutated to produce 

CBPS2015/2016A.
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Figure 3.19 Effect of serine 1994, 2010 and 2015/2016 CBP mutations on 

CBP1961-2039 up-regulation by PE

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5pg of either the Gal4/CBP 

1961-2039 or the S1994A, S2010A, S2015/2016A mutation constructs in the 

presence or absence of PE (50pM), for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values 

are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected 

rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three 

independent transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the 

bars. *, P < 0.05 versus the same construct without PE; n/s, no significant 

difference versus the same construct without PE.
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Ball Apal

Figure 3.20 Screening for CBP S2015A and CBP S2016A

Small-scale mini-preps were carried out following transformation of 

plasmids formed by site-directed mutagensis. Digestion of CBPS2015A with 

Ball introduces a band of low molecular weight in successfully mutated clones. 

Lanes 1-3 were DNA from site-directed mutagenesis using primer CBP2015A, 

lane 4 was CBP 1961-2039, and all were cut with Ball. Clones from lanes 1, and 

2 were the most likely candidates for having been successfully mutated to 

produce S2015A. Lanes 5-7 were DNA from site-directed mutagenesis using 

primer CBP2016A, lane 8 was CBP 1961-2039, and all were cut with Apal to 

linearise successfully mutated DNA. Lanes 5-7 were linearised suggesting all 

had been successfully mutated to produce CBPS2016A.
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Figure 3.21 Effect of serine 2015 and 2016 CBP mutations on CBP1961- 

2039 up-regulation by PE

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with 2.5pg of either the Gal4-CBP 

1961-2039 or the S2015A, S2016A mutation constructs in the presence or 

absence of PE (SOpM), for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values are expressed 

relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal 

cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent 

transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, P < 

0.05 versus the same construct without PE; n/s, no significant difference versus 

the same construct without PE.
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3.9.2 p300 Phosphorylation Site within the N-terminus

In the case of p300, serine 89 within the N-terminal region targeted by PE 

has been shown to be phosphorylated by PKC (Yuan and Gambee, 2000) and 

AMP-kinase (Yang et al., 2001). In view of the potential involvement of PKC in 

the effects that have been observed in section 3.3.2, it is of interest to determine 

whether this residue is targeted by PE and is responsible for its stimulatory 

effect. p300 N-terminal (amino acids 1-743), wild-type p300 (amino acids 1- 

408), S89A and S89D constructs were co-transfected into cardiac cells together 

with the reporter luciferase construct, and the cells were either left untreated or 

exposed to PE for 24 hours. Mutation of serine 89 to alanine (S89A) dramatically 

reduced the ability of PE to phosphorylate p300, while mutation of serine 89 to 

aspartic acid (S89D) had no such effect (Fig.3.22A). Interestingly the ability of 

S89D to mimic the effect of phosphorylation increased the promoter activity in 

the absence of PE as compared to wild type p300 (Fig.3.22B), suggesting that 

phosphorylation of p300 at serine 89 is sufficient to cause increased activation as 

observed with a phosphomimetic mutant.
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Figure 3.22 Effect of serine 89 mutations on p300 up-regulation by PE

(A) Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes with 2.5|Lig of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with 2.5|rg of either the 

Gal4-p300 1-743, wild-type (1-408), S89A, or S89D versions of Gal4-p300 in 

the presence or absence of PE (50pM), for 24 hours in maintenance media. 

Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated 

transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of 

three independent transfection experiments whose standard error is indicated by 

the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus the same construct without PE; n/s, no significant 

difference versus the same construct without PE. (B) The same data presented 

where *, P < 0.05 versus wild type construct; n/s, no significant difference versus 

wild type construct.
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3.10 Discussion

Considerable evidence suggests that activation of the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway is critical for the hypertrophic response of cardiac cells. For example, 

stimuli which induce hypertrophy such as mechanical load and angiotensin II 

have been shown to induce activation of this pathway (Yamazaki et a l, 1993; 

Zou et al., 1996). Moreover, a recent study has demonstrated that expression of a 

constitutively active form of MEKl (which is an upstream activator of the 

p42/p44 MAPK enzymes) in transgenic mice results in compensated cardiac 

hypertrophy providing direct evidence that activation of this pathway can induce 

a hypertrophic response (Bueno et al., 2000).

In the case of PE, initial studies demonstrated that treatment of cardiac 

cells with this factor was associated with activation of the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway (Bogoyevitch et al., 1993b; Bogoyevitch et al., 1996b). Moreover, such 

activation appears to be necessary for the hypertrophic response induced by PE. 

Thus, it has been shown that down-regulation of the p42/p44 MAPK enzymes 

using an antisense approach inhibits the PE induced hypertrophic response in 

cardiac myocytes (Glennon et al., 1996), and similar results were subsequently 

obtained using chemical inhibitors to block activation of the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway in response to PE (Clerk et al., 1998; Yue et al., 2000).

These data indicate therefore that PE can activate the p42/p44 MAPK 

pathway and that activation of this pathway plays a key role in its ability to 

induce the hypertrophic response. The data presented here add a new aspect to 

this by indicating that PE can stimulate the transcriptional activation ability of 

CBP and p300 and that this effect is dependent upon its ability to activate the 

p42/p44 MAPK pathway. To examine such effects on CBP or p300 in the 

absence of any effect on their recruitment to the DNA, constructs were used 

where different regions of CBP or p300 were linked to the DNA binding domain 

of Gal4. Although this approach has been extensively used (Chawala et al., 1998; 

Hu et al., 1999; Liu et al., 1998; Swope et al., 1996; Yuan et al., 1996), it has 

been criticised (Cardinaux et al., 2000). Here, the results have been 

independently confirmed using a mutant form of CREB which constitutively 

recruits CBP (Cardinaux et al., 2000). This again allows effects on CBP to be
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studied in the absence of recruitment variability and has been used to show that 

some effects observed on Gal4-CBP chimeras can be reproduced with this 

system.

In the studies shown here, other hypertrophic agents such as UCN and 

CT-1 did not induce significantly increased activity of CBP. Both these agents 

have been shown to activate the p42/p44 MAPK pathway (Brar et al., 2000; Brar 

et al., 2001; Sheng et al., 1997). However, unlike the case of PE, inhibition of 

p42/p44 MAPK activation does not affect the ability of UCN or CT-1 to induce 

hypertrophy (Brar et al., 2001; Kunisada et al., 1998) and they must therefore 

use other pathways in addition to p42/44MAPK. Hence the ability of PE to 

induce strong enhancement of the transcriptional activation ability of CBP and 

p300 via the p42/p44 MAPK pathway correlates with the essential role of this 

pathway in its ability to induce hypertrophy.

Initial studies of the CBP/CREB system showed that signalling pathways 

produced phosphorylation of the CREB factor leading to the recruitment of CBP 

to the DNA and transcriptional activation (for review see Lalli and Sassone- 

Corsi, 1994). Studies of this type led to the idea that DNA-bound transcription 

factors such as CREB represented the primary targets for signalling pathways 

inducing transcriptional activation with co-activators such as CBP and p300, 

which in turn recognise the consequences of these signalling pathways acting on 

the DNA-bound transcription factors rather than being targets themselves for 

such signalling pathways.

A variety of recent data however, suggests that CBP and p300 themselves 

are targets for specific signalling pathways. For example, in previous work (Liu 

et al., 1998) it was demonstrated that NGF was able to enhance the ability of 

Gal4-CBP fusion proteins to activate transcription and that this effect was 

dependent upon the ability of NGF to activate the p42/p44 MAPK pathway. 

Similar activation of CBP by calcium stimulated signalling pathways has been 

observed in neuronal cells (Chawala et al., 1998; Hu et al., 1999; Janknecht and 

Nordheim, 1996). The work presented here extends these studies to show that 

activation of p42/p44 MAPK in cardiac cells by PE, similarly results in an 

enhancement of the transcriptional activation ability of CBP and p300. This
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indicates that the activity of CBP can be directly targeted by specific signalling 

pathways in cardiac as well as neuronal cells and identifies PE as an agent able to 

produce this effect. Moreover, it suggests that during the hypertrophic response, 

CBP and p300 are not simply passive partners being recruited to the DNA via 

phosphorylation of DNA bound factors such as GATA-4. Rather they represent 

targets for these signalling pathways and will induce enhanced transcriptional 

activation following PE treatment.

Interestingly, the predominant effect of PE involves the C-terminal 

domain of CBP and the N-terminal domain of p300 even though these regions 

are non-homologous to one another (for reviews see Giordano and Avantaggiati, 

1999; Shikama et a l, 1997). Furthermore, the C-terminal region of p300 was 

only weakly activated by PE whilst PE had no effect at all on the activity of the 

N-terminal region of CBP. Hence, the same signalling pathway can target two 

different regions of these closely related molecules to enhance their 

transcriptional activating ability.

This enhanced transcriptional activating ability of specifically CBP 1961- 

2039 and p300 1-743 is mediated via phosphorylation induced by the 

p42/44MAPK pathway. Results here show that cells treated with PE following 

transfection with the mutant constructs CBPS2Q16A and p300S89A dramatically 

reduced promoter activity, and hence are likely to be phosphorylation sites. It is 

clear then that the transcriptional activating ability of CBP and p300 is stimulated 

by the hypertrophic agent PE in a p42/p44 MAPK-dependent manner at serine 

sites CBP 2016 and p300 89 in cardiac cells. It is this effect that is likely to play 

an important role in the ability of PE to induce specific gene expression during 

the hypertrophic response.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECT OF CBP AND p300 INHIBITION ON 

PHENYLEPHRINE INDUCED CARDIAC 

HYPERTROPHY
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4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 demonstrates that the ability of CBP and p300 to stimulate 

transcription is greatly activated by treatment of cardiac cells with the 

hypertrophic agent PE. Although these findings suggest a role for CBP and p300 

in PE induced cardiac hypertrophy, they do not directly prove that this is the 

case. Here the effect of specifically inhibiting CBP and p300 on the ability of PE 

to induce hypertrophy in cultured cardiac cells is tested using a variety of 

different assays.

4.2 Cloning CBP Antisense Construct

It has been shown that PE increases CBP and p300 activity in cardiac 

myocytes (Chapter 3). To further investigate the role of CBP in cardiac 

hypertrophy, an anti sense construct was created to specifically inhibit CBP 

expression and to test the effect of depletion of CBP on the hypertrophic 

response to PE.

CBP full length was initially cloned into the Bluescript vector to yield a 

greater choice of enzyme restriction sites. The pRc/RSV CBP full length and 

Bluescript vectors were digested with BamHl to isolate CBP full length (7.3KB) 

from the Rc/RSV vector (5.1KB), and to linearise Bluescript TK (3KB). These 

fragments were purified from the gel using a Qiaquik® gel extraction kit. CBP 

full length and Bluescript DNA were ligated (CBP/Bluescript) and the blue/white 

colony selection was used to indicate colonies positive for the insert (white). The 

orientation of the insert was confirmed by digestion with Smal. If the insert had 

ligated into the plasmid backbone in an antisense orientation, digestion with 

Smal would result in bands of size 8.7KB and 1.6KB, while an insert in the sense 

orientation would yield bands of 5.7KB, 3KB and 1.6KB.

pBI-G is a bi-directional response plasmid that contains the Tet- 

responsive element (TRE) between two minimal CMV promoters, which lack the 

enhancer that is part of the complete cmv promoter. This allows the simultaneous 

regulation of both the gene of interest and p-galactosidase by one central TRE, 

only in the presence of the tet repressor protein (tTA). Since the pBI-G empty
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expression vector transcribes the DNA encoding the gene of interest in the 

reverse orientation from the promoter (with respect to the numbering of the 

sequence map), the sense orientation of CBP/Bluescript was selected for further 

work.

CBP/Bluescript vector was cut with Notl/Sall and re-ligated into pBI-G 

expression vector. Since pBI-G contains the Lac-Z gene it was decided that this 

property could be utilised because although it is not driven by a bacterial 

promoter (as is the case for Bluescript) it was possible that the Lac-Z promoter 

could function weakly in bacteria to express pale blue colonies. All 40 blue 

bacterial colonies were selected, and bacterial lysate electrophoresis of the cells 

performed to allow screening to identify clones containing the CBP insert. Of 

the 40 colonies, 2 were selected to be the most likely candidates for having the 

insert (Fig.4.1 lanes 32 and 39) since they showed a slower mobility on the gel 

and could therefore be assumed to be larger DNA plasmids and contain both the 

insert and backbone. Clones 32 and 39 were cultured and small-scale DNA-preps 

were performed. The DNA was digested with Sail to linearise the successfully 

cloned DNA, and for further confirmation the same DNA was cut with EcoRI to 

produce fragments of 4KB, 3.1KB, 3KB, 1.3KB, 0.8KB and 0.5KB (Fig.4.2). 

Both clones 32 and 39 resulted in the correct CBP antisense DNA, one was 

selected, cultured and a large scale DNA-prep was carried out to prepare DNA 

for further experiments.
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Figure 4.1 Bacterial lysate electrophoresis to screen for CBP antisense 

clones

Bacterial lysate electrophoresis of 40 colonies was carried out following 

transformation of plasmids formed by the ligation of CBP full length into the 

pBI-G backbone to generate CBP antisense. The relative size of the DNA 

obtained from each colony was used as a preliminary indicator of successful re

ligation. Lanes 32 and 39 are larger DNA plasmids and can therefore be assumed 

to be the most likely candidates for having the CBP full length DNA inserted into 

the pBI-G vector.
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Figure 4.2 Mini-prep digests to confirm CBP antisense

Small-scale mini-preps were carried out following transformation of 

plasmids formed by the ligation of CBP full length into the pBI-G plasmid 

backbone to make CBP antisense. Digestion with Sail linearises the DNA in 

successfully ligated plasmids to approximately 15KB, while pBI-G is linearised 

by Sail to produce a band size of 7.7KB. Clones 32 and 39 were both confirmed 

to be CBP antisense. Digestion with EcoRI produces fragments of 4KB, 3.1KB, 

3Kb, 1.3KB, 0.8KB and 0.5KB in successfully transformed clones, and in pBI-G 

produces fragments of 4KB, 3.1KB and 0.5KB. This again confirms that both 

clones 32 and 39 are CBP antisense.
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4.3 CBP Antisense Inhibits Endogenous CBP Expression

Evidence to show that CBP antisense eliminates CBP endogenous 

expression was provided using immunofluorescence. Experiments were 

performed in which cardiac cells were co-transfected with the antisense CBP 

construct and green fluorescent protein (GFP) to mark successfully transfected 

cells. To detect endogenous CBP levels, cells were probed with CBP antibody 

and secondary anti-mouse IgGl :RPE. Cells were then sorted for GFP 

fluorescence and the red fluorescence, as detected by secondary anti-mouse 

IgGliRPE, measured on a FACS analyser. These results showed a dramatic 

decrease in levels of endogenous CBP (Fig.4.3), confirming that the cells 

transfected with the antisense are indeed CBP expression restricted.
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Figure 4.3 Effect of CBP antisense on endogenous CBP levels by 

immunofluorescence

Expression of CBP in cardiac cells transfected with lOpg GFP and either 

lOpg empty expression vector control or lOpg of the CBP antisense construct. 

Cells were left in maintenance media for 48 hours before being fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde and incubated with CBP antibody and phycoerythrin. 

Successfully transfected cells were sorted on the basis of their expression of GFP 

and CBP expression determined by immunofluorescence. Values are expressed 

relative to the fluorescence intensity in control rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set 

at 100%) and are the mean of three independent experiments whose standard 

error is shown by the bars. *, P <0.05 versus control.
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4.4 Effect of Antisense CBP and Dominant Negative p300 on 

CBP and p300 Activity

To further validate the constructs, CBP antisense and p300 dominant 

negative were co-transfected with constructs containing the GAL-4 DNA binding 

domain linked to either a C-terminal jfragment of CBP or full length p300. The 

activity of these constructs has previously heen shown to he stimulated hy PE 

whereas constructs containing, for example, other regions of CBP linked to the 

Gal-4 DNA binding domain are unaffected by PE treatment (Chapter 3).

In accordance with previous results (Chapter 3) treatment with PE 

stimulated the ability of these constructs to activate a reporter construct 

containing Gal-4 DNA binding sites when the constructs were co-transfected into 

cardiac cells together with empty expression vector (Fig.4.4). In contrast 

however, when the empty expression vector was replaced with the vector 

encoding antisense CBP (Fig.4.4A) or dominant negative p300 (Fig.4.4B), 

stimulation by PE was either abolished or reduced to non-significant levels. 

Hence, the antisense CBP or dominant negative p300 constructs can indeed 

interfere with the ability of CBP or p300 to respond to PE when delivered to the 

DNA via the Gal-4 DNA binding domain. Furthermore, transcription of 

Gal/CBP 1678-2441 alone is affected by CBP antisense in the absence of PE 

treatment (Fig.4.5). These results show a significant reduction in CBP C-terminal 

activity with CBP antisense, as expected if CBP protein expression is affected hy 

the antisense construct.

To further extend these studies, it was next decided to test the role of 

CBP in the activation of a natural promoter hy cAMP. To do this a target 

promoter containing the CREB-hinding cyclic AMP response element (CRE) 

was used (see Chapter 3). As expected, the antisense CBP construct inhibited the 

CRE promoter response to cAMP indicating that it was able to prevent a well 

characterised effect of CBP (Fig.4.6A and Fig.4.6B). These results provide 

further evidence that the role of CBP can he demonstrated on a natural promoter 

by inhibiting endogenous CBP and is therefore not dependent on the use of Gal4- 

CBP constructs (above and Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.4 Effect of antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 on CBP 

and p300 activity

Luciferase activity in neonatal cardiac myocytes transfected with 

a promoter-reporter construct containing Gal-4 DNA binding sites upstream of 

the luciferase gene and either left untreated or treated with PE (lOOpM) for 48 

hours in maintenance media. (A) Shows the results in cells co-transfected with a 

construct containing 2.5pg the Gal-4 DNA binding domain linked to amino acids 

1678-2441 of CBP and either 2.5pg empty expression vector or the same vector 

containing the cDNA for full length CBP in the antisense orientation. (B) Shows 

the result for cells co-transfected with 2.5pg of a construct containing the Gal-4 

DNA binding domain linked to full length p300 and either 2.5pg empty vector or 

the vector encoding a dominant negative mutant of p300. Values are expressed 

relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal 

cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of three independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control; n/s, is no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 4.5 Effect of CBP antisense on CBP C-terminal activity in the 

absence of PE

Luciferase activity in neonatal cardiac myocytes co-transfected with 

2.5|ag of a promoter-reporter construct containing GAL-4 DNA binding sites 

upstream of the luciferase and a construct containing 2.5)Lig of the GAL-4 DNA 

binding domain linked to amino acids 1678-2441 of CBP with either 2.5pg 

empty expression vector or the same vector containing the cDNA for full length 

CBP in the antisense orientation. Cells were left in maintenance media for 24 

hours. Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated 

transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of three 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus control.
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Figure 4.6 Effect of CBP antisense on promoter activation in cardiac 

myocytes

Results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5|ig of the 

CRE reporter construct and 2.5pg of the Tet-off expression vector together with 

2.5pg of the CBP antisense construct or the empty vector (pBl-G). Samples were 

incubated in the presence or absence of cAMP (InM) for 24 hours in 

maintenance media. (A) Typical CAT assay blot. (B) Values are expressed 

relative to the level of luciferase in untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set 

at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments whose 

SE is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant 

difference versus control.
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4.5 Effect of Antisense CBP and Dominant Negative p300 on 

Hypertrophy Induced by Phenylephrine

Having established that the antisense CBP and dominant negative 

constructs were able to block CBP or p300 it was next decided that their effects 

of specifically inhibiting CBP and p300 should be tested on the ability of PE to 

induce hypertrophy in cultured cardiac cells. This work was performed using a 

variety of different assays.

4.5.1 Inhibition of Increased ANP Release

ANP is known to be induced in hypertrophy. During embryonic 

development the ANP gene is expressed in both the atrium and the ventricle. 

Shortly after birth the expression of ANP is down regulated in the ventricle, and 

the atrium is the primary site of ANP synthesis within the mature myocardium 

(von Harsdorf et al., 1997). The ANP gene is inducible in the ventricle under 

pathological circumstances and after exposure to hypertrophic agents, including 

PE (Bruneau, et al., 1996; Silberbach et <3/., 1999).

Since induction of ANP expression by PE is characteristic of its 

hypertrophic effect (Knowlton et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1988) it was questioned as 

to whether experiments involving transfection of cardiac cells with antisense 

CBP or dominant negative p300 would result in reduced ANP promoter activity 

and endogenous ANP release following PE stimulation. The activation of this 

promoter by PE was abolished by co-transfection of a construct expressing full 

length CBP in an antisense orientation (Fig.4.7). As in the case of CBP, the role 

of p300 in the response to PE could be demonstrated with a natural promoter. 

Thus, a dominant negative mutant of p300 (lacking amino acids 348-412) was 

able to block the activation of the ANP promoter by PE (Fig.4.8) in a similar 

manner to that observed with the antisense CBP construct.

Experiments investigating endogenous ANP levels further confirm these 

results, as illustrated in Fig.4.9 where enhanced levels of ANP were clearly 

assayable in the medium of cultured cardiac cells treated with PE, compared to 

untreated controls. However, in cultures of cells transfected with either CBP
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antisense or p300 dominant negative mutants, this increase was greatly reduced 

to a non-statistically significant level. Thus, inhibition of CBP or p300 can 

indeed significantly reduce the ability of PE to stimulate endogenous ANP 

protein production, indicating that the effect on the ANP promoter is paralleled 

by reduced production of active ANP. Indeed, since the cultures will include a 

number of untransfected cells in which ANP production is unlikely to be 

affected, it is likely that in the transfected cells inhibition of CBP or p300 

function produces complete inhibition of PE-mediated stimulation of ANP 

production.
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Figure 4.7 Effect of CBP antisense on ANP promoter activation in 

cardiac myocytes

Results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5pg of the 

ANP-lucifcrasc reporter construct and 2.5pg of the Tet-off expression vector 

together with 2.5pg of the CBP antisense construct or the empty vector (pBI-G). 

Samples were incubated in the presence or absence of PE (lOOpM) for 24 hours 

in serum free media. Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in 

untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three 

independent transfection experiments whose SE is indicated by the bars. *, P < 

0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of a dominant negative p300 mutant on the up- 

regulation of ANP promoter activity by PE in cardiac 

myocytes

Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 

with 2.5|j.g of the p300 dominant negative construct or the empty vector together 

with 2.5pg of the ANP-luciferase reporter construct in the presence or absence of 

PE (lOOpM) for 24 hours in serum-ffee media. Values are expressed relative to 

the level of luciferase in control, untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 

100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experiments whose 

SE is indicated by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant 

difference versus control.
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Figure 4.9 Effect of CBP antisense and p300 dominant negative on ANP 

release by PE in neonatal cardiac myocytes

ANP production from cultured neonatal cardiac myocytes either left 

untreated or treated with lOOpM of PE for 48 hours in serum-free media 

following transfection with 2.5pg empty expression vector or the CBP antisense 

plasmid (A) or the dominant negative p300 mutant (B). All values are the mean 

of three independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P 

< 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus the same construct 

without treatment.
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4.5.2 Inhibition of Increased Cell Protein to DNA Content

Having established the effect of inhibiting CBP and p300 on a PE- 

induced gene which is activated during hypertrophy, the effect on other aspects 

of the hypertrophic response were tested. Initially therefore, the effect of 

antisense CBP or dominant negative p300 on the increase in proteiniDNA ratio 

was tested since this occurs in hypertrophy when cells increase in size and 

protein synthesis occurs without any increase in DNA content. To do this, cells 

were transfected with antisense CBP or dominant negative p300 and cyan 

fluorescent protein (CFP) to mark the successfully transfected cells. Cells were 

stained with FITC to detect protein levels and PI to measure DNA content, sorted 

in a FACS analyser to isolate transfected cells, and assayed for their protein and 

DNA content.

Initially the cell cycle was observed to check the profile of G1 and G2 

phases (Fig 4.10A), the CFP cells were sorted (Fig.4.10B) and the protein and 

DNA content was then assayed (Fig.4.10C). As indicated in Fig.4.11, treatment 

with PE produced a clear, statistically significant increase in the proteiniDNA 

ratio when compared to cells transfected with empty expression vector alone. In 

contrast, no such PE-induced increase was observed in the cardiac cells 

transfected with antisense CBP or dominant negative p300. Hence, antisense 

CBP or dominant negative p300 can indeed prevent PE-induced hypertrophy as 

assayed by enhanced proteiniDNA ratio.
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Figure 4.10 Use of FACS analysis to measure cell cycle and proteiniDNA 

content

Neonatal cardiac cells were transfected with 10|ag CFP and either left 

untreated or treated with lOOfiM PE for 48 hours in maintenance media. Using 

FACS analysis cells were initially analysed for cell cycle distribution (A) and 

selection of CFP positive cells (B); with these cells proteiniDNA content was 

determined (C).
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Figure 4.11 Effect of antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 on the

hypertrophic response to PE as measured by cell proteiniDNA 

content

ProteiniDNA ratio of transfected neonatal cardiac cells either left

untreated or treated with 100|iM PE for 48 hours in maintenance media

following co-transfection with 10 pg CFP plasmid and lOpg empty expression 

vector or vector expressing antisense CBP (A) or dominant negative p300 (B). 

Values are expressed relative to the fluorescence intensity in control rat neonatal 

cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of three independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control; n/s, no significant difference versus the same construct without 

treatment.
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4.5.3 Inhibition of Increased Cell Size

The cardiac myocyte is a terminally differentiated cell that withdraws 

from cell division at around birth in mammals. In these cells, adaptive 

hypertrophic growth in response to an increased contractile power involves 

increases in cell size (Fuller et ah, 1998). To further confirm the effect of 

antisense CBP or dominant negative pBOO on hypertrophy, their effect on PE- 

induced increases in cell area or cell length was measured by microscopy. 

Cardiac cells were co-transfected with the antisense CBP construct or dominant 

negative p300 and GFP to mark successfully transfected cells. GFP positive cells 

were then measured (Fig.4.12). As indicated in Fig.4.13 and Fig.4.14, PE 

induced increases in both cell area and cell length in the cells transfected with 

empty expression vector alone. However, these increases were abolished in the 

cells transfected with antisense CBP (Fig.4.13) or dominant negative p300 

(Fig.4.14). Hence, inhibition of CBP or p300 activity can block PE-induced 

hypertrophy as assayed by cell length or cell area.
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Figure 4.12 Effect of antisense CBP on PE induced cell size

Typical microscopy images showing random fields of view of neonatal 

cardiac cells co-transfected with 5pg GFP and 5pg empty expression vector (C) 

or the same vector expressing antisense CBP (CBPAS). Cells were either left 

untreated (left hand panels) or treated with lOOpM PE (right hand panels) for 48 

hours in serum-free media. Cells were then fixed and GFP positive cells 

measured for cell length and area under a x20 objective.
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Figure 4.13 Effect of antisense CBP on PE induced cell size

Mean cell area (A) and mean cell length (B) in transfected neonatal 

cardiac cells either left untreated or treated with lOOpM PE for 48 hours in 

serum-ffee media following co-transfection with 5|ag GFP plasmid and 5pg 

empty expression vector or expression vector expressing antisense CBP. All 

values are the mean of three independent experiments whose standard error is 

shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference 

versus the same construct untreated.
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Figure 4.14 Effect of dominant negative p300 on PE induced cell size

Mean cell area (A) and mean cell length (B) in transfected neonatal 

cardiac cells either left untreated or treated with 100|j,M PE for 48 hours in 

serum-free media following co-transfection with 5 jag GFP plasmid and 5pg 

empty expression vector or expression vector expressing dominant negative 

p300. All values are the mean of three independent experiments whose standard 

error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant 

difference versus the same construct untreated.
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4.6 Effect of E l A on Increased Cell Size and Up-Regulation of 

ANP by Phenylephrine

To confirm the results by using another means of inhibiting CBP and 

p300, cultured cardiac cells were transfected with an expression vector encoding 

the adenovirus El A protein. Both CBP and p300 bind to El A and are therefore 

removed from their cellular targets upon El A over-expression (for reviews see 

Goodman and Smolik, 2000; Shikama et al., 1997). This method has therefore 

been widely used to inhibit CBP and p300 activity and in particular, has been 

used to demonstrate the role of these factors in the regulation of myosin heavy 

chain and a-actinin gene expression in cardiac cells (Bishopric et al., 1997; 

Hasegawa gr a/., 1997a).

In these experiments, over-expression of El A abolished the ability of PE 

to induce the ANP promoter (Fig.4.15) or to induce enhanced cell area 

(Fig.4.16A) or cell length (Fig.4.16B). In contrast, an El A mutant (A2-36) which 

does not interact with CBP or p300 (Rossow and Janknecht, 2001) did not inhibit 

the action of PE indicating that the effect of wild type El A was indeed mediated 

via CBP/p300.
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Figure 4.15 Effect of E lA  on enhanced ANP activity by PE

Effect of transfecting 2.5fj.g wild type ElA  or ElAA (which does not 

interact with CBP/p300), on the ability of PE to induce enhanced ANP promoter 

activity in neonatal cardiac myocytes. Cells were incubated in lOOpM PE for 48 

hours in serum-ffee media. Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase 

in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and 

are the mean of three independent experiments whose standard error is shown by 

the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 4.16 Effect of E lA  on PE induced cell size increase

Effect of transfecting 5pg GFP and 5pg wild type ElA  or ElAA (which 

does not interact with CBP/p300), on the ability of PE to induce cell area (A) or 

cell length (B) in neonatal cardiac myocytes. Cells were incubated in lOOpM PE 

for 48 hours in serum-free media. All values are the mean of three independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P <0.05 versus the 

same construct without treatment; n/s, no significant difference versus the same 

construct without treatment.
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4.7 Discussion

The data presented here demonstrate for the first time that inhibition of 

either of the transcriptional co-activators CBP or p300 blocks hypertrophy of 

cardiac cells induced by PE as assayed by 4 different parameters namely, 

induction of the hypertrophic-associated factor ANP promoter activity and 

endogenous ANP activity, enhanced proteiniDNA ratio and increased cell 

area/cell length.

As transcriptional co-activators, it is likely that CBP and p300 achieve 

their effect in PE-induced hypertrophy by modulating the activity of target genes 

which are required for the hypertrophic effect. Indeed, it has previously been 

shown that both CBP and p300 interact with transcription factors involved in 

hypertrophy such as AP-1 and STAT-3 (Fukuzawa et al., 2000; Herzig et al., 

1997; Kunisada et al., 1998; Mascareno et al., 1998). Similarly, both CBP and 

p300 have been shown to interact with the GATA-4 factor which is involved in 

PE-induced hypertrophy (Morimoto et al., 2000b) with CBP enhancing 

activation of BNP gene expression by GATA-4 (Bhalla et al., 2001) whilst 

inhibition of p300 activity prevents GATA-4 stimulation of endothelin-1 activity 

(Morimoto et al., 2000). Similarly, the results presented here show that inhibition 

of CBP or p300 inhibits activation of the ANP promoter by PE, and furthermore 

extends these gene regulation studies to specific biological aspects of the 

hypertrophic response involving PE-mediated stimulation of functional ANP 

production, protein synthesis and cell size.

CBP was initially discovered as a co-activator for the CREB transcription 

factor (Chrivia et al., 1993; for review see Lalli and Sassone-Corsi, 1994). In this 

system, the CREB transcription factor is phosphorylated following treatment of 

cells with cyclic AMP and this phosphorylation allows CBP to bind to the CREB 

transcription factor and stimulate transcription. Hence, in this model CBP would 

be recruited to the DNA by binding to other DNA bound transcription factors 

which were modified (for example, by phosphorylation) following PE treatment. 

In this model, CBP and p300 would be essential for PE induced hypertrophy, as 

shown here, but would not themselves be directly targeted for modification 

following PE treatment.
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Results in Chapter 3 suggest that PE is likely to also directly target CBP 

and p300. Thus, the enhanced transcriptional activating ability of the GAL4-CBP 

or p300 constructs following PE treatment is likely to be dependent upon 

phosphorylation of CBP or p300 resulting in their enhanced ability to stimulate 

transcription. This is in accordance with a number of other studies in which 

treatment with specific factors enhances the transcriptional activating ability of 

CBP or p300 (Chawala et al., 1998; Hardingham et al., 1999; Hu et al., 1999; 

Liu et al., 1998). It is likely therefore that CBP and p300 are not simply passive 

partners in the hypertrophic response to PE, being recruited to the DNA via 

phosphorylation of DNA bound factors such as GATA-4. Rather, they represent 

targets for PE-induced signalling pathways and will induce enhanced 

transcriptional activation following PE treatment.

Hence, the induction of hypertrophy by PE may involve both direct 

targeting of CBP and p300 as well as the targeting of DNA-bound factors with 

which CBP and p300 interact. Whatever the case, the data shown here directly 

demonstrate that inhibiting either CBP or p300 can inhibit PE-induced 

hypertrophy as assayed by a number of different parameters. It is possible that 

the ability to block various aspects of the PE response by inhibiting either CBP 

or p300 reflects distinct roles for these two factors in the hypertrophic response 

to PE. It is more likely however, that this effect reflects a dependence of these PE 

responses on the maintenance of the normal total level of functional CBP and 

p300. Hence, inhibition of either factor reduces the total level of these two 

closely related co-activators and therefore inhibits the response. This effect has 

been observed for example, in knockout mice where CBP/p300 double 

heterozygote animals show a similar lethal phenotype to that observed with the 

homozygous knockout of either factor alone (for review see Goodman and 

Smolik, 2000).

In summary therefore, it is clear that both CBP and p300 play a key role 

in the PE-induced hypertrophic response with inhibition of either of these factors 

blocking this response as assayed by ANP protein production, proteiniDNA ratio 

or cell length/cell area. CBP and p300 are therefore essential for the hypertrophic 

response to PE and consequently may represent targets for therapeutic 

modulation in cardiac hypertrophy.
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CHAPTER 5

INVOLVEMENT OF CBP AND p300 HISTONE 

ACETYLTRANSFERASE ACTIVITY IN 

HYPERTROPHY
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5.1 Introduction

Results so far (Chapters 3 and 4) support a model in which PE induces 

enhanced activity of CBP and p300, which in turn results in the activation of 

genes involved in hypertrophy and in the hypertrophic response itself, leading to 

increased cardiac cell size and cardiac protein content without cell division. In 

view of the critical clinical importance of hypertrophy in human heart failure, the 

work presented in this Chapter attempts to probe the mechanisms by which CBP 

and p300 can induce hypertrophy and in particular, to relate them to its known 

hi stone acetyltransferase activity.

5.2 Role of CBP HAT Activity in the Enhanced Activity of 

CBP Induced by Phenylephrine

The ability of any specific agent to stimulate the activity of CBP and 

p300 can be readily measured by using constructs in which CBP or p300 have 

been linked to the DNA binding domain of the Gal4 transcription factor and co

transfecting these with a reporter gene containing Gal4 DNA binding sites. This 

system was used in Chapter 3 to show that PE stimulates the activity of CBP or 

p300 in cardiac cells resulting in enhanced activity of the Gal4 reporter gene 

when co-transfected with Gal4-CBP or p300 constructs and exposed to PE.

To determine whether the histone acetyltransferase activity of CBP has 

any role in this effect, a construct was used in which full length CBP containing a 

mutation (WY) which completely abolishes its histone acetyltransferase activity 

has been linked to the DNA binding domain of Gal4 (Bordoli et al., 2001). The 

mutation WY at amino acids 1098-1758 (see Table 2.1) is not a major deletion of 

the region involved in the activation of CBP 1678-2441. As illustrated in Fig.5.1, 

this construct was incapable of inducing enhanced promoter activity in response 

to PE, whereas this was observed as before with a construct containing full 

length wild type CBP. Hence, a mutant lacking the histone acetyltransferase 

activity also fails to respond to PE in terms of enhanced transcription activating 

ability.
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Figure 5.1 Effect of CBP HAT mutant on up-regulation by PE

Relative luciferase activity in neonatal cardiac myocytes co-transfected 

with 2.5|Lig of a promoter-reporter construct containing Gal4 DNA binding sites 

upstream of the luciferase gene, and constructs containing either functional CBP 

(CBP HAT WT) or a mutant lacking histone acetyltransferase activity (CBP 

HAT WY) linked to the DNA binding domain of Gal4. Cell were either left 

untreated or treated with PE (50 pM) for 24 hours in maintenance media. Values 

are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected 

rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of 3 independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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5.3 Ability of CBP but not CBP HAT Mutant to Induce

Hypertrophy

It was next decided that the effect of inactivating histone acetyltransferase 

activity on the ability of CBP to induce hypertrophy itself should be investigated. 

However, all previous experiments have involved the inhibition of CBP, 

resulting in inhibition of hypertrophy induced by PE (Chapter 4). To provide a 

means of analysing specific mutations for their effects on hypertrophy, over

expression of wild type CBP or p300 was tested to see if they would be sufficient 

to induce hypertrophy even in the absence of PE. A statistically significant 

increase in cell area and cell length (Fig.5.2), cell proteiniDNA ratio (Fig.5.3) 

and ANP production (Fig.5.4) in the cardiac cells transfected with full length 

active CBP was seen. Hence, overexpression of CBP can indeed induce 

hypertrophy as measured by these specific parameters. Moreover, similar 

transfection with a CBP mutant lacking histone acetyltransferase activity failed 

to produce this increase in cell length and cell area (Fig.5.2), proteiniDNA ratio 

(Fig.5.3) and ANP production (Fig.5.4), even though this mutant retains other 

activities of CBP such as the ability to bind to the basal transcription factor TBP 

(Ait-Si-Ali et al., 2000). Protein expression levels comparing the wild type CBP 

to its HAT inactivated form have previously been demonstrated to be unaffected 

by either construct (Polesskaya et al., 2001). Thus, the ability of CBP to induce 

hypertrophy is indeed dependent upon its histone acetyltransferase activity.
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Figure 5.2 Effect of CBP overexpression and CBP HAT mutant on cell 

size

Effect of co-transfecting cultured neonatal cardiac myocytes with Spg 

GFP and 5pg empty expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing 

either wild type CBP or a CBP mutant lacking histone acetyltransferase activity 

(CBPAHAT). Cells were left in serum-free media for 48 hours. The effect is 

shown for cell area (A), cell length (B). All values are the mean of 3 independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control or wild-type expression vector; n/s, no significant difference versus 

control.
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Figure 5.3 Effect of CBP overexpression and CBP HAT mutant on cell 

proteiniDNA

Effect of transfecting cultured neonatal cardiac myocytes with lOjig CFP 

and 10|Tg empty expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing either 

wild type CBP or a CBP mutant lacking histone acetyltransferase activity 

(CBPAHAT). Cells were left in maintenance media for 48 hours. Values are 

expressed relative to the fluorescence intensity in control rat neonatal cardiac 

myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of 3 independent experiments whose 

standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control or wild-type 

expression vector; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 5.4 Effect of CBP overexpression and CBP HAT mutant on cell 

ANP production

Effect of transfecting cultured neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5pg 

empty expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing either wild type 

CBP or a CBP mutant lacking histone acetyltransferase activity (CBPAHAT). 

Cells were left in serum-free media for 48 hours. All values are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus control or wild-type expression vector; n/s, no significant difference 

versus control.
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5.4 Ability of p300 but not p300 HAT Mutants to Induce

Hypertrophy

To extend the results in section 5.3 to p300, cardiac cells were similarly 

transfected with a fiill length p300 expression vector and measured for cell 

length, cell area, proteiniDNA ratio and ANP production in the transfected cells. 

p300, like CBP, was able to induce hypertrophy as assayed by all 3 parameters in 

cell length and cell area (Fig.5.5), proteiniDNA ratio (Fig.5.6) and ANP 

production (Fig.5.7). Moreover, this effect was prevented by two different 

mutations which reduced or abolished the histone acetyltransferase activity of 

p300. Indeed, a more pronounced inhibitory effect was observed with the WY 

mutation which completely abolishes p300 histone acetyltransferase activity 

(1.8% of control) compared to the DGV mutation which reduces it (to 70% of 

control) (Bordoli et al., 2001). A similar inhibition of p300 activity was also 

observed with a different p300 mutation deleted for 20 amino acids (amino acids 

1415-1436) in the HAT domain (Fig.5.5-5.7). Since the p300 HAT mutants have 

different plasmid features (p300WT and p300AH AT are driven by the CMV 

promoter, whereas p300-CHA constructs are driven by the same promoter but 

also contain a rabbit p-globin second intron), results to test for significant 

differences are made between the HAT mutant and its associated wild type 

construct. This difference in the plasmid construction may also explain the 

differences seen between the two wild-type p300 constructs.
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Figure 5.5 Effect of p300 overexpression and p300 HAT activity on cell 

size

Effect of co-transfecting neonatal cardiac myocytes with Spg GFP and 

5pg empty expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing functional 

p300 (p300 WT) or the same vector expressing different mutants of p300 

affecting histone acetyltransferase activity. Cells were left in serum-free media 

for 48 hours. The effect is shown for cell area (A), cell length (B). All values are 

the mean of 3 independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the 

bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 5.6 Effect of p300 overexpression and p300 HAT activity on cell 

proteiniDNA

Effect of co-transfecting neonatal cardiac myocytes with lOpg CFP and 

10|L ig empty expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing functional 

pBOO (p300 WT) or the same vector expressing different mutants of p300 

affecting histone acetyltransferase activity. Cells were left in maintenance media 

for 48 hours. Values are expressed relative to the fluorescence intensity in 

control rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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Figure 5.7 Effect of p300 overexpression and p300 HAT activity on cell 

ANP production

Effect of co-transfecting neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5jag empty 

expression vector (control) or the same vector expressing functional p300 (p300 

WT) or the same vector expressing different mutants of p300 affecting hi stone 

acetyltransferase activity. Cells were left in serum-free media for 48 hours. All 

values are the mean of 3 independent experiments whose standard error is shown 

by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus 

control.
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5.5 Induction of Hypertrophy by Increased HAT Activity

The essential role of histone acetyltransferase activity in the hypertrophic 

effect of CBP and p300 suggested that an increase in histone acétylation levels 

might be sufficient to induce hypertrophy. To test this possibility, the histone 

deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA) was used to determine whether it 

could induce hypertrophy. Trichostatin A was indeed able to induce hypertrophy 

as assayed by increased cell area or cell length (Fig.5.8) as well as enhanced 

cardiac cell proteimDNA ratio (Fig.5.9). Indeed, the effect of TSA was similar in 

extent to that observed with PE. Interestingly however, TSA did not enhance 

ANP production (Fig.5.10). Hence, other effects in addition to enhanced histone 

acétylation must be required for this aspect, although the histone 

acetyltransferase activity of CBP and p300 is required for their ability to induce 

hypertrophy (see Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.7).
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Figure 5.8 Effect of TSA on cell size

Effect of the histone deacetylase inhibitor TSA on cardiac cells. Cells 

were transfected with 5|rg GFP and subsequently treated with either PE (100 

pM) or with TSA (300nM) for 48 hours in serum-ffee media and then assayed 

for cell area (A), cell length (B). All values are the mean of 3 independent 

experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus 

control.
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Figure 5.9 Effect of TSA on cell protein:DNA

Effect of the histone deacetylase inhibitor TSA on cardiac cells. Cells 

were transfected with 10|o,g CFP and subsequently treated with either PE (100 

juM) or with TSA (300nM) for 48 hours in maintenance media and then assayed 

for protein:DNA ratio. Values are expressed relative to the fluorescence intensity 

in control rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus control.
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Control

Figure 5.10 Effect of TSA on cell ANP production

Effect of the histone deacetylase inhibitor TSA on cardiac cells. Cells 

were treated with either PE (100 pM) or with TSA (300nM) for 48 hours in 

serum-ffee media and then assayed for ANP levels. All values are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus control; n/s, no significant difference versus control.
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5.6 Involvement of CBP and p300 in the Hypertrophic Effect 

of Trichostatin A

It was next decided to determine whether CBP and/or p300 were involved in the 

hypertrophic effect of TSA. An antisense construct of CBP and a dominant 

negative mutant of p300 were used to specifically inhibit CBP and p300. In 

accordance with previous results (Chapter 4) inhibition of CBP or p300 by this 

means, specifically inhibited the hypertrophic effect of PE as assayed by 

enhanced cell area or cell length, and cell proteimDNA (Fig.5.11-Fig.5.13). Most 

interestingly, it was observed that the dominant negative mutant of p300 

specifically blocked the ability of TSA to induce hypertrophy as measured by 

enhanced cell area or cell length and proteimDNA content (Fig.5.12 and 

Fig.5.13B). In contrast however, the antisense inhibition of CBP had no effect on 

the ability of TSA to induce hypertrophy, although it blocked the effect of PE 

showing that the antisense vector was indeed having an effect (Fig.5.11 and 

Fig.5.13A). Hence, p300 activity is required for the hypertrophic effect of TSA 

whereas CBP activity is not essential.
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Figure 5.11 Effect of CBP antisense on PE and TSA induced cell size

Mean cell area (A) or mean cell length (B) in transfected neonatal cardiac 

cells either left untreated or treated with 100 }tM PE or 300nM TSA for 48 hours 

in serum-free media following co-transfection with 5pg GFP plasmid and 5pg 

antisense CBP plasmid. All values are the mean of 3 independent experiments 

whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 versus the same construct 

untreated; n/s, no significant difference versus the same construct untreated.
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Figure 5.12 Effect of p300 dominant negative on PE and TSA induced cell 

size

Mean cell area (A) or mean cell length (B) in transfected neonatal cardiac 

cells either left untreated or treated with 100 \xM PE or 300nM TSA for 48 hours 

in serum-ffee media following co-transfection with 5^g GFP plasmid and 5pg 

p300 dominant negative expression vector. All values are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars, n/s, no 

significant difference versus the same construct untreated.
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Figure 5.13 Effect of CBP antisense and p300 dominant negative on PE 

and TSA induced cell proteimDNA

Neonatal cardiac cells cither left untreated or treated with 100 pM PE or 

300nM TSA for 48 hours in serum-ffee media following co-transfection with 

lOpg CFP plasmid and lOpg CBP antisense plasmid (A) or p300 dominant 

negative (B). Values are expressed relative to the fluorescence intensity in 

control rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the mean of 3 

independent experiments whose standard error is shown by the bars. *, P < 0.05 

versus the same construct untreated; n/s, no significant difference versus the 

same construct untreated.
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5.7 Discussion

The modification of the N-termini of histone molecules by acétylation 

plays a critical role in the regulation of chromatin structure (for reviews see 

Cheung et aL, 2000; Ng and Bird, 2000). In turn, such acétylation of histones is a 

key target for cellular regulatory processes, with transcriptional activation being 

accompanied by acétylation of histones inducing a more open chromatin 

structure compatible with transcription. Conversely transcriptional repression is 

accompanied by histone deacetylation resulting in a more tightly packed 

chromatin structure incompatible with transcription. CBP and p300 have been 

shown to possess histone acetyltransferase activity (Ogryzko et al., 1996), and 

this activity has been shown to be essential for their ability to modulate processes 

as diverse as the Gl-S phase transition in the cell cycle (Ait-Si-Ali, 2000), and to 

function as a co-activator for the GATA-4 transcription factor (Dai and 

Markham, 2001). Here the role of CBP and p300 histone acetyltransferase 

activity is investigated with relation to its possible involvement in cardiac 

hypertrophy.

In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that the histone acetyltransferase 

activity of CBP and p300 is essential for their ability to induce cardiac 

hypertrophy. Also, in addition to previous findings that both CBP and p300 are 

essential for hypertrophy induced by PE (Chapter 4), it has been shown that over

expression of either factor in cardiac cells can induce hypertrophy as assayed by 

increased production of ANP, enhanced cell area and cell length and by 

increased proteimDNA ratio in cardiac cells. As well as demonstrating that these 

factors can induce hypertrophy in the absence of any other signal, this system 

also allows the demonstration that the induction of hypertrophy by CBP and 

p300 requires their histone acetyltransferase activity since mutations which 

abolish or reduce such activity correspondingly abolish or reduce the ability to 

induce hypertrophy, as assayed by all these parameters.

Interestingly, previously demonstrated work shows that the key role of 

CBP and p300 in PE-induced hypertrophy is accompanied by an enhanced ability 

of CBP and p300 to stimulate transcription following exposure of cardiac cells to 

PE (Chapter 3). Here, the results demonstrate that this effect is dependent on the
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histone acetyltransferase activity of CBP since inactivation of such activity 

within a construct containing CBP linked to the GAL4 DNA binding domain, 

abolishes enhanced activity in response to PE. The histone acetyltransferase 

activity of CBP is contained within the central HAT domain of the molecule 

located between amino acids 1200-1600 (Ait-Si-Ali et aL, 2000). In contrast, 

previously demonstrated work shows that the enhanced transcriptional activating 

ability of CBP following PE treatment is dependent on a more C-terminal region 

located between amino acids 1961-2039 (Chapter 3). This region is a target for 

p42/p44 MAPK activation which is essential for the enhanced transcriptional 

activating ability of CBP in cells treated with PE (Chapter 3). Interestingly, it has 

previously been demonstrated that phosphorylation of the C-terminal region of 

CBP by p42/p44 MAPK can enhance the histone acetyltransferase activity 

encoded by a distinct region of the molecule (Ait-Si-Ali et aL, 1999), and a 

similar effect has also been noted following phosphorylation of this region of 

CBP by cell cycle-dependent kinases (Ait-Si-Ali et aL, 1998). Hence, it is likely 

that PE-induced phosphorylation of the C-terminal region by p42/p44 MAPK 

results in a corresponding enhancement of histone acetyltransferase activity of 

CBP, leading to enhanced ability to activate transcription.

Hence, the histone acetyltransferase activity of CBP and p300 appears to 

be essential both for their ability to enhance hypertrophy and for their enhanced 

transcriptional activating ability following exposure to PE. This key role for the 

histone acetyltransferase activity of the factors is paralleled by findings here that 

show the histone deacetylase inhibitor TSA can itself induce hypertrophy in 

cardiac cells as assayed by enhanced cardiac cell length, cell area and cell 

proteimDNA ratio. This indicates that the balance between histone acétylation 

and histone deacetylation is critical for controlling the hypertrophic response of 

cardiac cells. Interestingly however, enhanced production of the ANP factor 

(which is a marker of hypertrophy) is not produced by TSA. Therefore, whilst 

the histone acetyltransferase activity of CBP and p300 is essential for ANP 

production, as with the other tested parameters of hypertrophy, enhanced histone 

acétylation alone is not sufficient for ANP induction.
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The enhanced cell area, cell length and cell proteimDNA ratio, induced 

by TSA is dependent upon the activity of p300 since it can be blocked by a 

dominant negative mutant of this factor. In contrast however, the hypertrophic 

effect of TSA appears to be independent of CBP since it cannot be blocked by 

antisense inhibition of this factor even though such inhibition blocks the 

hypertrophic effect of PE.

This suggests, that there are specific targets which must be acetylated by 

p300 for hypertrophy to occur in response to the decreased deacetylation which 

occurs in the presence of TSA. Such targets appear to be specific for p300 since 

this cannot be achieved in cells where CBP is active but p300 is inactive. This is 

in contrast to the situation with PE where CBP and p300 appear to be 

independently required for hypertrophy to occur. This could be because these 

two factors have distinct targets, with acétylation of both sets of targets being 

required for hypertrophy. Alternatively, PE induced hypertrophy may simply be 

sensitive to the total level of CBP and p300 which is present in the cells so that 

inhibition of either factor alone reduces the total level of these factors and 

therefore inhibits the response. This effect has been observed, for example, in 

knock out mice where CBP/p300 double heterozygote animals show a similar 

lethal phenotype to that observed with homozygous knock out of either factor 

alone (for review see Goodman and Smolik, 2000).

Whatever the case, the data presented here show for the first time that the 

balance between histone acetyltransferase activity and deacetylation of histones 

plays a key role in controlling the hypertrophic response of cardiac cells. Thus, 

inhibition of histone deacetylation using TSA can induce hypertrophy whilst this 

effect can also be achieved by enhanced histone acétylation by the over

expression of CBP or p300. These findings raise the possibility therefore that 

drugs which modulate histone acetyltransferase activity in the heart may 

ultimately be useful therapeutically in the control of human heart failure caused 

by cardiac hypertrophy.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION
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The work presented in this thesis is an investigation into the effect of the 

hypertrophic stimulus, phenylephrine (PE), on the transcriptional activity of CBP 

and p300 in the heart, and furthermore the direct role of CBP and p300 in cardiac 

hypertrophy. The signalling pathway involved in the hypertrophic response of 

CBP and p300 to PE was studied, and the specific region of the molecule 

activated by PE localised, thus providing a further understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms involved in hypertrophy. In addition, the histone 

acetyltransferase activity (HAT) activity of CBP and p300 was studied to look at 

its potential role in the hypertrophic response.

Although CBP and p300 have been shown to interact with transcription 

factors involved in the hypertrophic response in the heart no studies have directly 

tested this possibility. In addition, CBP has been shown to be associated with the 

human developmental disorder Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome, which is 

characterised by mental retardation, and more importantly in relation to this 

work, cardiac disorders. Furthermore, p300 knockout mice show reduced 

expression of cardiac muscle structural proteins. There is therefore clear 

evidence for the role of CBP and p300 in cardiac development and thus a better 

understanding of this role will aid the ultimate development of methods to 

manipulate these pathways so as to regulate the hypertrophic response for 

therapeutic benefit.

The initial results presented in Chapter 3 show that PE increases CBP C- 

terminal activity over 2-fold, while urocortin (UCN), cardiotrophin-1 (CT-I) and 

cAMP have little or no effect on CBP activity. Although both UCN and CT-1 

have been shown to be involved in the hypertrophic response (Railson et aL, 

2002; Wollert et aL, 1996), the results in Chapter 3 suggest that this effect is not 

related to CBP activity. cAMP is known to stimulate CREB activity (Gonzalez 

and Montminy, 1989), and thus an increase in CBP activity might be expected 

when stimulated with this reagent, however, no such increase in activity was seen 

suggesting that cAMP cannot stimulate CBP activity directly. The increased CBP 

activity seen in the C-terminal domain induced by PE, in comparison to the full 

length, may be because the conformation of the isolated C-terminus, such that
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sites targeted by PE in this portion are more easily accessible than in the full 

length molecule.

Since the activity of CBP was measured indirectly using constructs in 

which CBP was fused to the Gal4DBD, experiments were performed to look at 

the effect of the hypertrophic stimuli on the Gal4DBD portion of the protein 

alone to confirm that the results seen were valid. Indeed co-transfection of the 

Gal4DBD and reporter construct showed no increase in reporter gene activity 

when stimulated with PE, indicating that the transcriptional activity observed 

with the Gal/CBP protein was due to the CBP portion of the DNA.

The increased CBP activity by PE was shown to be mediated via the 

activation of a-adrenergic receptors, which is not surprising since PE is a known 

a-adrenergic agonist (Hoffman and Lefkowitz, 1996). Further detail of the 

pathway involved in the CBP up-regulation by PE came from experiments 

showing that inhibition of the p42/44MAPK pathway with the chemical inhibitor 

PD98059, and dominant negative p42/44 plasmids, blocks the increased activity 

of CBP induced by PE. These results suggested that the up-regulation of CBP 

activity by PE was via the p42/44MAPK pathway. In support of this conclusion 

the constitutively active p42MAPK plasmid was able to stimulate CBP activity 

in the absence of PE. Since PE is known to induce hypertrophy via the 

p42/44MAPK (Bogoyevitch et aL, 1993b), the results obtained were in 

accordance with these previous findings. In addition, the CBP activity stimulated 

by PE via the p42/44MAPK pathway was shown to require PKC activation, 

confirming previous findings of the role of PKC in the p42/44MAPK pathway 

(Bogoyevitch et aL, 1996b).

Using smaller chimeric CBP fragments, activity of the region 1961-2039, 

was found to be increased over 5-fold by PE, and thus was a potential region for 

putative phosphorylation sites. Site directed mutagenesis of CBP 1961-2039 

allowed the construction of mutant CBP constructs in which the individual serine 

amino acids sited in the region 1961-2039 were mutated to alanine, and thus the 

effect of PE on CBP mutant activities could be measured. Mutation of the serine 

at position 2016 on CBP prevented the increased activity of CBP induced by PE,
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thus suggesting that amino acid 2016 is the site at which CBP is phosphorylated 

in response to PE.

All the experiments discussed thus far use the Gal4-CBP fusion proteins, 

which has in the past been criticised (Cardinaux et aL, 2000). It has been 

suggested that the transcriptional activation function seen in Gal4-CBP is masked 

by the conformation of native CBP, and moreover that this conformation might 

not be recapitulated precisely in a molecule that is targeted to a promoter through 

a heterologous DNA binding domain at its amino terminus. To overcome this 

observation, a CREB mutant was used that has the ability to interact with CBP in 

the absence of phosphorylation. The effect of PE on the CREB mutant was 

consistent with previous results showing stimulation of transcription by PE, 

independent of CBP factors affecting recruitment, thus confirming their validity.

Since CBP and p300 are highly homologous proteins and are structurally 

similar, the experiments performed for CBP were run in parallel to those for 

p300. Interestingly the N-terminus of p300 was shown to have the greatest 

enhanced activity when stimulated by PE, though no effect of PE had been seen 

with the homologous region of CBP. However, this region was shown to be 

activated via the p42/44MAPK pathway and blocked by use of the PKC 

inhibitor, as seen with CBP. This shows that the same signalling pathway can 

activate different regions of similar proteins, and suggests that putative 

phosphorylation sites lie within the C-terminus of CBP and N-terminus of p300.

Previous work has shown that serine 89 within p300 is phosphorylated by 

PE via PKC (Yuan and Gambee, 2000). Using this construct, in which serine 89 

is mutated to alanine, work in Chapter 3 shows that up-regulation of the p300 N- 

terminus activity by PE did not occur in cells transfected with the mutant 

construct. Furthermore, mutation of serine 89 to aspartic acid had no such effect, 

and the ability of this construct to increase p300 activity in the absence of PE 

therefore suggests that the apparent phosphorylation of serine 89 with a 

phosphomimetic mutant is sufficient to increase activation. It would be 

interesting to look for direct interaction of CBP or p300 and MAPK by 

immunoprécipitation.
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The results thus far indicated a potential role for CBP and p300 in the 

hypertrophic response to PE. Using antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 

constructs this hypothesis could be tested more directly. Initial findings 

demonstrated that the up-regulation of CBP activity could be blocked by 

antisense CBP, and similarly the p300 increased activity by PE could be 

inhibited by the p300 dominant negative construct. In addition, antisense CBP 

alone reduced the basal activity of the Gal4-CBP C-terminus, as would be 

expected in a construct which functions by decreasing CBP protein expression 

levels. Use of the CREB mutant further confirmed these results showing 

inhibition of the activation of the CRE promoter by cAMP in cells co-transfected 

with antisense CBP.

Stronger evidence for the role of CBP and p300 in hypertrophy came 

from results using three characteristic markers of hypertrophy, atrial natriuretic 

peptide (ANP) production as measured by reporter gene activity and 

radioimmunoassay (RIA), the ratio of cell protein to DNA using FACS analysis, 

and cell size using microscopy. Increased organisation of sarcomere units is 

another marker of hypertrophy but is only a visual result which cannot be 

obtained as a quantitative data and therefore was not used in these experiments. 

During hypertrophy embryonic genes are re-expressed, and one such gene is 

ANP. ANP is known to be induced by PE (Lee et aL, 1988), and results in 

Chapter 4 confirmed this, and furthermore showed that antisense CBP and 

dominant negative p300 have the ability to block the increased ANP reporter 

gene activity and endogenous ANP release induced by PE.

Hypertrophy occurs when there is an increase in protein expression but 

no cell division. By measuring the protein and DNA content of the cells, this 

information can be used as a marker of hypertrophy. Indeed PE increased the cell 

proteimDNA content, and antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 were able 

to reduce this effect in transfected cells. Cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) was used 

to detect transfected cells since the usually more favourable protein, green 

fluorescent protein (GFP), emits fluorescence at the same wavelength as the stain 

for protein (FITC).
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Another feature of hypertrophy is an increase in cell size. Both cell area 

and cell length were measured since hypertrophy can produce distinct forms of 

cardiac muscle phenotypes. Cardiac myocytes isolated from concentric 

hypertrophic hearts display an increase in cell diameter (Anversa et aL, 1986; 

Morkin, 1970), while myocytes derived from eccentric hypertrophic hearts 

exhibit an increase in cell length (Anversa et aL, 1983; Gerdes et aL, 1988). 

Cardiac myocytes stimulated with PE, however, have been shown to display a 

uniform enlargement of cell size (Iwaki et aL, 1990; Knowlton et aL, 1993; 

Shubeita et aL, 1990). Results in Chapter 4 confirm the increase in cell size 

induced by PE, and moreover demonstrate the ability of antisense CBP and 

dominant negative p300 to block the hypertrophic effect. GFP was used to detect 

transfected cells since it exhibits greater stability and photobleaches more slowly 

than CFP, which was an essential requirement to take into consideration when 

designing the experiments for measuring large quantities of cells.

The adenovirus El A is able to block CBP and p300 activity by binding to 

these proteins at sites necessary for their activation (Felzin et aL, 1999; Kim et 

aL, 1998; Kwok et aL, 1994; Nakajima et aL, 1997). Results in Chapter 4 show 

that induction of hypertrophy as measured by ANP promoter activity and cell 

size, can be inhibited by overexpression of El A. Furthermore, a mutant El A 

construct which cannot bind CBP and p300 failed to block increased ANP 

promoter activity and cell size induced by PE. These results therefore confirm 

earlier work in Chapter 4 showing that inhibition of CBP and p300 can reduce 

the hypertrophic effect of PE. It has been suggested that one way in which El A 

inhibits CBP/p300 activity is by E l A binding to the CBP/p300 HAT domain 

(Chakravarti et aL, 1999; Hamamori et aL, 1999; Perissi et aL, 1999). This 

reduction in CBP/p300 HAT activity may be a possible explanation for the 

inhibitory effects of El A on hypertrophy induced by PE.

The results thus far support the idea that CBP and p300 are involved in 

the hypertrophic response to PE. Chapter 5 further confirms the importance of 

these proteins in hypertrophy by demonstrating their ability to directly induce 

hypertrophy. Overexpression of CBP and p300 was shown to induce 

hypertrophy, as seen by an increase in ANP levels, increase in proteimDNA, and
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increase in cell size, suggesting that CBP and p300 are themselves involved in 

the hypertrophic response.

CBP and p300 possess HAT activity, which has previously been shown to 

increase their transcriptional activity (Martinez-Balbas et aL, 1998). To identify 

the structural features of CBP and p300 involved in the hypertrophic response, a 

variety of HAT mutants were used. The increased activity of the Gal4-CBP wild 

type reporter gene induced by PE was not seen in cells transfected with the CBP 

HAT mutant construct. Chapter 5 further demonstrates the possible role of CBP 

and p300 HAT activity in the hypertrophic response using the three markers of 

hypertrophy; ANP production, cell protein to DNA content, and cell size.

Increased cell size by CBP overexpression was not seen in cardiac 

myocytes transfected with the CBP HAT mutant construct. Similar results were 

obtained for other parameters of hypertrophy. An increase in cell protein:DNA 

content and ANP production, as seen in cells overexpressed with CBP, was 

significantly reduced in cells transfected with the CBP HAT mutant. 

Experiments were also performed using various p300 HAT mutants, one of 

which has the ability to reduce p300 HAT activity by 70% of the control, and the 

other completely abolishes its HAT activity (Bordoli et aL, 2001). Similar results 

as for those seen with CBP were obtained, whereby the p300 HAT mutants had 

the ability to reduce the effects of hypertrophy compared to cells transfected with 

overexpression of p300, as measured by ANP levels, cell proteimDNA and cell 

size. As might be expected, cells transfected with the p300 HAT mutant 

possessing a 70% reduction of p300 HAT activity had a less prominent effect on 

reducing the increased hypertrophic response as seen in cells transfected with the 

wild type construct, than cells transfected with the p300 HAT null mutant.

The CBP HAT domain lies in the region 1200-1600 amino acids, outside 

the C-terminus which has been shown to increase promoter activity when 

stimulated by PE, possibly via phosphorylation of serine 2016 (Chapter 3). From 

these results, and work performed by others (Ait-Si-Ali et aL, 1999), it can be 

predicted that in the CBP full length construct, phosphorylation at the C-terminus 

induces a conformational change of the CBP molecule that allows the HAT 

domain to be more active. To confirm this theory it would be interesting to see if
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PE can directly induce CBP and p300 HAT activity by isolating CBP or p300 by 

immunoprécipitation from untreated cells or cells treated with PE, and 

subsequently measuring their HAT activity.

The results thus far suggest that it is the HAT activity of CBP and p300 

which is responsible for their hypertrophic response. To further investigate this 

theory an inhibitor of histone deacetylase activity, trichostatin A (TSA), was 

used to look at the effect of increased histone acétylation on hypertrophy. As 

predicted TSA was able to induce a hypertrophic response similar to that seen 

following PE stimulation, as seen in Chapter 5, by increased cell size and cell 

proteimDNA content. TSA, however, did not have the ability to induce ANP 

levels as seen with PE. This suggests that effects other than enhanced histone 

acetyltransferase are required for this aspect of hypertrophy, although the HAT 

activity of CBP and p300 are necessary to induce hypertrophy.

Antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 were used to investigate the 

involvement of CBP and p300 in the hypertrophic effects seen with TSA. Results 

presented in Chapter 5 show the ability of dominant negative p300, but not 

anti sense CBP, to block the effects of hypertrophy induced by TSA, as shown by 

the ratio of cell proteimDNA content, and cell size. From this it can be concluded 

that p300 activity is required for the hypertrophic effects of TSA, but CBP 

activity is not essential. This work supports the theory that the function of CBP 

and p300 do not always overlap (for review see Giordano and Avantaggiati, 

1999), and in this case acétylation by CBP and p300 have distinct targets for 

hypertrophy.

In summary, work in this thesis demonstrates the role of CBP and p300 in 

hypertrophy (Fig.6.1). Initial findings showed the ability of the hypertrophic 

stimulus PE to increase CBP and p300 activity via the p42/44MAPK pathway. 

Using anti sense CBP and dominant negative p300 it was possible to further 

investigate the role of these proteins in hypertrophy. There are several features of 

hypertrophy commonly known, including an increase in cell size, cell 

proteimDNA content and ANP expression, and these were the markers assessed 

in the work shown in this thesis. Antisense CBP and dominant negative p300 

were able to block the hypertrophic effects of PE, shown by an increase in ANP
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levels, increase in the ratio of proteimDNA content, and increase in cell size. 

These results led to the conclusion that CBP and p300 are involved in the 

hypertrophic response to PE.

These findings were further confirmed by overexpression of CBP and 

p300, which resulted in the induction of hypertrophy in the absence of PE, thus 

CBP and p300 themselves were shown to induce hypertrophy. Furthermore, the 

HAT activity of CBP and p300 was shown to be responsible for this hypertrophic 

response. The hypertrophic effect of TSA, however, appeared to be independent 

of CBP suggesting that there are specific targets which are acetylated by p300 

and induce hypertrophy in response to TSA. This result is in contrast to those 

obtained for PE where the hypertrophic effects of CBP and p300 were shown to 

be independently required in response to PE. This may be because CBP and p300 

have distinct targets, with acétylation by both CBP and p300 being required for 

PE induced hypertrophy. Alternatively, it may be that inhibition of either factor 

alone reduces the total level of CBP and p300 present in the cells necessary to 

induce hypertrophy. Whatever the case, the significance of this work in heart 

failure may come from the fact that CBP and p300 represent targets for 

therapeutic modulation in cardiac hypertrophy, in particular their intrinsic HAT 

activity, though much further work is needed before any definite conclusions can 

be made.
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Figure 6.1

PE
D

Schematic summary of the role of CBP and p300 in cardiac 

hypertrophy

PE increases the transcriptional activity of CBP and p300 via the 

p42/44MAPK pathway suggesting a role for these proteins in hypertrophy. The 

antisense CBP (CBPAS) and dominant negative p300 (p300DN) constructs have 

the ability to block the increased activity of CBP and p300, respectively, by PE 

(A). Furthermore, overexpression of CBP and p300 using the wild type 

(p300WT) constructs directly induce hypertrophy (B). The CBP and p300 HAT 

mutants, however, (CBPAHAT and p3 00AH AT) do not induce hypertrophy. In 

addition, the histone deacetylase inhibitor, TSA, also induces hypertrophy, and 

its ability to do so is inhibited by p300DN but not CBPAS (C). From these 

results it is possible to hypothesise that PE may increase the CBP/p300 HAT 

activity (D).
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It would be interesting to perform these experiments in the adult rat and 

eventually on the intact heart using a CBP HAT mutant knockout mouse to 

validate the results obtained thus far. Adult cardiac myocyte cultures are more 

difficult to perform and no method for transfection has yet been optimised. Adult 

ventricular cardiac myocytes, however, differ from immature cells. They are 

larger, grow more slowly in culture, and are derived from a terminally 

differentiated heart tissue, all of which are properties of cells in vivo confronted 

with hypertrophic stimuli, such as overload or other pathological events (for 

review see Claycomb, 1983). Adult cardiac myocytes in culture may therefore 

represent a more accurate model for myocardial hypertrophy in vivo.

The work reported in this thesis leads to many interesting areas of 

research for future work, and is the first direct evidence for the involvement of 

CBP and p300 in cardiac hypertrophy. It introduces the possibility of novel 

targets within CBP and p300, in particular histone acétylation, and adds some 

understanding to the conflicting evidence obtained to date as to how CBP and 

p300 relate to one another. The non-viability of CBP and p300 null mice 

suggests that in spite of structural similarities, the functions of these proteins do 

not overlap completely. However, based on studies on cells in culture, it is also 

clear that CBP and p300 operate in similar physiological processes. Work in this 

thesis suggests that CBP and p300 have distinct but overlapping functions in 

their association with cardiac hypertrophy.
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The CBP and p300 co-activators play a key role in 
many aspects of gene regulation being recruited to the  
DNA via transcription factors that are targets for spe
cific signaling pathways. It has previously been demon
strated that in neuronal cells the ability of CBP and p300 
to activate transcription can be directly stimulated by 
nerve growth factor or calcium-activated signaling  
pathways. Here we demonstrate that, in cardiac cells, 
the activity of CBP and p300 is stim ulated by phenyleph
rine (PE) treatment and that they are required for the 
activation of atrial naturetic factor (ANT) gene expres
sion by PE. Activation of CBP/p300 by PE involves the 
p42/p44 MAPK pathway and targets primarily the N ter
m inus of p300 and the C terminus of CBP, which are not 
homologous to one another. To our knowledge, this is 
the Hrst report of a speciHc stim ulus modulating the 
activity of CBP and p300 in cardiac cells and it suggests 
that these factors play an important role in the hyper
trophic effect o f PE.

T he CBP^ co-activator protein w as orig inally  identified  as a  
factor th a t in teracts w ith  the CREB transcription factor only  
follow ing phosphorylation  o f CREB on serine 133 (for review  
see  Ref. 1). T hus, fo llow ing exposure to cAMP, th e  CREB factor, 
w h ich  is already bound to th e  cAM P-response e lem en t (CRE) in  
its  target genes, is phosphorylated on serine 133 and can th en  
recru it the CBP co-activator, resu ltin g  in cAM P-dependent ac
tiv a tion  o f gene expression  (1, 2).

A lthough orig inally  identified  in  th e  cAMP pathw ay, i t  is  
now clear th at CBP and th e  closely  related  p300 protein p lay a 
key  role as co-activators for a w ide variety  o f transcription  
factors involved in  variou s different pathw ays, including the
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steroid/thyroid horm one receptors, A P I, STAT factors, and  
m uscle-specific  transcrip tion  factors such  as M yoD and M EF2  
(for review  see  Ref. 3).

A s expected from  th is  critical role in  a variety  o f a sp ects o f  
transcription factor regu lation , lo ss o f  CBP is  incom patible  
w ith  survival o f th e  organism . Indeed, even  th e  loss o f a sing le  
CBP  gene (w ith  a functional copy rem aining) resu lts in  hu m ans  
in  th e  severe developm ental disorder R ubinstein-T aybi sy n 
drom e (4). In terestin g ly , th is disorder as w ell as its  character
istic  facial abnorm alities and m enta l retardation  can also re
su lt  in  cardiac disorders su g g estin g  a role for CBP in  the h eart  
(5, 6). In the case o f the closely related  p300 protein , such  a role 
h a s been directly  confirm ed by th e  finding th a t knockout m ouse  
em bryos lack ing both copies o f  th e  pSOO show  abnorm al h eart 
developm ent w ith  reduced trabecu lation  o f  th e  ventricu lar  
cham bers and w eaker/less exten sive  heart contractions, w h ich  
appear to be responsib le for the death  o f the knockout em bryos 
in  utero (7).

In terestin g ly , the p300  knockout m ouse em bryos also show  
reduced expression  o f  cardiac m uscle structural proteins such  
as m yosin  heavy  chain and a-actin in  (8). T his paralle ls previ
ous findings th a t the expression  o f th ese  genes could be in h ib 
ited  in  cultured cardiac cells by overexpression o f th e  adenovi
rus E lA  protein, w hich binds p300 and CBP and rem oves them  
from  cellular transcription  factors, thereby in h ib itin g  the ac
t iv ity  of th ese  factors (8 ,9 ) . T his potentia l k ey  role for CBP and  
p300 in  regu lating  cardiac cell-specific gene expression  is su p
ported by recent data  th a t dem onstrate th a t doxorubicin ap
p ears to prom ote transcrip tional repression  in  cardiac cells by 
specifically  m ed iatin g  th e  degradation o f p300 (10).

T hese effects o f CBP and p300 on cardiac-specific gene ex
pression  are lik ely  to be m ediated  v ia  their  ab ility  to specifi
ca lly  in teract w ith  transcription  factors involved in  th e  regu la
tion  of gene expression  in  cardiac cells such as th e  M EF2  
transcrip tion  factor, w h ich  is  know n to in teract w ith  p300/C B P  
and to p lay a key role in  regu lating  cardiac-specific gene ex 
pression  (10, 11). S im ilarly, CBP and p300 can also  in teract 
w ith  transcription  factors th a t have  been  show n to he involved  
in  th e  hypertrophic response o f the heart. T hus CBP/p300- 
in teractin g  proteins include factors such  as A P I and STAT-3, 
w h ich  are involved in the hypertrophic response to factors such  
as angiotensin  II (12, 13) and cardiotrophin-1 (14, 15).

H ypertrophy is a response to overload in  th e  heart, w h ich  
in itia lly  resu lts in  an adaptive increase in  m uscle  m ass, based  
on the increased size  o f cardiac m yocytes in  th e  heart but 
u ltim a te ly  is  deleterious and resu lts in  heart fa ilure (for review  
see  Ref. 16). E vidently , an  un derstand in g  o f th e  processes 
involved in  regu la tin g  cardiac gene expression du rin g  hyper
trophy w ould be o f considerable im portance both in  i t s e lf  and in  
th e  developm ent o f novel therapies. In v iew  o f  th e  in teraction  o f
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CBP with transcription factors known to be involved in hyper
trophy, we have studied the effect of hypertrophic agents on 
CBP and p300.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials— Urocortin (UCN), Phenylephrine (PE), and Bt^cAMP 
were from Sigma Chemical Co. Cardiotrophin-1 (CT-1) was a kind gift 
from Dr. D. Pennica (Genentech). The adrenergic antagonists prazosin 
and propranolol were also obtained from Sigma. The specific MAPK 
inhibitor PD98059 (PD) was from New England BioLabs. The specific 
p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580 (SB) was from Calbiochem. PKC inhib
itor H-7 dihydrochloride was from Tocris and the PKA inhibitor H-89 
dihydrochloride from Calbiochem. Cell culture media and fetal calf 
serum were from Invitrogen.

DNA Constructs—The following Gal4-CBP chimera constructs have 
been described previously: Rc/RSV pGal-CBP-(227-460), pGal-CBP- 
(721-1679), pGal-CBP-i 1678-2441), pGal-( 1678-1843), pGal-CBP- 
(1844-1956), pGal-CBP-( 1961-2039), pGal-CBP-(2060-2179), pGal- 
CBP-I2173-2288), pGal-CBP-(2288-2441), and pGal-CBP-(full-length) 
(17). The pGal-p300 chimeras Gal4-p300-( 1-743), Gal4-p300-(242-  
1737), Gal4-p300-( 964-1922), Gal4-p300-( 1514-1922), Gal4-p300- 
(1737-2414), Gal4-p300-( 1945-2414) and Gal4-p300 full-length have 
also been described previously (18). The reporter plasmid 5xGal4-ElB  
TATA-luciferase was a kind gift of Dr. R. A. Maurer (19). The expres
sion constructs for constitutively active MEK-1 (SS/DD), wild type p42 
MAPK (P42WT), and the dominant negative p42 MAPK mutant 
(P42Y185F) were obtained from Dr. J. Pouyssegur (20). The CREB- 
uiEDMi. mutant and SS-CRE construct were a kind gift of Dr. R. H. 
Goodman (21).

The ANF-luciferase reporter construct ( -  3003 to -f 62) of the ANF rat 
gene was a kind gift of Dr. K. Knowlton (22). The CBP antisense vector 
was constructed by cloning CBP full-length (1-7326) into the BamHl 
site of Bluescript SK (Stratagene) in the reversed orientation and 
subsequently excising the insert with Natl and Sail and inserting it into 
a pBI-G expression vector (CLONTECH). The plasmid containing a 
dominant negative mutant of p300 (lacking the C/HI domain, amino 
acids 348 -412) under the control of the CMV promoter was obtained 
from Upstate Biotechnology.

Cardiac Cell Culture—'Ventricular myocytes were isolated from the 
hearts of neonatal rats (Sprague-Dawley) less than 2 days old and were 
cultured as described previously (23). Cardiac myocyte cell suspension 
was transferred to 24-well ( 1-cm diameter) gelatin-coated plates at a 
density of 10** cells/well in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supple
mented with 15% fetal calf serum. After 24 h the cardiac cultures could 
be seen to beat in synchrony.

Transfection and Assay of Luciferase Activity—Transient transfec
tions of rat neonatal cardiac myocytes were performed using the cal
cium phosphate procedure as described by Gorman (24). The amounts of 
expression vector used are indicated in the figure legends. For each 
transfection, cells were incubated for 20 h in media containing 15% fetal 
calf serum. Cells were then treated with UCN, PE, CT-1, and cAMP for 
26 h in media supplemented with 1%; fetal calf serum. In some exper
iments, cells were pretreated with different protein kinase inhibitors 
for 10 min before addition of PE. Cells were then harvested and assayed 
for luciferase activities according to the manufacturer’s directions (Pro- 
mega). Results were normalized to protein content as determined by 
Bradford protein assay (25).

Western Blotting—Protein extracts were run on a 10% acrylamide 
gel, transferred to Hybond C membrane (Amersham Biosciences, Inc.), 
probed with relevant antibody and enhanced chemiluminescence (Am
ersham Biosciences, Inc.) was used to visualize labeled bands by expo
sure to photographic film. Monoclonal antibodies against phosphoryl
ated or total p42/p44 were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies.

Statistics—Values are given as percent activity relative to the lucif
erase in unstimulated cells (set at 100%). Values are expressed as 
mean ± S.E. of n experiments. Statistical analysis was performed by 
the two-tailed Student’s t test for unpaired data, with p  values <0.05  
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

To analyze the effect of hypertrophic agents on the CBP  
transcriptional co-activator, we made use of constructs in 
which the DNA sequences encoding CBP have been fused to 
sequences encoding the DNA binding domain of the yeast Gal 4 
transcription factor (17). Co-transfection of these  constructs 
w ith  a reporter construct containing Gal 4 DNA binding sites
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F ig . 1. Effect of different extracellular stim uli on the tran
scriptional activity of CBP in cardiac m yocytes. Luciferase assay 
results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5 gg of 
the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase with 2.5 gg  of the CBP N-terminal 
(amino acids 1-460) or C-terminal (amino acids 1678-2441 )/Gal4 con
structs in the presence or absence of UCN (10 ' M), PE (50 gM ), CT-1 (1 
ng ml M, and cAMP ( 1 niM ). Values are expressed relative to the level 
of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection 
experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, p <  0.05 
versus control.

upstream  of a heterologous promoter allows DNA binding m e
diated via the Gal 4 portion of the m olecule and transcriptional 
activation via the CBP molecule. Hence the effect of any stim 
ulus on the ability  of CBP to activate transcription can be 
assessed  w ithout any com plications arising from it being re
cruited to the DNA via interaction w ith a DNA-bound tran
scription factor that m ay itse lf  be modulated by the stim ulus. 
We have previously used th is system  to determ ine that nerve 
growth factor stim ulates the transcriptional activating ability  
of CBP and that th is effect is dependent upon the p42/p44 
MAPK pathw ay (26).

The Gal4/CBP constructs were therefore transfected into 
neonatal cardiac cells together w ith the reporter luciferase  
construct, and the cells were either left untreated or exposed to 
the hypertrophic agents PE, UCN, or CT-1. In these experi
m ents, a significant enhancem ent of promoter activity w as 
observed in the cells transfected w ith constructs containing  
full-length CBP w hen the activity in untreated cells w as com
pared with th at observed in PE-treated cells (Fig. 1). In con
trast, a much sm aller up-regulation w as observed with UCN  
and virtually no enhancem ent w as observed w ith CT-1 or 
cAMP. PE produced no enhanced activity when a construct 
containing the isolated DNA binding domain of Gal 4 alone was 
transfected, indicating that these effects are m ediated via the  
CBP or p300 portion of the construct (data not shown). A 
sim ilar up-regulation of activity w ith PE to that seen  w ith  
full-length CBP w as observed w ith a Gal 4 construct containing  
the C-term inal activation domain of CBP (amino acids 1 6 7 8 -  
2441). In contrast, no enhancem ent w ith PE w as observed  
w hen a construct containing the N-term inal activation domain 
of CBP (am ino acids 1 -4 6 0 ) w as used, indicating that this 
effect w as specific to the C-term inal activation domain (Fig. 1). 
The construct containing the C-term inal activation dom ain  
w as, therefore, used in our subsequent m echanistic  
experim ents.

T hese experim ents dem onstrate therefore that the hyper
trophic agent PE is able to enhance the transcriptional stim u
lating ability of CBP in cardiac cells acting via the C term inus 
of CBP. In view  of this and the much weaker or no effect noted  
w ith UCN or CT-1, we decided to analyze the effect of PE.
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F ig .  2 . Effect of a -  and /3-adrenergic antagonists on the ability 
of PE to activate CBP in cardiac myocytes. Luciferase assay re
sults of co-transfecting neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5 fig of the 
Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5 f ig  of the CBP C-terminal (1678- 
2441)/Gal4 construct in the presence or absence of PE (50 fiM), the 
«-adrenergic antagonist prazosin (5 fiM ), or the jS-adrenergic agonist, 
propanolol (20 fiM ). Values are expressed relative to the level of lucif
erase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes 
(set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection 
experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *,p < 0.05 
versus control; + ,p < 0.05 versus PE alone.

Initially to confirm that this effect was mediated via PE-medi
ated activation of a-adrenergic receptors, we used the «-adre
nergic antagonist prazosin and, for comparison, the /3-adrener- 
gic antagonist propranolol (27). In these experiments (Fig. 2), 
prazosin blocked the effect of PE on CBP-mediated transcrip
tional activation, whereas propranolol had no effect, confirming 
that PE was acting via «-adrenergic receptor stimulation.

To investigate the mechanisms mediating the effect of PE, 
the experiments were repeated in the presence or absence of 
the inhibitors PD, which specifically inhibits the activity of the 
p42/p44 MAPK pathway, and SB, which inhibits the activity of 
the p38 MAPK pathway. In these experiments (Fig. 3) the 
up-regulation of CBP activity by PE was unaffected by addition 
of SB, indicating that it does not involve the p38 MAPK path
way. In contrast, addition of PD resulted in a significant fall in 
the basal activity produced by the CBP and p300 constructs in 
the absence of PE and prevented any stimulatory effect of PE 
on this transcriptional activity. This suggests therefore that in 
cardiac cells the ability of PE to stimulate the transcriptional 
activity of CBP involves the p42/p44 MAPK pathway.

As expected. Western blotting with an antibody specific for 
active phosphorylated p42/p44 MAPK showed a clear activa
tion of both p42 and p44 by PE. Moreover, this effect was not 
observed when PE and PD were added together (Fig. 4).

It has previously been shown that activation of p42/p44 
MAPK in cardiac myocytes requires activation of protein ki
nase C but not protein kinase A (27). To test this in our system, 
we examined the effect of the PKC inhibitor H-7 or the PKA 
inhibitor H-89 on the ability of PE to activate CBP. As indi
cated in Fig. 3B, H-7 was indeed able to block activation by PE 
whereas H-89 had no effect, confirming the role of PKC.

To confirm our experiments with the chemical inhibitor PD, 
we used a dominant negative mutant of the p42 MAPK enzyme 
that contains a single amino acid substitution replacing tyro
sine with phenylalanine and acts as a dominant negative mu
tant. In these experiments (Fig. 5A) transfection of an expres
sion vector encoding this mutant was able to block the ability of
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Control PE H-7+PE H-7 H-89+PE H-89

F i g .  3. Effect of specific inhibitors on the up-regulation of CBP 
activity by PE in cardiac myocytes. Luciferase assay results of 
co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2:5 /xg of the Gal4- 
ElB  TATA-luciferase with 2.5 /xg of the CBP C-terminal (amino acids 
1678-2441)/Cal4 construct. The MAPK inhibitors SB (10 /xm) and PD 
(100 /xm) (A) or the PKA (H-89: 2.5 /xm) and PKC (H-7: 0.1 /xM) inhibitors 
(B) were added 10 min before treatment with PE (50 /xm ). Values are 
expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated trans
fected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of 
three independent transfection experiments whose standard error is 
indicated by the bars. *, p <  0.05 versus control; 4-,p < 0.05 versus PE 
alone.

PE to enhance CBP transcriptional activity, whereas transfec
tion of a control expression vector lacking any insert failed to 
produce this effect. This therefore confirms our conclusion that 
CBP is activated by PE via the p42/p44 MAPK pathway.

Interestingly, transfection of a plasmid encoding wild type 
p42 resulted in enhanced transcription activating ability of 
CBP, which was of similar extent to that produced by PE and 
which was not further enhanced by the addition of PE. This 
provides further evidence that PE acts via this pathway and 
hence does not further stimulate transcription in the presence 
of active p42 MAPK. In agreement with this, a plasmid (SS/DD) 
encoding a constitutively active form of MEK-1, the upstream 
activator of p42/p44 MAPK, was also able to stimulate the 
activity of the CBP construct in the absence of PE (Fig. 55). 
Interestingly, this stimulation was blocked by the PKC inhib
itor H-7, suggesting that PKC may be downstream of MEK-1 in 
the pathway by which PE stimulates CBP.

In our previous experiments (26) we demonstrated that the 
ability of NGF to stimulate the transcription activating ability
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F ig . 4. A, PE induces p42/p44 MAPK phosphorylation in cardiac 
myocytes. Cell extracts from neonatal rat cardiac myocytes stimulated 
with PE (50 pM) for various periods were probed with antibodies rec
ognizing either phosphorylated p42/p44 or all forms of the enzymes. B, 
PE-stimulated increase in p-ERK is blocked by PD (100 pM ). Cardiac 
myocytes were preincubated with PD (100 pM ) (lanes 2-6)  for 10 min 
and subsequently stimulated with PE (50 pM ) (lanes 2-6)  for various 
time periods.

of CBP was also dependent on the p42/p44 MAPK pathway and 
w as observed w ith constructs containing two sm all independ
ent regions at the C term inus of CBP. To determ ine w hether a 
sim ilar effect could be observed in the case of PE, we trans
fected a wide variety of constructs containing different N-ter- 
m inal and C-term inal regions of CBP linked to the Gal 4 DNA  
binding dom ain and analyzed their response to PE. In these  
experim ents (Fig. 6) a strong response to PE of over 5-fold was 
observed w ith the construct containing the region of CBP from 
am ino acids 1961 through 2039, and sm aller responses of ap
proxim ately 2-fold were observed w ith other C-term inal re
gions. This su ggests that m ultiple regions at the C term inus of 
CBP can m ediate the response to PE, hut that a single short 
region produces the strongest effect.

To determ ine w hether th is short region showed a sim ilar  
dependence on the p42/p44 MAPK pathw ay for its transcrip
tional activation by PE, we carried out experim ents in which  
the effect of PE on th is region w as assayed in the presence or 
absence of PD or of the dom inant negative p42 MAPK pathway. 
In these  experim ents (Fig. 7) the strong up-regulation of tran
scription activity by PE w as prevented by the addition either of 
PD or of the dom inant negative p42 MAPK construct, and the  
activity of th is region w as enhanced by the construct encoding  
wild type p42. Hence, as w ith the entire C term inus the effect 
of PE on th is sm all region of the CBP factor requires the  
activity of the p42/p44 MAPK pathway.

Evidently, all our experim ents investigating the effect of PE 
on CBP use Gal4/CBP fusion proteins, and th is approach has  
been criticized, because of the artificial nature of the constructs 
used (21). To confirm our results, we therefore used a m utant
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F ig . 5. E ffect o f  o v erex p re ss io n  o f  th e  MAPK d om in an t n e g a 
tiv e  m u ta n t (P42Y185F) and w ild  ty p e  p42 (W TP42) or a c o n s t i
tu t iv e ly  a c tiv e  MEK-1 m u tan t on th e  u p -reg u la tio n  o f  C BP a c 
tiv ity  by PE in ca rd ia c  m yocytes. Luciferase assay results of co
transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5 /xg of the Gal4-E1B 
TATA-luciferase with 2.5 /xg of the CBP C-terminal (amino acids 1 6 7 8 -  
2441)/Gal4 construct together with either 2.5 /xg of the empty expres
sion vector or the same vector containing the MAPK inhibitory mutant 
(P42Y185F) or wild type p42 (P42WT) in the presence or absence of PE 
(50 pM ) (A) or with the same vector expressing a constitutively active 
mutant of MEK-1 (SS/DD)  in the presence or absence of 0.1 /xm of the 
PKC inhibitor H7 (B). Values are expressed relative to the level of 
luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent transfection 
experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *, p <  0.05 
versus control; t ,  p <  0.05 versus PE alone.

form of the CREB transcription factor, which has been altered  
so that it constitu tively  binds CBP w ithout the need for phos
phorylation of serine 133 of CREB (21). Hence, any effect of a 
specific agent w hen th is m utant is used cannot reflect en 
hanced recruitm ent of CBP via phosphorylation of CREB. 
W hen a target promoter containing a CREB-binding cAMP- 
response e lem ent (CRE) w as co-transfected into cardiac m yo
cytes w ith  th is m utant form of CREB, transcription was s tim 
ulated by PE (Fig. 8) consistent w ith PE targeting the  
transcriptional activity of CBP under conditions where any 
effect on its recruitm ent is elim inated.

To further extend these  studies, we w ished to test the role of 
CBP in the activation of a natural promoter by PE. To do this
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F ig .  6 . Effect o f PE on the transcriptional activity of different 
N-terminal and C-terminal regions of CBP in cardiac myocytes,
Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes with 2.5 ftg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase together with 2.5 iig 
of the CBP C-terminal regions (amino acids 1678-1843, 1844-1956, 
1961-2039, 2060-2179, 2173-2288, or 2288-2441) or CBP N-terminal 
regions (amino acids 227-460 or 721-1679) linked to Gal4 in the pres
ence of PE (50 pM). In each case values are expressed relative to the 
level of luciferase in untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes trans
fected with each construct (set at 100%) and are the means of four 
independent transfection experiments whose standard error is indi
cated by the bars, -t-f-, p <  0.05 versus the same construct without PE.
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F ig .  7 . Activation of p42/44 MAPK pathway m ediates up-regu
lation of CBP activity (1961-2039) in cardiac myocytes, Lucifer
ase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes with 
2.5 pg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase and 2.5 pg of the CBP C- 
terminal region (1961-2039) linked to Gal4 together with either 2.5 pg 
of the empty expression vector or the same vector containing the MAPK 
inhibitory mutant (P42Y185F). The specific MAPK inhibitor PD98059 
(100 pM ) was added 10 min before treatment with PE (50 p M ), as 
indicated. Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase in 
control, untreated transfected rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 
100%) and are the means of three independent transfection experi
ments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. *,p < 0.05 versus 
control; + ,p < 0.05 versus PE alone.

w e used  th e  prom oter o f  the atrial natu retic  factor (ANF) gene, 
w hich  is know n to be activated  during cardiac hypertrophy and  
to be stim u la ted  by PE (22, 28). T he activation  o f th is  prom oter  
by P E  w as abolished  by co-transfection of a construct express-

CREB-DIEDML
#  250

Control PE

F i g .  8 . Ability of PE to stimulate transcriptional activation via 
the CREBjjiedml construct. CAT assay results of co-transfecting rat 
neonatal cardiac myocytes with 2.5 pg of the SS-CRE reporter and 2.5 
pg of C R E B jj ie d m l  ill the presence or absence of PE (50 pM ). Values are 
expressed relative to the level of CAT activity obtained with each 
construct in untreated rat neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and 
are the means of four independent transfection experiments whose 
standard error is indicated by the bars. *,p < 0.05 versus control.

in g  fu ll-length  C B P in  an an tisen se  orientation  (Fig. 9A). As 
expected , th e  a n tisen se  CBP construct also inh ib ited  th e  re
sponse o f th e  SS-CRE prom oter to cAMP, ind icatin g  th a t it  w as  
able to preven t a w e ll characterized effect o f  CBP (Fig. 9B). 
H ence, the role o f  CBP in  th e  PE response can be dem onstrated  
on a natu ra l prom oter by inh ib iting  endogenous CBP providing  
further evidence th a t it  is not dependent on th e  u se  o f G al4- 
CBP constructs.

In v iew  o f  th e  c lose  re la tio n sh ip  o f C B P and  p300 , w e  
w ish ed  to d eterm in e  w h eth er  PE could a lso  affect th e  a b ility  
o f p 3 0 0  to s tim u la te  tran scrip tion . To do th is  w e  u sed  con
stru c ts  in  w h ich  d ifferen t reg ion s o f p 300  had  been  lin k ed  to 
th e  D N A  b in d in g  dom ain  o f  G al4  (18). In th e se  ex p erim en ts  
(F ig. 10) a sm a ll n o n -s ta tis t ica lly  s ig n ifica n t effect o f  PE w as  
observed  w ith  co n stru cts co n ta in in g  th e  C -term inal a c tiv a 
tio n  dom ain  o f p 300  (am ino ac id s 1 7 3 7 -2 4 1 4  or 1 9 4 5 -2 4 1 4 ),  
w h ich  is  hom ologous to th a t  found a t th e  sam e p o sition  in  
C B P (for rev iew  see  R efs. 3, 29).

In terestin g ly , how ever, th e  stron gest stim u la tio n  by PE, 
w h ich  w as com parable to th a t observed w ith  fu ll-length  p300, 
w as observed w ith  th e  N -term inal activation  dom ain of p300  
(am ino acids 1 -7 4 3 ) ev en  though  no effect o f PE w a s observed  
w ith  th e  hom ologous region o f CBP (com pare F igs. 1 and 10). 
D esp ite  th is  d istin ction , activation  o f th e  N -term inal dom ain of 
p300 by PE w a s m ediated  v ia  p42/p44 M APK  activation , be
cause it w a s blocked by PD  (Fig. IIA ) and by th e  dom inant 
n egative  m u tan t o f  p42 M APK as w ell as being  activated  by 
overexpression  o f w ild  type p42 (Fig. ILB).

A s in  th e  case o f  CBP, th e  role o f p300 in  the response to PE  
could be dem onstrated  w ith  a n atu ral prom oter. T hus, a dom 
in a n t negative  m u ta n t o f p300 (lack ing am ino acids 3 4 8 -4 1 2 )  
w a s able to block the activation  o f th e  A N F prom oter by PE  
(Fig. 12) in  a sim ilar  m anner to th a t observed w ith  th e  a n ti
sen se  CBP construct.

DISCUSSION

C onsiderable ev idence su g g ests  th a t activation  o f the p42/ 
p44 M APK path w ay  is  critical for th e  hypertrophic response o f  
cardiac cells. T hus, for exam ple, stim u li th a t induce hypertro
phy such as m echanical load and angiotensin  II have been  
show n to induce activation  o f th is  path w ay (30, 31). M oreover, 
a recent stu dy  h a s  dem onstrated  th a t overexpression  of a con
stitu tiv e ly  active form o f M E K l (w hich is  an  u p stream  activa
tor o f the p42/p44 M APK enzym es) in  transgen ic  m ice resu lts
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F i g ,  9 . Effect of CBP antisense on promoter activation in car

diac myocytes. Results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes with 2.5 ixg of the ANF-luciferase reporter construct (A) or the 
CRE reporter construct (B) with 2.5 /xg of the Tet-off expression vector 
together with 2.5 pg of the CBP antisense construct or the empty vector 
(control). Samples in A  were incubated in the presence or absence of PE 
(100 pM ) and in B in the presence or absence of cAMP (1 nM ). Values are 
expressed relative to the level of luciferase in untreated rat neonatal 
cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the means of three independent 
transfection experiments whose S.E. is indicated by the bars. *,p < 0.05 
versus control; n /s , no significant difference versus control.

in  com pensated cardiac hypertrophy providing direct evidence  
th a t activation  o f th is  pathw ay can induce a hypertrophic  
response (32).

In the case o f  PE , in itia l stu d ies dem onstrated  th a t trea t
m en t o f cardiac cells w ith  th is  factor w as associated  w ith  acti
vation  o f the p42/p44 M APK p ath w ay (27, 33). M oreover, such  
activation  appears to be n ecessary  for th e  hypertrophic re
sponse induced by PE. Thus, it  h as been show n th a t down- 
regu lation  of th e  p42/p44 M APK enzym es u s in g  an antisense  
approach in h ib its the PE-induced hypertrophic response in  
cardiac m yocytes (34), and sim ilar resu lts w ere subsequently  
obtained u sin g  chem ical inh ib itors to block activation  o f the  
p42/p44 M APK p ath w ay in  response to PE (35, 36).

T hese data  ind icate  therefore th a t PE can activate  the p42/ 
p44 M APK p ath w ay and th a t activation  o f th is  pathw ay plays 
a k ey  role in  its  ab ility  to induce the hypertrophic response. The  
data  presented here add a new  aspect to th is  by ind icating that 
PE can stim ula te  th e  transcriptional activation  ability  o f CBP  
and p300 and th a t th is  effect is  dependent upon its  ability  to 
activate  the p42/p44 M APK pathw ay. To exam ine such effects 
on CBP or p300 in  th e  absence o f any effect on th e ir  recruit
m en t to the DN A, w e used constructs in  w hich different regions
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F ig. 10. Effect of PE on the transcriptional activity of different 
N-terminal and C-terminal regions of p300 in cardiac myocytes.
Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes with 2.5 /xgof the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase together with 2.5 /xg 
of constructs containing the indicated region of p300 linked to the DNA 
binding domain of Gal4 or the isolated DNA binding domain 
{GaHDBD). Values are expressed relative to the level of luciferase 
obtained with each construct in untreated rat neonatal cardiac myo
cytes (set at 100%) and are the means of four independent transfection 
experiments whose standard error is indicated by the bars. + + , p < 
0.05 versus construct in absence of PE.

o f CBP or p300 have been linked to the D N A  binding dom ain o f  
Gal4. A lthough th is  approach h a s been ex ten sively  used by 
ourselves and others (17, 18, 26, 37, 38), it  has been  criticized  
(21). H ere, w e have independently  confirm ed our resu lts using  
a m utan t form o f CREB, w hich con stitu tively  recruits CBP  
(21). T his again  a llow s effects on CBP to be stu died  in the  
absence o f recru itm ent effects and h a s been  used to show th at  
som e effects observed on G al4/CBP chim eras cannot be repro
duced w ith  th is sy stem  (21). M oreover, w e have used  an an ti
sense CBP construct to block th e  effect of PE on a natural 
target prom oter, th a t o f the A N F  gene. H ence, in our case, the  
effect o f PE has been dem onstrated u sin g  three d istinct sy s
tem s, two o f w hich rely  on endogenous CBP rather than G al4/ 
CBP constructs.

In terestin g ly , a  dom inant negative  m utan t o f p300 w as also  
able to block activation  o f the A N F prom oter by PE ind icating  
th a t the role of p300 in  the PE response could also be dem on
strated  by in h ib itin g  endogenous p300. It is possib le that the  
ability  to block th e  PE response o f the A N F  prom oter by block
ing  eith er CBP or p300 reflects d istin ct functions for these  two  
factors in th e  stim ulation  o f the prom oter, w ith  inhibition o f  
either factor therefore blocking th e  response. It is  more likely, 
how ever, th a t  th is  effect reflects a depend en ce o f the re
sp onse  on th e  m a in ten a n ce  o f th e  norm al to ta l lev e l of fu n c
tion a l C B P and p300 . H ence, in h ib itio n  o f e ith er  factor re
duces th e  to ta l lev e l o f  th e se  tw o c losely  rela ted  factors and  
therefore in h ib its  th e  resp on se. T h is effect h a s  been ob
served , for exam p le, in  knockout m ice w h ere  C B P /p300  dou- 
ble-h eterozygote  an im a ls  show  a s im ila r  le th a l phenotype to  
th a t observed  w ith  th e  hom ozygous knockout o f e ith er factor  
alone (for rev iew  see  Ref. 39).

In our stu d ies, other hypertrophic agents such as UCN and  
CT-1 did not induce sign ificantly  increased activ ity  of CBP. 
B oth th ese  a g en ts have been show n to activate the p42/p44
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F ig .  11. Effect of the specific MAPK inhibition on the up-reg
ulation o f p300 activity hy PE in cardiac myocytes. Luciferase 
assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac myocytes w ith 2.5 
Mg of the Gal4-E1B TATA-luciferase w ith the p300 N-terminal domain 
(amino acids 1-743) linked to the DNA binding domain of Gal4. The 
MAPK inhibitors SB203580 (10 and PD98059 (100 were added 
10 min before treatm ent with PE (50 mm) (A). B shows the result of 
co-transfection w ith  either 2.5 pg of the empty expression vector (con
trol) or the sam e vector containing the MAPK inhibitory m utant 
{P42Y185F) or a wild type {P42WT). Values are expressed relative to 
the level of luciferase in control, untreated transfected rat neonatal 
cardiac m yocytes (set at 100%) and are the m eans of three independent 
transfection experim ents whose standard error is indicated by the bars. 
* ,p  <  0.05 versus control; + ,p  <  0.05 versus PE.

M APK path w ay  (4 0 -4 2 ) .  H ow ever, un lik e th e  case  o f PE, in 
hib ition  o f  p42/p44 M APK  activation  does not affect th e  ab ility  
o f U C N  or CT-1 to  induce hypertrophy (14, 42),^ H ence the  
ab ility  o f  PE to induce strong enhan cem ent o f th e  transcrip
tional activation  ab ility  o f CBP and p300 v ia  th e  p42/p44  
M APK p a th w ay  correlates w ith  th e  essen tia l role o f  th is  pa th 
w ay in  its  ab ility  to induce hypertrophy.

T hese find ings su g g est therefore th e  possib ility  th a t en 
hanced transcrip tional activ ity  o f CBP and p300 m ay be in 
volved in  th e  induction  o f hypertrophy by PE. In terestin g ly , a 
num ber o f factors involved  in  th e  hypertrophic response such  
as AP-1 and th e  STAT factors have  been  show n to associate

 ̂J. E. Railson, Z. Liao, K. B. Brar, J. C. Buddie, D. Pennica, A. 
Srephanou, and D. S. Latchman, subm itted for publication.

F i g .  1 2 . Effect of a dominant negative p300 mutant on the 
up-regulation of ANF promoter activity hy PE in cardiac myo
cytes. Luciferase assay results of co-transfecting rat neonatal cardiac 
myocytes w ith  2.5 pg  of the p300 dominant negative construct or the 
em pty vector (control) together w ith 2.5 pg of the ANF-luciferase re
porter construct in the presence or absence of PE (100 pM ). Values are 
expressed relative to the level of luciferase in control, untreated rat 
neonatal cardiac myocytes (set at 100%) and are the m eans of three 
independent transfection experiments whose S.E. is indicated hy the 
bars. *, p <  0.05 versus control; nis ,  no significant difference versus 
control.

w ith  CBP and p300 (12, 13). R ecent stu d ies  o f  the activation  of  
en d o th elin -1 (ET-1) gene expression  by  PE have show n th a t the  
transcrip tion  factor GATA-4 is phosphorylated by th e  p42/p44  
M APK  pathw ay follow ing PE trea tm en t and p lays a critical 
role in  the activation  o f ET-1 gene expression , w h ich  is  required  
for hypertrophy (43). M oreover, it  h a s  been dem onstrated  th a t  
CBP enhan ces the activation  o f B N P  by GATA-4 and  YYI (44) 
w h ereas p300 associates w ith  GATA-4 and  inh ib ition  o f p300  
activ ity  by overexpression  of E lA  preven ts GATA-4 stim u la 
tion  o f  ET-1 activ ity  (45).

It is  lik ely  therefore th a t CBP and p300 p lay a critical role in  
th e  process o f cardiac hypertrophy and, in  particular, in  its  
induction  by PE. In itia l stu d ies o f  the CBP/CREB sy stem  
sh ow ed th a t s ig n a lin g  path w ays produced phosphorylation o f  
th e  CREB factor lead in g  to the recru itm ent o f CBP to  the D N A  
and transcrip tional activation  (1, 2). S tu d ies o f th is type led  to 
th e  idea th a t DN A-bound transcrip tion  factors su ch  as CREB  
rep resented  the prim ary targets for s ig n a lin g  path w ays th at  
ind uce transcrip tional activation  w ith  co-activators su ch  as 
CBP and p300, w h ich  in  turn recognize th e  consequences of 
th e se  sign a lin g  pathw ays acting on th e  DN A-bound transcrip
tion  factors rather than  being targets th em se lv es for such  
sig n a lin g  pathw ays.

A variety  of recent data, how ever, su g g ests  th a t CBP and  
p300 th em se lv es are targets for specific sign a lin g  pathw ays. 
T hu s, for exam ple, in  our previous w ork (26) w e dem onstrated  
th a t N G F w as able to enhance th e  ab ility  of C BP-G al 4 fusion  
protein s to activate  transcrip tion  and  th a t th is  effect w a s de
p en d en t upon th e  ability  o f NG F to activate  the p42/p44 M APK  
pathw ay. S im ilar activation  o f CBP by ca lc ium -stim ulated  sig 
n a lin g  pathw ays h a s been observed in  neuronal cells  (37, 38, 
46). T he work presented  here ex ten d s th ese  stu d ies to show  
th a t activation, o f p42/p44 M APK in  cardiac cells by  PE, sim 
ilar ly  resu lts  in  an enhan cem ent o f th e  transcrip tional activa
tion  ab ility  o f CBP and p300. T his in d ica tes th a t th e  activ ity  of 
C B P can be directly  targeted  by specific sign a lin g  p ath w ays in  
cardiac as w e ll as neuronal cells and  identifies PE as an agent 
able to produce th is  effect. M oreover, it  su ggests th a t, during  
th e  hypertrophic response, CBP and p300 are not sim ply  pas
siv e  partners being recru ited  to th e  D N A  v ia  phosphorylation
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o f DN A-bound factors such as GATA4. R ather th ey  rep resent 
targets for th ese  s ignaling  pathw ays and w ill induce enhanced  
transcrip tional activation  follow ing PE treatm ent.

In terestin g ly , th e  predom inant effect o f PE involves the C- 
term inal dom ain of CBP and th e  N -term inal dom ain o f  p300  
even  though th ese  regions are non-hom ologous to one another  
(for review  see  Refs. 3 ,2 9 ). In contrast, the C -term inal region o f  
p300 w as only w eakly  activated by PE w h ereas PE had no  
effect at all on the activ ity  o f th e  N -term inal region o f  CBP. 
H ence, the sam e signaling  pathw ay can target tw o different 
regions o f th ese  c losely related  m olecules to enhan ce their  
transcrip tional activating  ability.

It is lik ely  th a t th e  enhanced transcriptional activa ting  ab il
ity  o f  p 300 and  CBP is  m ediated v ia  phosphorylation induced  
by th e  p42/p44 MAPK pathw ay. E vidently , th e  pu ta tive  phos
phorylation s ite s  targeted  by the p42/p44 M APK path w ay are 
lik ely  to be located a t th e  N  term inu s of p300 w hose activ ity  is  
enhanced by PE (th is report) and a t the C term inu s o f CBP  
w h ose activ ity  is enhanced by N G F (26) and by PE (th is report).

In terestingly , the region o f CBP from 1961 to 2039, w hich  
m ed iates the strongest response to PE w as also identified  as  
one of two regions at th e  C term inus of CBP involved in its  
response to NG F (26) w h ereas am ino acids 2009  to 2117  w ere  
found to be able to m ediate activation  by calcium  in  neuronal 
cells (38). B ecause th e  PE and N G F effects involve p42/p44  
M APK (26 and th is report), w h ereas the calcium  effect requires 
other k in ases such  as CaM k in a se  II and CaM k in ase  IV (38), 
th is  ind icates th a t a sm all C -term inal region o f CBP acts as a 
target for different k in ase-activated  signaling  pathw ays. A l
thou gh  the exact s ites  for phosphorylation by th ese  pathw ays  
rem ain  to be identified, it  h as been dem onstrated th a t p42/p44  
M APK  can phosphorylate CBP in vitro  on at lea st  tw o sites  
w ith in  the region 1 8 9 1 -2441  (47). M oreover, w e have  dem on
stra ted  th at CBP and p42/p44 M APK enzym es d irectly  associ
ated  w ith  one another and th a t CBP becom es phosphorylated  
follow ing NG F treatm ent (48).

In the case o f  p300, serine 89  w ith in  the N -term inal region  
targeted  by PE has been show n to be phosphorylated  by PKC  
(49). In v iew  o f the potentia l involvem ent o f PKC in  th e  effects 
w e observe, it  w ill be o f in terest to determ ine w h eth er  th is  
resid ue is  targeted  by PE and is  responsible for its  stim ulatory  
effect.

A lthough th e  precise s ites th at are phosphorylated  on CBP  
and p300 follow ing PE treatm ent rem ain to be identified , it  is  
already clear th a t the transcrip tional activating ab ility  o f th ese  
critical co-activators is stim ulated  by the hypertrophic agent 
PE in  a p42/p44 M APK -dependent m anner in  cardiac cells and  
th a t th is is effect is  lik ely  to p lay an im portant role in the  
ab ility  o f PE to induce specific gene expression  during the  
hypertrophic response.
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Abbreviations

Ang n Angiotensin ü
AN? Atrial natriuretic peptide
AP-1 Activator protein-1
AT Acetyltransferase
BNP Brain natriuretic peptide
CAT Chloramphenicol acetyl transferase
CBP CREB binding protein
Cdks Cyclin dependent kinases
CFP Cyan fluorescent protein
CRE cAMP response element
CREB cAMP response element binding protein
CT-1 Cardiotrophin-1
ET-1 Endothelin-1
FITC Fluorescein isothiocynate
GFP Green fluorescent protein
HAT Histone acetyltransferase
HD Huntington disease
HD AC Histone deacetylase
HLH Helix-loop-helix
JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinase
MAPK Mitogen activated protein kinase
MHC Myosin heavy chain
MLC Myosin light chain
MLL Mixed lineage leukaemia
MOZ Monocytic leukemia zinc finger protein
NFAT-3 Nuclear factor of activated T cell-3
NHE Nâ /Ĥ  ion exchanger
NGF Nerve growth factor
P/CAF P300/CBP associated factor
PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear antigen
PE Phenylephrine
PHD Plant homeodomain
PI Propidium iodide
PKA Protein kinase A
PKC Protein kinase C
RTS Rubinstein Taybi syndrome
SAPK Stress activated protein kinase
SERCA Sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium pump



SRC-1 Steroid receptor co-activator-1
STAT Signal transducer and activator of transcription
TAP TBS associated factor
TBP TATA binding protein
TGF Transforming growth factor
TSA Trichostatin A
UCN Urocortin

Page Mistake Correction
19 heterodimersie heterodimerise
21 function functional
22 Following the binding of TFIIA and 

TFIID to the promoter, the formation 
of the basal transcription complex for 
RNA polymerase II may take place 
via sequential recruitment of TFIIB, 
TFDF/RNA polymerase II and 
TFEE/TFIIH

Following the binding of TFIIA and 
TFIID to the promoter, the formation 
of the basal transcription complex for 
RNA polymerase II may take place 
via sequential recruitment of TFIIB, 
TFIIF/RNA polymerase II and 
TFHE/TFIIH/TFIIJ

41 No reference Schematic adapted from Goodman 
and Smolik, 2000

80 Angiotensinogen is a precursor 
protein, which is converted to Ang II 
by angiotensin converting enzyme 
(ACE).

Renin is an enzyme that acts on 
angiotensinogen to induce proteolytic 
cleavage and form a decapeptide 
called angiotensin I. Angiotensin 
converting enzyme (ACE) is then 
released to cleave off two amino 
acids to form the octapeptide, 
angiotensin II.

108 SB203580 (SB) was used at a 
concentration of 20pM

SB203580 (SB) was used at a 
concentration of 1 OpM

138 Figure 3.9 Y-axis: Fold stimulation by 
PE (%)

Figure 3.9 Y-axis: Fold stimulation 
by PE (units)

152 mutagensis mutagenesis
158 Figure 3.22 (B) The same data 

presented
Figure 3.22 (B) The same data 
presented without PE


